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ABSTRACT
STRUCTURAL M O D ELIN G  O F FULL D EPTH  CONCRETE D ECK  PANELS
by
Rebekah J. Briggs 
University o f New Hampshire, May, 2007
As technology for finite element software improves, the ability to create accurate models o f 
existing systems becomes feasible. Structural modeling is used to predict response to various 
loading conditions, and if used with structural parameter estimation, could be a successful 
tool for structural health monitoring.
In June 2006, laboratory testing was completed at the University o f New Hampshire on two 
sets o f pre-cast, post-tensioned concrete deck slabs. This work was sponsored by the New 
Hampshire Departm ent o f Transportation for future use in rapid bridge construction. 
Models o f  these slabs were created using the finite element software package GTSTRUDL®.
This research included the development o f in instrumentation plan, creation of the finite 
element model, and the analysis and comparison o f results. The intent was to create a model 
that accurately predicts the behavior o f the slabs under given loading and support 
conditions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
As labor costs, fuel costs, and congestion continue to increase in the United States, the 
demand for rapid completion o f transportation construction projects is rising. Rapid 
construction techniques shorten project schedules, reduce traffic detours and lane closures, 
and decrease construction delays for the general public. Typical bridge construction or 
rehabilitation projects can take months if  not years. In  rural settings, bridge closures may 
eliminate the only local accessible route, causing significant detours to the next point of 
access. Bridge closures are not only a hassle to the traveling public, but a safety concern as 
emergency access and evacuation routes are changed and lengthened. As o f 2005, an 
estimated 27.1% o f the nation’s bridges were structurally deficient or functionally obsolete 
(ASCE, 2005). Therefore, potentially more than a quarter o f all bridges in the United States 
could be closed or reduced to fewer lanes if all required rehabilitation projects were 
completed at one time. Given that Americans already spend an average o f 46 hours a year 
stuck in traffic and waste 5.7 billion gallons o f gas annually, accelerated rehabilitation 
projects would have a tremendous positive impact on the general public (ASCE, 2005).
Rapid bridge construction techniques, also referred to as accelerated bridge construction 
technologies (ABCT), aim to “minimize traffic disruption, improve work-zone safety, reduce 
environmental impact, and improve constructability while maintaining quality” (FHWA,
1
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2006). Most o f these techniques involve the use o f prefabricated bridge elements, allowing 
for work to be completed in controlled environments off site, removing adverse job site 
conditions and resulting in higher quality projects and better user ratings. Precast products 
can be more expensive to produce and transport than cast-in-place products, however their 
rapid installation potential significantly shortens construction phase time schedules. By using 
a precast slab as opposed to cast-in-place, the use and construction o f forms is eliminated, 
steel cages do not have to be tied, fresh concrete does not have to be finished, and it is not 
necessary to wait for the concrete to cure before further work can be completed. The result 
is a higher quality concrete product with increased durability and better quality control. This 
also comes with a significantly decreased time demand, as the slabs are cast at the plant and 
only need to be placed on site for further work to proceed.
A successful application o f an ABCT project was completed in August o f 2002 by the 
Virginia Department o f Transportation on the U.S. Interstate 95 James River Bridge 
replacement. Accelerated construction was needed given the high daily traffic flow over the 
bridge. The project used a fully prefabricated superstructure. Old bridge spans were 
segmentally removed and replaced with new prefabricated full depth deck panels overnight, 
allowing the 1-95 Bridge to remain open during daytime hours (AASHTO, 2004). Figure
1.1.1 is an image o f the night work being performed on the bridge (Kozel, 2001).
2
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Figure 1.1.1: Jam es R iver B ridge
Over the last five years, significant attention has been given to increase the use o f 
prefabricated bridge technology in the United States. In 2001, the American Association o f 
State Highway and Transportation Officials' Technology Implementation Group (AASHTO 
TIG) named prefabricated bridge systems as a priority technology. In February 2003, 
AASHTO, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the Midwest Transportation 
Consortium cosponsored a National Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems Conference 
in St. Louis, Missouri, one o f the first o f its kind in the United States (FHWA, 2003). 
Accelerated bridge construction technologies are a viable option for future transportation 
projects in this country. The concrete slabs tested for this project were designed for 
potential use in a rapid bridge construction or rehabilitation project.
The use o f modeling to predict structural behavior increases with computer technology and 
software advances. Programs such as GT STRUDL®, Comsol Multiphyisics, and STAAD, 
make it possible to easily create accurate models o f various structures, and perform finite 
element analysis on structures that would take significant amounts o f time to analyze by 
hand. These programs generally include outputs that show stresses, strains, displacements, 
shears, and moments for every model element. I f  a model can be shown to accurately predict
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the performance o f a laboratory experiment, then they can potentially be used to predict 
additional performance characteristics, such as dynamic loading response.
Examples o f current research in this field include the modeling o f reinforced concrete slabs 
to simulate a full-scale fire test (Huang ZH , 2003), where it was shown that a model could 
accurately predict the structural behavior o f reinforced concrete slabs and their influence on 
steel-framed buildings in fire conditions. W ork by Lui MY et. al. showed substantial 
agreement between a model and experimental results for prediction o f aerodynamic 
response to wind conditions on high-rise structures. The model was then used to calculate 
structural response o f wind-induced oscillations (Lui MY et. al, 2003).
To show whether a model is an accurate predictor o f a structure, the structure can be tested 
in the laboratory. For the given test setup, a mathematical model can be run with similar 
representation o f materials, support configuration, and loading conditions. Laboratory 
testing was performed on two sets o f slab designs. The numerical results o f these tests were 
evaluated and compared to results produced by a mathematical model, in attempts to 
validate model results.
The goal o f this thesis was to create a mathematical model using finite element analysis to 
simulate laboratory tests. Slab design, material properties, and instrumentation layout and 
techniques will be discussed in great detail, and numerical results from the lab test and the 
model will be compared.
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CHAPTER 2
L IT E R A T U R E  REVIEW
Before and during the 1970’s, attention to bridge maintenance and rehabilitation was not 
emphasized, and structural repairs were only completed as needed (Thompson et al. 1998). 
Focus changed in the United States when several bridge failures occurred in the 1960’s. The 
collapse o f the Silver Bridge drew attention to the deterioration o f several bridge systems 
and the need to maintain bridge safety (Small et al. 1999). In response to these and other 
failures, the National Bridge Inspection standards were issued in 1971. Concurrently, the 
formation o f the National Bridge Inventory Database was established to record bridge 
inspection information. The Federal Highway Administration uses the inventory to allocate 
funds through the Highway Bridge Repair and Maintenance Program (Frangopol et al, 2001). 
The failures also led to the current practice o f biannual bridge inspections (Aktan et al.
2000). Since that time, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO) has published several editions o f Standard Specifications for the Design of 
Highway Bridges, in order to integrate controlled safety standards into bridge design. Many 
states now also use Pontis, a comprehensive bridge management system developed as a tool 
to assist in bridge management, which can be used for maintenance tracking and federal 
reporting, from bridge inspection data.
5
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The primary challenge in bridge maintenance is the ability to predict with reasonable 
accuracy, the optimum time at which a bridge must undergo repair. Potential sources of 
damage and defects include corrosion, aging, fatigue, and vehicle collision, some o f which 
cannot be detected by visual inspection alone. Research in structural health monitoring has 
shown the ability to track the deterioration status o f a structure. Aktan et al (2000) defines 
health monitoring as
“The measurement o f the operating and loading environment and the 
critical responses o f a structure to track and evaluate the symptoms o f 
operational incidents, anomalies, and /o r deterioration or damage indicators 
that may affect operation, serviceability, or safety reliability.”
Advancements in field instrumentation, including intelligent transportation systems, closed- 
circuit cameras, sensors, wireless technology and software programs are expanding the 
volume o f bridge deterioration data. The evaluation o f the resulting data may lead to 
possible prediction o f structural damage and the need for repair. In order to take full 
advantage o f the data set, there must be an expected response for comparison. Such a 
response is most commonly attained by the use o f a structural model. Therefore, the 
accuracy o f a model is vital for its effective use as a prediction tool.
In many cases, field monitoring may take several years to identify observable damage. A 
significant amount o f data would be recorded in this time frame, and would then need to be 
processed. In order to accurately predict when structural rehabilitation should be 
undertaken, developments in prediction methods must be made. Parameter estimation is one 
such method. Parameter estimation seeks to identify changes in structural parameters by 
adjusting certain parameters and reconciling the model’s response with a set o f measured test 
data (Sanayei et al, 2001). This method is capable o f dealing with unknown, known, and
6
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uncertain parameters. The adjustment o f these parameters through recorded data from 
structural health monitoring, leads to an updated model that can be used to predict 
information regarding the health o f the tested structure. Essentially, parameter estimation 
reconciles an analytical model o f a structure with full-scale test data via optimization 
methods (Santini-Bell and Sanayei, 2006).
In its publication Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems, the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) highlighted bridge construction as a primary source o f traffic 
congestion. The suggested solution is the use o f prefabricated bridge elements. Many 
contractors are increasingly using precast caps for substructure construction, and bridge 
designers are finding ways to integrate precast elements into superstructure and deck 
construction through the use o f precast pre-stressed bridge girders and deck panels. The 
FHWA indicates that some o f the benefits o f using total prefabricated bridge systems 
include increased work zone safety, improved constructability, lower life-cycle costs, and 
increased quality through controlled fabrication conditions. With the support o f the FHWA, 
the use o f prefabricated elements for accelerated bridge construction can be expected to 
increase in the United States in the coming years.
The Wisconsin Department o f Transportation (WisDOT), faced with future demands for 
highway bridge deck replacements on heavily trafficked interstate highways, noted that safety 
concerns, disruptions to traffic, and bridge closures have an adverse impact on the regional 
economy (Carter, et al, 2007). As a result, the W isDOT is focusing primarily on the use of 
prefabricated bridge systems for the majority o f its highway bridge rehabilitation projects.
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The St. George Island Bridge, belonging to the Florida Department o f Transportation 
(FDOT), provides a 4.1-mile long access between the mainland and the island o f St. George 
in the G ulf o f Mexico. The rehabilitation project required accommodation to sensitive 
environmental restrictions and a 75-year service life, and was completed in 2004. The FD O T 
opted to use precast concrete bent cap-to-pile connections, stay-in-place precast concrete 
footing forms, and precast bulb tee girders. The use o f the precast design led to rapid 
construction and maximum span lengths, while protecting the marine ecosystem from 
intrusive cast-in-place options (Zendequi et al, 2005).
Rapid bridge construction techniques and structural health monitoring through structural 
modeling are just two o f the growing innovations for improving bridge construction and 
maintenance in the United States. This research effort will serve to investigate the correlation 
between laboratory and model data in order to validate the use o f the model as a tool for 
structural health monitoring, and to evaluate the components o f the bridge system for use in 
rapid bridge construction projects.
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CHAPTER 3
SLAB D E SIG N
During the summer o f 2005, a research project was developed between the New Hampshire 
Department o f Transportation (NH DOT) and the University o f New Hampshire (UNH) to 
evaluate rapid bridge construction alternatives appropriate for a bridge repair project in the 
state o f New Hampshire. The N H  D O T  funded the project, and research was completed at 
UNH. Techniques considered included the use o f precast, prestressed, post-tensioned, high 
strength deck slabs for rapid deck replacement, as well as the use o f alternative joint designs 
and materials, with the intent for use as prefabricated structural components in state bridge 
repair projects. The following details the design o f the slab system and the materials used.
3.1 - Structural D esig n  o f  T est Slabs
3.1.1 — Dimensional Characteristics
The UNH load frame available for testing bridge components accommodates structures up 
to 8 feet in width (See Figure 3.1.1). Only the length o f the high bay laboratory restrains the 
le n g th  o f  c o m p o n e n ts ,  w h ic h  w a s  n o t  a f a c to r  in  th e  s iz in g  o f  th e  s la b s  f o r  th is  te s t. I n  o r d e r  
to evaluate the joint between the two slabs and leave adequate room for post-tensioning 
procedures, the maximum width o f the two slabs together was 7’, and therefore each slab 
was cast at a width o f 3’-6” .
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F igure 3.1.1: L oad Fram e
The depth o f all slabs was 8.5 inches, typical o f full depth deck slabs used in New 
Hampshire. The length o f each slab was 8 feet, as the slabs were originally intended for use 
on a pedestrian bridge with a girder spacing o f 8 feet. Slabs were designed for tongue and 
groove joint connections, similar to the tongue and groove joint commonly used in plywood 
subflooring. This joint allows for an interlocking connection between the slabs, hopefully 
enhancing the fatigue and strength performance o f the transverse joint. One o f the goals o f 
this connection was to eliminate the need for a grouted shear key between two adjacent 
panels, thus eliminating the difficulties associated with grouting. Dimensional properties o f 
the tongue and groove slabs are shown in Figure 3.1.2a and Figure 3.1.2b respectively.
10
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2  7/8 "
1 1/ 2” 
1 1/ 2" 
2 1 /2”
1 1/ 2" 
1 1/ 2 ”
8 1 /2 '
3’-0  1/ 2" 21/2"
Figure 3.1.2a: Tongue Slab D im ensions
1 3/8' 
1 1/ 2 '
2 3/4' 
1 1/ 2' 
1 3/8'
8 1/ 2 '
2 5/8'
3'-0 3/4'
Figure 3.1.2b: Groove Slab D im ensions
Field use o f the slabs would require a groove joint on one side o f the slab and a tongue joint 
on the other, in order to fit multiple slabs together. This was not done for lab tests, as the 
formwork for the joints was expensive, and only two adjacent slabs were tested at one time. 
However, in the above images connections are shown on both sides to represent what an 
actual panel would look like. The second joints are shown as dashed lines at the straight 
faces.
Slabs were cast in March o f 2006 in the structures high bay at the University o f New 
Hampshire. Self-consolidating concrete (SCC) was used, eliminating the need for vibration 
and surface finishing. Dragon Cement o f Newington, N H, supplied all concrete used in this 
research, with SCC admixtures supplied by BASF. The SCC mix design (see Appendix A)
11
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was used to obtain a high strength mix, and a highly flowable mix due to the congestion of 
rebar and post-tensioning rods. A spread o f 28” was specified, however the spread recorded 
at the time o f placement was only 22” (see Figure 3.1.3), and thus some troweling o f the 
concrete was required to fill the corners and finish the surface.
Figure 3.1.3: Spread Test
3.1.2 — Post Tensioning and Steel Layout
Typical bridge designs call for prestressing longitudinal to the slab and post-tensioning 
longitudinal to the bridge, inducing biaxial compression in the slab to help prevent tension 
cracking. Due to lab conditions and the large amount o f stress loss that would occur in the 
scaled version o f the test panels, prestressing cables were replaced with 5 /8 ” diameter post­
tensioning rods. The use o f post-tensioning rods produced the desired result o f biaxial 
compression in the slabs. Six rods were used longitudinally in each slab, 3 on the top and 3 
on the bottom , with 5” x 4” bearing plates. See Figures 3.1.4a and 3.1.4b for this post­
tensioning layout for the tongue and groove slabs, where the small circles indicate the rod 
locations.
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Figure 3.1.4a: P T  Longitudinal to Tongue Slab
05 / 8" 3 1/2”
2  1/ 8”
4  1/4"
2 1/ 8"
—  8 3/ 8' 11 1/ 8 ' 11 1/4 '
Figure 3.1.4b: P T  Longitudinal to Groove Slab
The diameter o f the rods was greater than the diameter o f the prestressing cables that would 
typically be used to obtain the desired amount o f compression in the slabs, creating 
additional congestion amid the steel in typical full depth bridge deck slabs. This left slightly 
less than one inch clearance from the face o f the slab to the temperature and shrinkage steel, 
resulting in a required maximum aggregate size (MSA) o f 3 /8 ”. The concrete plant was not 
able to meet this specification due to availability o f material, and provided a mix with a MSA 
of 3 /4 ” that still met strength requirements. This could have posed a potential problem in 
th a t  th e  m a te r ia l  m a y  n o t  h a v e  b e e n  ab le  to  f lo w  b e tw e e n  th e  r o d s  a n d  th e  p a n e l  fac e , th u s  
causing gaps between the steel and the formwork. After stripping the forms it was found 
that this situation did not occur, as visual observation failed to reveal uneven or gapped 
surfaces. Internal gaps most likely did not occur, as the worst dimensional tolerance for the
13
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aggregate occurred between the shrinkage steel and the face o f the slab. Since the panels 
would not be exposed to weather conditions, this lessened amount o f clearance/cover was 
not considered to be an issue for this test, and most likely did not have an effect on the 
performance o f the slabs. I f  the slabs were to be used in field conditions, all cover 
requirements from applicable codes must be met; however, the use o f prestressing cable in 
the field case would reduce the internal congestion yielding sufficient cover.
Four one-inch diameter 150ksi threaded rods were used to post-tension the two slabs 
together in the longitudinal direction o f the bridge, which is transverse to the slabs. These 
rods were placed 1 foot from the ends, and at a 2-foot spacing. Figure 3.1.5 is a schematic 
along the 8-foot longitudinal length o f the slab.
10" — -0r
2 '- 0 " 1'- 0 "
Figure 3.1.5: Longitudinal Post-Tensioning Layout
Once all o f the post tensioning rods and housing had been placed in the slabs, # 3  rebar was 
used to support the post tensioning cage and act as shrinkage steel, with one rod 3” from 
each edge, and transverse rods approximately every 30” along the length o f the slab. Figure 
3.1.6 shows an image o f a tongue slab formwork with its associated steel cage prior to 
casting.
14
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Figure 3.1.6: Form P rior to  Pour
Black plastic tubes running the longitudinal distance o f the slab housed the 5 /8 ” diameter 
rods. Four large gray plastic tubes running the short distance o f the slab housed the one-inch 
diameter post tensioning rods that were used to post tension the slabs together. Marine 
shrink-wrap tape was obtained from Great Bay Marine o f Newington, New Hampshire, and 
was used to seal the tube joints to ensure that concrete did not flow into the post tension 
ducts during casting. The #3  temperature and shrinkage (T&S) steel rods are the small rods 
running the short distance in Figure 3.1.6. Figure 3.1.7 is an image o f the tongue slab at the 
time o f concrete placement.
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Figure 3.1.7: Slab P lacem ent
3.1.3 — Epoxy Joint
A thixotropic epoxy supplied by Emecole was used to seal the joint. It was custom designed 
for this application as a two-part mix with a six-hour pot-life. Given the custom design, no 
material properties were provided. The long pot life was desired to provide time to place the 
slab and complete post-tensioning within the pot life o f the mixture. Flexural tests to 
evaluate the tensile strength o f the epoxy were conducted in the laboratory to ensure that the 
concrete would fail in tension before the epoxy, making the slab strength the limiting 
strength o f the system. Visual observation showed that the concrete failed before the epoxy 
in all test samples (See Figure 3.1.8). Additional information for axial compressive strength 
and several material properties for this epoxy are discussed in section 3.4.
16
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Figure 3.1.8: E poxy Tensile Strength Check
Epoxy was applied to the surface o f the concrete joints up to approximately a 1 /8 ” thickness 
on each face before the slabs were post tensioned together. The epoxy, once mixed, was 
highly viscous, and thus did not run off the surface, allowing for the thick application. The 
epoxy was first applied with trowels, but it was quickly found that application by hand was 
easier and more effective.
Figure 3.1.9, taken after the first set o f slabs was post tensioned together, shows the only gap 
seen in the epoxy joint, located between the tongue and groove at one side surface. This 
most likely occurred because the epoxy was not applied as carefully to the edge o f the slab as 
it was throughout the joint, and when the slabs were squeezed together, there was not a lot 
o f epoxy to fill the joint area. It did not appear that the gap on one end o f the slab went very 
deep into the joint, however it is impossible to know how many gaps were in the joint 
throughout its full length. For the second slab set, the epoxy was applied to both joint faces 
before placing the second slab in the load frame, thus making the application process faster, 
simpler, and more effective.
17
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Figure 3.1.9: E poxyJoin t
3.1.4 — Second Slab Set
Two sets o f the slabs described above were cast. After the first test was completed on the 
tongue and groove joint, it was decided per request o f the N H D O T  to test the second set of 
slabs with a butt joint as an alternative to the Tongue and Groove joint. The use o f a butt 
joint would not only increase speed o f construction by simplifying the placement o f the 
slabs, it would also decrease fabrication form costs. To accomplish this, both slabs were 
rotated 180 degrees, as one side o f each slab was cast with a flat edge. However, when the 
forms were built and the slabs were poured, a butt joint test was not anticipated, and 
therefore the formwork on this face was not fully reinforced. Some bowing was seen along 
the face, with the worst bowing occurring at the center o f the slab length. This did not 
appear to be that big o f a problem because the epoxy filled the joint. Tests o f the butt joint 
could potentially show the ability o f the epoxy, along with the post-tensioning rods, to hold 
the two slabs together without any concrete protrusions or shear keys, which would save a 
significant amount o f time in the field. Figure 3.1.10 shows the butt joint filled with epoxy.
18
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Figure 3.1.10: E poxy B u tt Join t
Given that the bow was seen at the center o f the slabs, the maximum joint gap was seen at 
the edges, measuring approximately % inch. As seen in the above image, the epoxy 
sufficiently filled this gap.
3.2 — Construction Sequence
The construction o f the slabs in lab conditions does not accurately represent all the issues 
that occur in the field; however, many o f these issues were considered. The following 
describes the sequence o f construction in the laboratory:
Two steel beams provided by the N H  D O T  were placed in the load frame, and a grout dam 
was created for the haunch using 2 layers o f 1” thick Closed Cell Neoprene (See Figure 
3.2.1). Rubber-Cal, Inc. out o f Santa Ana, California produced the Closed Cell 
N eoprene/EPD M /SBR Style 4211.
19
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Figure 3.2.1: Grout D am s
After the slabs had been given a full 28 days to cure, the slabs were post-tensioned 
longitudinally to the slab. The first slab was then placed on the two parallel beams and 
leveled using four leveling screws that were built into the form before the slabs were cast. 
The first slab was then post tensioned to itself, in what would be the longitudinal direction 
o f the bridge, with 150ksi, 1-inch diameter threaded rod and 0’-4” x 0’-5” x O’- l ” bearing 
plates (see Figure 3.2.2). Dywidag Systems supplied all rods and jacking equipment.
Figure 3.2.2: Post-Tensioning R od
The second slab was then set on the beams approximately 6” from the longitudinal face o f 
the first slab and leveled with the leveling screws. A layer o f  epoxy was then applied to each 
o f the matching faces o f each slab, eliminating the need for a grouted shear key. Post
20
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tensioning rods were inserted and screwed into the coupler on the ends o f the rods o f the 
first slab, shown in Figure 3.2.3.
Figure 3.2.3: Coupler
The two slabs were post-tensioned together with the 150ksi threaded rod before the epoxy 
cured, so that the epoxy could be squeezed throughout the joint during the post tensioning 
process to fill any potential voids left during the epoxy application. After the post-tensioning 
process was complete, the slabs were grouted to the steel beams to create a haunch using 
high strength Sika Sure-grip grout. Once the grout had sufficient time to cure, the leveling 
screws were removed and the slabs were ready for testing.
In field bridge construction, there would often be shear studs welded to the girders through 
holes cast into the slabs before grouting the haunch to create composite action, however, 
composite action was not needed for this test, as there would be no lateral loads applied and 
the supporting beams were uniformly supported. Composite action also creates a larger 
moment o f inertia value to resist bending, however if the slab system can resist bending 
without the aid o f composite action, then the test can be considered conservative in that 
respect to field conditions.
21
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3.3 -  Material Properties of SCC
Twenty standard eight-inch tall cylinders with a four-inch diameter were cast at the time o f 
slab casting by undergraduate students at the University o f New Hampshire following 
ASTM C192/C192M-02: Standard Practice for Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens 
in the Laboratory. Lab tests were completed on the cylinders to determine the unit weight, 
compressive strength, and modulus o f elasticity for the concrete. Cylinders were tested dry, 
rather than wet as prescribed by ASTM, however, since load tests would be completed on a 
dry structure, it was determined that a dry test would better reflect the true conditions o f the 
concrete. Compressive strength tests were performed 28 days after placement, as well as two 
days after the first lab test on the complete structure. Modulus tests were completed two 
weeks after the first structure load test, which was approximately three months after the 
concrete was cast.
Three cylinders were used to determine the average unit weight, y, o f concrete. The 
dimensions o f each cylinder were recorded to the nearest V 32" in order to calculate the 
volume. The weight o f each cylinder was divided by its volume to obtain the unit weight in 
pounds per cubic foot (pcf). Results are shown in Table 3.3.1, with an average unit weight o f 
146 pcf.
Table 3.3.1: SCC U nit W eight
lbs hi1 p c i p c f
A 8.149 12.18 0.08365 144.6
B 8.286 12.18 0.08506 147.0
C 8.460 12.57 0.08482 146.6
22
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Compressive strength tests were performed on a 300,000 lb capacity Model A-16 Young 
hydraulic testing machine produced in Narberth, PA (see Figure 3.3.1), following ASTM 
C39/C39M: Test Method for Compressive Strength o f Cylindrical Concrete Specimens.
Figure 3.3.1: Young H ydraulic Testing M achine
Tests were completed after full 28-day strength had developed. To account for any 
additional strength gain after 28 days, the compressive strength o f the cylinders were tested 
two days after the load test on the concrete deck panels, and therefore the properties 
determined for use in the model should not vary from the actual material properties in the 
concrete at the time o f the test. Table 3.3.2 shows the results o f multiple tests and 
corresponding compressive strengths, producing an average compressive strength o f 9,210 
psi.
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*Note: Compressive strength is calculated as failure load over the cross sectional area o f the 
sample:
FailureLoad lbs . /0
f  c =  a = —  = Psl (34)Area in
The modulus o f  elasticity, also known as Young’s Modulus, or E, is an im portant material 
property used in design, analysis, and modeling o f various materials. It is a constant of 
proportionality that linearly relates stress with strain, a relationship known as Hooke’s law:
a  = E s (3-2)
Young’s modulus therefore, is the slope o f the linear region o f a stress — strain curve for any 
given material. The modulus o f elasticity is expressed in psi, or litera lly ,^ ’/ (iniin). Physically, 
the modulus value indicates the stiffness o f a material, with stiffer materials having higher 
modulus values.
Given that the modulus o f elasticity, E, is only valid throughout the linear portion o f a 
stress-strain curve, it is important during a modulus test that the load not exceed the stress 
value at the proportional limit o f the material. The proportional limit is the point on a stress- 
strain curve where the slope changes from the linear relationship, E, to a nonlinear curve, or 
physically, where deformation becomes permanent, or plastic in nature. Forty percent o f the 
compressive strength o f concrete is an estimated stress that falls safely below the 
proportional limit, and therefore this limit was used for the modulus testing. The tests were 
performed on the INSTRON machine following ASTM C 469 — 02 Standard Test Method
24
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for Static Modulus o f Elasticity and Poisson’s Ratio o f Concrete in Compression. The 
modulus test was conducted at load increments o f 5,000 lbs up to a 45,000 lbs maximum 
load, with dial gage readings taken at each increment. Load was recorded by a 250,000 lb 
capacity INSTRON testing machine, Model 1335, shown in Figure 3.3.2.
Figure 3.3.2: IN ST R O N  Testing M achine
Stress values were calculated directly from the load readings by
<r = -  (3-3)
A
Where P is the load in pounds and A is the cross sectional area o f the cylinder.
To record deformation, a Compressometer with a Chicago Dial Indicator (CDI) was 
attached to the concrete cylinders (See Figure 3.3.3). The CDI, model BG2600, is accurate to 
0.0001 inches, with a range o f 0.6 inches.
25
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Figure 3.3.3: Com pressom eter
Strain was calculated from the dial gage reading by the following formula (ASTM C469-02):
g (3-4)
Where:
• er = Perpendicular distance from the pivot rod to the vertical plane passing through 
the two support points o f the rotadng yoke
• eg = Perpendicular distance from the dial gage to the vertical plane passing through 
the two support points o f the rotadng yoke
• g = Dial gage reading
• /  = Gage length
Stress strain plots o f the resulting data for each trial, shown in Figure 3.3.4, show good 
consistency between the three cylinders, as the slopes o f the linear stress strain region appear 
to be approximately the same in each case, indicating similar resulting modulus values. The 
s tre s s  s tra in  p lo t  is f o r  a  d ry  c y lin d e r  a t  a p p ro x im a te ly  th re e  m o n th s .
e r + e „V r s
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Figure 3.3.4: M odulus T est Graphical R esults
The slope o f each trial is the modulus o f elasticity value. Slopes were calculated with five 
different two-point combinations and averaged to determine the slope o f the line. Numerical 
results are presented in Table 3.3.3, with the average o f presented values being 4,670,600psi.
Table 3.3.3: SCC M odulus o f  E lasticity




Values for compressive strength can be used to estimate the modulus o f elasticity with 
reasonable accuracy from empirical relationships. The most common o f these formulas is:
27
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E  = 32>w '^5 ^ ~ fc  (3_5)
Where wc is the unit weight o f the concrete expressed in pcf, and f  ’c is the compressive 
strength expressed in psi. This formula best models the modulus value for concretes with 
strengths up to approximately 6000psi (ACI 318-02). With a unit weight o f 146 pcf and a 
compressive strength o f 9,21 Opsi, the equation yields an expected modulus value o f 
5,587,000psi. This result is well above the average calculated from lab tests.
Given the high strength properties o f the concrete used for this research, a more accurate 
prediction could potentially be obtained using a formula developed at Cornell Univeristy 
(Slate et al, 1986) for normal density concretes with compressive strengths up to 12000psi.
E  =  (40,00077 c +  1,000,00( ) ) [ ^  (3~6)
With a unit weight o f 146pcf and a compressive strength o f 9,21 Opsi, the equation yields an 
expected modulus value o f 4,889,000psi. This equation produces a modulus value closer to 
the value achieved from lab tests than the ACI equation.
Given the similarity between modulus values obtained from laboratory testing and empirical 
relationships, it can be concluded that the values obtained from lab testing are sufficiently 
a c c u ra te  a n d  re p re s e n ta t iv e  o f  th e  c o n c r e te  p r e s e n t  in  th e  slab s. T h e r e f o r e  a m o d u lu s  o f  
elasticity value o f 4,670,600psi was used for all modeling purposes for the concrete.
28
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3.4 — Material Properties of Epoxy
Three eight-inch cylinders o f epoxy with a four-inch diameter were created in similar fashion 
as the concrete cylinders. Given the long pot life o f this epoxy, the rate o f heat production 
was spread out over a significant period o f time, and most likely did not affect the material 
properties o f the epoxy. Lab tests were completed on the cylinders to determine the unit 
weight, compressive strength, and modulus o f elasticity values for the epoxy. The cylinders 
were given 6 days to cure before any tests were performed. Specifications for concrete 
cylinders were followed for loading rate and maximum loads for modulus testing, as other 
specifications were not readily available.
All three cylinders were used to determine the average unit weight, y, o f the epoxy. Unit 
weight is a material property required for accurate modeling. To calculate unit weight, the 
weight o f each cylinder was divided by its volume. Results are shown in Table 3.4.1, with an 
average unit weight o f 81.2pcf.
Table 3.4.1: E poxy U nit Weight
lbs hr p c i p c f
A 4.656 12.57 0.0463 80.0
B 4.765 12.57 0.0474 81.9
C 4.745 12.57 0.0472 81.6
Compressive strength tests were performed on the Instron machine described previously, 
with a loading rate o f approximately 500 pounds per second. Results are shown in Table 
3.4.2, with an average compressive strength o f 9,290pcf.
29
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When testing cylinder C, the machine was set to load control, and thus as soon as the 
material began to yield, the computer stopped the test. Therefore no full compressive 
strength values are available for that cylinder. It was not retested because the first test for 
compressive strength was performed on it, and thus it was unsure how the epoxy would 
respond after yielding.
The compressive strength o f the epoxy was found to be higher than most bridge application 
concrete mixtures. Further testing should be completed to determine the shear strength and 
fatigue strength o f the epoxy in order to substantially support its use in field applications.
Initially it was not certain whether the epoxy was truly an elastic material, or whether testing 
to 40% o f compressive strength would remain in the elastic region o f the material. Therefore 
a complete stress strain curve from initial load application to failure on Cylinder A was 
obtained to examine the properties o f the epoxy. This curve is shown in Figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.1: E poxy Stress Strain Curve
From the curve it is evident that the material does indeed have a linear elasdc region. Forty 
percent o f the compressive strength resulted in approximately 3,700psi. From the image 
above it is clearly seen that 3,700psi is well within the linear elastic region o f the curve, and 
therefore was suitable for use as the maximum load in the modulus test.
The test for modulus and corresponding equipment used as described for the concrete was 
also used for the epoxy. The modulus test was performed on cylinders B and C, with three 
trials performed on each cylinder.
Data showed extremely good consistency between the six trials, which is shown the similar 
slopes in the stress-strain plot for each trial in Figure 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.4.2: E poxy M odulus Test R esults
The slope o f each trial is the modulus o f elasticity value. Slopes were calculated with four 
different two-point combinations and averaged to determine the slope o f the line. Numerical 
results are presented in Table 3.4.3, with the average of presented values being 371,100 psi.




B3 375,230 371,100Cl 364,300
C2 370,790 369,700
C3 373,880
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Given the high level o f similarity between trials, the average modulus o f elasticity value o f 
371,100psi was accepted and used for all modeling purposes for the epoxy.
Further discussion o f material properties and their relationship to modeling can be found in 
Chapter 7 for both concrete and epoxy.






The quality o f data collected during any research experiment is significandy affected by many 
factors, including the data acquisition system used for collection, gage types, the test 
environment, and the expertise o f the experimentalist. (Shi et al, 2000). The data acquisition 
system and testing equipment is often dependent on the resources available for testing, and 
may not always be the ideal system for a particular test; however, for this research, a 
National Instruments data acquisition system was purchased to meet testing requirements. 
These requirements hinged mainly on signal types (quarter bridge strain, full bridge load) and 
the number o f available channels. Further detail is discussed in section 4.2. The types o f 
strain gages used are dependent upon the material tested, the purpose o f the test, and user 
preference. Strain gage selection is discussed in section 4.3 of this chapter. All tests were 
completed in a temperature controlled, weather protected environment, and thus 
environmental factors are not likely to impact the results.
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4.1 - Data Acquisition System Validation
To determine the accuracy o f the data acquisition unit to be used for this research, a 
National Instruments SCXI 1001 (NISCXI-1001), a test was performed to measure the 
strain on a test cylinder prepared under the guidelines o f ASTM C192/C192M-02: Standard 
Practice for Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in the Laboratory. The test was 
performed in the INSTRON machine described in chapter 3. The load cell (cat #  2518-120) 
in the INSTRON was capable o f reading applied loads up to 225,000 pounds. Load was 
applied at a rate o f 35-45 psi/s, or approximately 500 lbs/s, which was recorded by the 
computer connected to the Instron. This test setup is shown in Figure 3.3.2.
Displacement was measured by a digital Chicago Dial Indicator model BG2600, accurate to 
0.0001 inches, attached to the Compressometer discussed in chapter 3. The displacements 
from this dial gage were manually recorded, and then converted to strain readings by 
equation 3-4. Real time strain readings were also recorded by the National Instruments data 
acquisition system (see section 4.2) from voltage signals read by the strain gages.
Three trials were completed, after which it was observed that the internal strain calculated 
from the displacement dial gage stayed consistent between trials (See Table 4.1.1).
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Table 4.1.1: D ial Gage Strains
HrT .  * m —
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 68 77 77 74 10 12.50
10000 184 165 194 181 29 15.00
15000 281 252 281 271 29 10.34
20000 368 358 368 365 10 2.63
25000 475 465 484 475 19 4.00
30000 581 552 591 575 39 6.56
35000 668 639 678 662 39 5.71
40000 755 726 765 749 39 5.06
45000 862 843 862 856 19 2.25
The percent difference in strain at each load increment was calculated as the variation o f the 
minimum strain value recorded from the maximum:
rrA p  max(g) -  min(g) 
max(<£-)
It can be seen from the table above that the data becomes increasingly accurate as the load 
increases. This is to be expected, considering that a load o f 5000 pounds is only 2% of the 
capacity o f the load cell, and an accurate load reading at that level is unlikely. Thus small 
variations in load application and measurement will appear much larger at smaller loads than 
they would at 45,000 pounds.
During the same test that the Chicago Dial Indicator was used to measure displacement, 
strain results were also collected by the data acquisition system. Results from the applied 
strain gage are shown in Table 4.1.2.
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Table 4.1.2: Strain Gage Readings
T "fHIM£
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 120 120 120 120 0 0.0
10000 240 230 230 233 10 4.17
15000 340 340 340 340 0 0.0
20000 450 440 440 443 10 2.22
25000 540 540 540 540 0 0.00
30000 640 640 630 637 10 1.56
35000 740 740 730 737 10 1.35
40000 830 840 830 833 10 1.19
45000 920 940 920 927 20 2.13
As can be seen from the above table, strains recorded by the gages were consistent between 
trials, with the maximum difference between the three trials at any load value being only 
4.17%.
Strains calculated from the dial gage were then compared to the strains recorded from the 
strain gages. This comparison is shown in Table 4.1.3.
Table 4.1.3: Comparison o f  Strain Readings
lbs D ial Gage Strain Gage %/ “
0 0 u 0.0
5000 74 120 61.6
10000 181 233 29.1
15000 271 340 25.4
20000 365 443 21.5
25000 475 540 13.79
30000 575 637 10.79
35000 662 737 11.31
40000 749 833 11.26
45000 856 927 8.32
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Percent error was calculated by Equation 4-2. In this equation, SGR represents the reading 
from the strain gage, and DGS represents the strain calculated from the dial gage.
% t o r = £ M S C M G S ) . 1#0 ( « )
SGR
Absolute value was used because only the magnitude o f the deviation was o f interest. From 
Table 4.1.3 it can be observed that the percent error between the two sets o f values exceeds 
20% at load readings below 25,000 pounds. However, from 20,000 to 25,000 pounds, there 
is a significant increase in the level o f accuracy between the two readings. As the load 
increases, the level o f accuracy increases significantly. This is expected, given the error seen 
at low load levels with the Chicago Dial Indicator. Once above 20,000 pounds, data from the 
Dial Indicator was consistent, and thus represents the improved correlation between the 
strain gage and the dial indicator readings at and above 25,000 pounds.
An unfactored (service) live load for a typical HS-20 truck used for bridge design has a rear 
axle load o f 32,000 pounds. One o f the goals o f the testing of these slabs was to evaluate 
their performance under service loads to develop an understanding o f how full scale slabs 
may perform in field conditions. Given the high level o f accuracy between strain gage trials 
at loads greater than 20,000 pounds, and the increasing level o f accuracy between the strain 
gage and dial gage strains as load values increase, it is therefore assumed that the data 
acquisition and strain gage system functioned properly given the testing and collection 
procedure, and was acceptable for use in this research.
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4.2 - Data Acquisition System
The National Instruments SCXI-1001 chassis is a shielded data acquisition system capable o f 
recording several data signal types, including strain measurements and voltage readings. The 
N I SCXI 1600 card obtained allows for easy plug and play ability through a USB connection. 
Three N I SCXI-1520 cards were purchased for recording strain measurements, which were 
mounted direcdy into one o f the twelve slots o f the chassis. These cards, shown in Figure
4.2.1, each have eight available channels capable o f reading full, half, and quarter bridge 
signals for load cell, strain, and rotation sensors. Both 350Q and 120H  resistors can be used 
in these cards, making this system more adaptable for future research.
Figure 4.2.1: N I  SC X I1520 Card
In addition to these cards, three N I SCXI-1314 terminal blocks were obtained for ease o f 
wiring. These blocks quick connect to the N I SCXI-1520 cards at the chassis. This set-up 
allows for free wiring into the terminal blocks, as opposed to direcdy in the data acquisition 
unit, freeing up space in the laboratory during preparations for testing, and protecting the 
chassis from potential damage that could occur from lab conditions (post-tensioning,
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construction events). The terminal blocks are inserted into the N I SCXI-1520 cards by pin 
connections, only at the time o f the test. A picture o f the system in the lab is shown in 
Figure 4.2.2.
IS
Figure 4.2.2: Data A cquisition System
Data sheets for all data acquisition components are located in Appendix B.
4.3 -  Strain Gage Selection
Due to the inherent nature o f concrete, strain gages over significant lengths must be used in 
order to account for superficial microcracking. Gages for concrete application can range 
from 1” to 24” in length, depending on the application, with smaller lengths being used for 
laboratory conditions, and longer lengths used in field tests. The likelihood o f encountering 
micro-cracks increases with the use o f longer gages; however, the ability to average strain 
over the longer gage length decreases the error that will exist in the measurement from 
microcracking.
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Concrete application strain gages from Yishay Micromeasurements were selected for use in 
this research. Both 2” and 4” gages were used, depending on the location on the slabs. The 
locations for each gage size will be presented in Chapter 5. All gages used were quarter- 
bridge with 350 Ohm resistance. For specific information for each gage length, see Table
4.4.1.
Table 4.4.1: Strain Gage Technical Specifications
Vishay part number N2A-06-20CBW-350 N2A-06-40CBY-350
Overall Length 2.25 in 4.25 in
Gage Length 2.0 in 4.0 in
Grid Width 0.188 in 0.16 in
Overall Width 0.188 in 0.16 in
Matrix Width 0.32 in 0.33 in
Matrix Length 2.46 in 4.49 in
Vishay N2A gages are constantan foil gages that have a thin, laminated, polymide-film 
backing. They measure strain within a range o f ± 3% in operating temperatures o f -100 to 
200 degrees F (-75 to 95 C). Gages listed at 350 Ohms resistance were chosen over 120 
Ohms, because 350 Ohm  Gages improve signal to noise ratios, and because higher 
resistance gages are commonly used for composite materials (Vishay, Interactive Guide).
Constantan grid alloys, also called Type A alloys, are the most widely used among various 
applications o f gages. The constantan alloy was chosen because it has a fairly high elongation 
capability when compared to other available alloys, which will be required to record strain on
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the bottom o f the slabs, when significant bending will occur during loading. I t also has an 
adequately high gage factor (strain sensitivity), making it relatively insensitive to any 
temperature variations that could occur in the laboratory. The range o f temperatures 
experienced in the structural high bay lab was approximately 60°F to 85°F. Constantan does 
show continuous drift at operating temperatures above 150°F, however lab conditions do 
not exceed temperatures o f 85°F, and thus this drift is not expected to have an effect. 
Constantan is also self-temperature compensating (STC), minimizing the effect o f external 
air temperature on strain measurements. I f  a STC strain gage is bonded to a material having 
a thermal expansion coefficient corresponding to the applied gage, and tested within the 
appropriate temperature range, strain measurements can be made without having to correct 
for thermal output. The two-digit STC number identifies the nominal thermal expansion 
coefficient in ppm /°F  o f the material on which the gages will display minimal thermal 
output. The STC number for these gages is 06. This STC gage results in an insignificant 
difference between the thermal expansion o f the concrete and the gage at operating 
temperatures. This gage is sufficient for tests on concrete within the temperature range 
anticipated for lab conditions (Vishay, Tech Note 504).
4.4 -  Application Process
Proper surface preparation is vital for accurate strain measurements. Developing a clean, 
smooth surface for gage installation will provide an environment adequate for proper 
adhesion o f the gage to the surface, directly impacting the quality o f strain measurement 
data. If  a gage does not adhere properly to the test surface, the small strains present in the 
material cannot be detected. Initially, an AE-10 gage application kit from Vishay
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Micromeasurements was used to apply the gages. The first attempt was successful, however, 
in all attempts following the first, the resin never cured: it was sticky to touch and the gages 
could be peeled o ff by hand. The reasons for this are still unknown, however, it was noticed 
that the resin provided for the first application was clear, while the resin for the second 
round o f gage application had a pink/brown hue. The resins were kept in separate 
containers, so the first attempt and second attempt are completely independent from each 
other. The second botde o f resin was never opened until the time o f application. After a 
second order was processed from Vishay and negative results continued, it was decided by 
the research team to try a different approach with a quick-drying adhesive available at local 
hardware stores. The processes followed for both adhesives are described below.
4.4.1 - Application with Vishay Epoxy
The Vishay Micro-Measurements adhesive kit was used to adhere the first set o f gages to the 
concrete surface. The first set includes all gages located on the groove slab used in the first 
slab test (see chapter 5). The kit included M-Bond Adhesive Resin Type AE, M-Bond Type 
10 Curing Agent, and a calibrated dropper, as well as M-Prep Conditioner A and M-Prep 
Neutralizer 5A. The steps for surface preparation used in this application are as follows:
• Surface Abrasion
• Washing
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•  Surface Coat
Surface abrading is a much larger endeavor for concrete specimens than for steel specimens. 
The concrete surface to which the gages are to be applied must be free o f surface variation 
and protrusions, ensuring a smooth and consistent application area. Aggregate protrusions 
are common on surfaces not cast to a form, or that were not properly finished, which was 
the case for the top surfaces o f the slabs. Therefore, gage locations on the top surfaces were 
ground smooth to remove protruding aggregate and surface variations created at the time of 
pour (See Figure 4.4.1). The abrasion process should leave a smooth planar surface with 
minimal undulations.
Figure 4.4.1: Surface Abrasion
Other surfaces, including the bottom  and the sides, which were encased by formwork, were 
simply abraded with a wire brush and 400 grit silicon carbide paper to remove any loosely 
bonded particles.
After all o f the surfaces were abraded, they were thoroughly washed with water to remove 
any loose particles from the application areas. Gage layout lines were then marked to assist 
in proper orientation o f the gages (at 90-degree angles from the edges of the slabs) on the
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concrete surface (see Figure 4.4.2). Accurate gage placement is critical for the coordination 
o f the collected measurement with the predicted measurement from the mathematical 
model. Thus great care was taken to ensure the proper angular orientation o f the layout lines 
by using multiple distance measurements at each location. Locations o f the gages are detailed 
in Chapter 5.
Figure 4.4.2: Gage Layout Lines
After layout lines were clearly marked, the surface was thoroughly rinsed and scrubbed with 
M-Prep Conditioner A. Cotton tipped applicators or cotton pads proved to be effective for 
this step. The surface was consistently kept moist until the cleaning was completed. After the 
surface had been conditioned, it was washed with water again, and then neutralized using the 
M-Prep Neutralizer 5A, which affects surface alkalinity. The same process for application 
was used as described above for the application o f the conditioner.
At this point the surface was ready for gage installation. The activation and performance o f a 
resin is directly effected by the amount o f catalyst introduced and the mixing technique. To 
mix the AE-10 resin, the calibrated dropper was filled to the appropriate marking with the
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curing agent/catalyst. The catalyst was then inserted into the resin and mixed for five 
minutes with a plastic stirring rod. The resulting pot life was approximately fifteen to twenty 
minutes after mixing at a room temperature o f 75°F.
To ensure that all surface voids were filled with the epoxy, producing a smooth consistent 
surface, a thin surface coat was applied and allowed to cure before the gages were set. The 
epoxy cure time was a minimum 6 hours, with a recommended 24-hour window. The day 
after the surface coat was applied; the gages were applied to the concrete. A thin coat o f the 
epoxy was placed on the surface and to the back o f the gage. The gage was placed in line 
with the layout markers, by pressing firmly on one end, and pulling the other end. The gage 
was then visually inspected for areas o f poor adhesion, which could be seen by 
discolorations in the gage caused by bubbles. When such conditions occurred, a secondary 
and tertiary stroke down the gage was repeated until the bubble was removed. The epoxy 
was then allowed 24 hours for curing before gages were used.
4.4.2 - Application with Quick-Drying Adhesive
All purpose 5-Minute Epoxy produced by Devcon® was used for both the surface coat and 
gage application for all gages applied after the first set. It is a two-part epoxy with a pot life 
o f 5 minutes and a working temperature between -40°F and 200°F, which was acceptable for 
lab conditions. The epoxy develops a full strength o f l,500psi in 1 hour. The steps for 
surface preparation used in this application are as follows:
•  Surface Abrasion
• Washing
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• Gage Layout Lines
• Surface Coat
The processes from surface abrasion to gage layout lines were followed in the same manner 
as noted above. N o conditioners or neutralizes were required.
A surface coat o f epoxy was applied before the gages were installed in order to fill any 
surface voids that may have been present. After allowing adequate time for the initial coat to 
dry (1 hour), a second coat o f epoxy was applied to the gage application areas, and the gages 
were placed in alignment with the layout lines marked previously (See Figure 4.4.3).
Figure 4.4.3: Gage Application
For both cases o f adhesives, once the gages were applied and the epoxy given sufficient time 
to cure, the wires connecting the gages to the D A Q  were soldered onto the leads o f the 
gages (See Figure 4.4.4).
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Figure 4.4.4: Soldering
Given that there were three wires and only 2 leads, the ground wire (white) and the positive 
(red) wire were soldered together prior to being soldered to the gage as directed by Vishay 
Micro Measurements customer service representatives. The negative signal wire (black) was 
soldered to the right side lead on every gage (looking down the length o f the gage), and the 
two-wire set was soldered to the left hand side.
All soldering was performed with a Solomon SL-30 soldering gun, provided by the 
Mechanical Engineering Department at the University o f New Hampshire, at 350°F (See 
Figure 4.4.5)
Figure 4.4.5: Soldering Gun
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Given rough lab conditions, several wires were pulled from the gage surface leads prior to 
testing, and needed to be re-soldered. This could induce error into the lab measurements, as 
an insufficient connection could corrupt the electrical signal sent to the data acquisition 
system, thus affecting the strain output. Therefore, the lead wires for each gage were 
checked for continuity with a voltage meter to insure that 350 Ohms were passing through a 
complete circuit. Once connectivity had been verified, the wires were attached to the data 
acquisition system via the terminal blocks, at which point the slabs were technologically 
ready for testing.
Measurement error during lab testing could account for error when comparing the test 
results to the results o f the mathematical model. Potential measurement error sources 
include poor gage adhesion, improper angular rotation o f the gages with respect to the slab, 
and inadequate soldering/wiring. For a detailed discussion of error sources and their 
potential effects, please see Chapter 9.




The first set o f slabs, tested with the tongue and groove joint, shall hereafter be referred to 
as “slab set A”. The second set o f slabs, tested with a butt joint, shall be referred to as “slab 
set B”. Gages were applied before the placement o f the slabs into the load frame.
5.1 -  Slab Set A Instrumentation Layout
Both the tongue and the groove slab in this first set o f slabs were instrumented with all gages 
parallel to the post-tensioning rods longitudinal to the bridge. This was done to see the 
effects o f the post tensioning in the slabs, particularly at the joint location. Four-inch gages 
were used at all locations except the sides, where the bearing plates for the post tensioning 
rods longitudinal to the slab made the use o f a 4-inch gage impossible. Therefore, for every 
gage placed on the side o f a slab, 2-inch gages were used.
Figure 5.1.1 shows a three-dimensional scaled diagram of slabs with the four 1-inch post­
tensioning rods that hold the slabs together. Strain gages are indicated by the small dashes on 
the top and sides o f the slabs. The crossed box indicates the approximate location o f the 
applied load.
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Figure 5.1.1: Slab Set A  Top Gage Layout
The gages on the groove slab were not all located right at the joint as they were on the 
tongue slab. This was due to the fact that on the groove slabs, grout ports for the tubes 
housing the post tensioning rods inhibited the placement of a 4-inch gage at the edge o f the 
joint directly above the locations o f the post tensioning rods. The dark circles shown in 
Figure 5.1.1 indicate the approximate locations o f the grout ports. Given these conditions, 
the gages were moved back to mid-width on the surface of the slabs, as seen on the right 
side o f Figure 5.1.1. The other two gages located in-between the rods were placed at the 
joint edge. Though this gage layout was not the original intent, it may be beneficial as it 
could show the compression in the middle of the slab as opposed to just at the joint.
At the location o f the two post tensioning rods in the center, gages were placed directly 
below the rods on the bottom of the slab. Figure 5.1.2 shows the gages located on the 
bottom of the slabs, which are again indicated by the short dashes.
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Figure 5.1.2: Slab Set A  B ottom  Layout
Each gage was labeled with two letters and a number, in the form o f AA # . The first letter 
indicates the slab on which it was located, either “T ’ for the tongue slab or “G ” for the 
groove slab. The second letter indicates the surface on which the gage was located. All gages 
located on the top surface o f a slab are labeled with a “T ”, all gages on the side with an “S”, 
and all gages on the bottom  with a “B”. Numbers were assigned sequentially for each 
individual slab. Gage “GT4” would indicate the fourth gage on the top surface o f the groove 
slab, as shown in Figure 5.1.3a.
Figures 5.1.3a and b are three dimensional wire frame images o f the gage layout with the 
assigned label for each gage.
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Figure 5.1.3b: Slab Set A  Gage Labels — B ottom  Surface
5.2 -  Slab Set B Instrumentation Layout
The second test was completed with the butt joint o f each slab facing each other. This was 
done at the request o f the New Hampshire Department o f Transportation, as a successful 
test on the butt joint slabs would decrease form production costs for the use o f the slabs in 
the field, and eliminate any grouting associated with shear keys or issues with tolerances in a 
tongue and groove joint. Slabs are still referred to here as either the “tongue” or the
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“groove” slab, however this is purely for means o f differentiation and clarity as to which slab 
is being discussed, and should not be confused with the tongue and groove joint.
For this test, gages were applied perpendicular to the direction o f the 1 -inch post-tensioning 
rods and parallel to the 5 /8 ” post tensioning rods. The gages in this orientation are rotated 
90° from those o f the first test. Gages in this direction pick up the compression induced by 
the post-tensioning longitudinal to the slabs, as well as the bending stresses induced during 
testing. The layout is shown in Figure 5.2.1, where it can be noticed that the front gage on 
the groove slab was moved back to the center o f the slab in order to make room for the load 
application, which is indicated by the crossed box.
Figure 5.2.1: Slab Set B  Top Gage Layout
Gages on the bottom of the slab were applied at exactly the same locations as those on the 
top surface, with exception for the one gage on the groove slab that was moved to the center 
o f the slab for the load cell. Two additional gages were applied to the bottom of the groove
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slab parallel to the 1 ” post-tensioning rods in order to record the strains induced by the post­
tensioning o f the slabs together. This layout is shown in Figure 5.2.2.
Figure 5.2.2: Slab Set B  B ottom  Layout
Labeling o f the gages for slab set B follow the same pattern as described for slab set A.
Gage label assignments are shown in Figures 5.2.3a and b. Recall that gage assignment labels 
containing a “T ” are located on the top o f the slab, and those containing a “B” are located 
on the bottom  o f the slab.















Figure 5.2.3a: Slab Set B  Gage Labels — Top Surface
Figure 5.2.3b: Slab Set B  Gage Labels — B ottom  Surface
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CHAPTER 6
LAB TESTS 
6.1 -  Post Tensioning
6.1.1 - Post Tensioning Longitudinal to the Slab
The post-tensioning (PT) along the length o f the slab was completed using jacking 
equipment supplied by Dywidag Systems International, Inc. (DSI) and 5 /8  diameter rod. A 
25Mp Series 01 jack, ID  number 1239 was used, last calibrated on March 22, 2006 by DSI 
up to a load o f 50,600 pounds (See Figure 6.1.1). The master gauge in the jack was a 475 
gage, calibrated by DSI following ANSI 45.2, with a Helicoid service gauge number 6-20287, 
also calibrated by DSI following ANSI 40.1. Jack and gage calibration forms are located in 
Appendix C.
Figure 6.1.1: D SI P ost Tensioning Jack.
Each rod was jacked to approximately 26,000 pounds, in hopes o f attaining at least 400psi of 
uniform compression throughout the slabs. Strain measurements were collected for only one
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slab, as three o f the slabs had already been post-tensioned before strain gages were obtained. 
The slab tested belonged to slab set B, where the gages were oriented along the longest 
direction o f the slab, as described in chapter 6. The order o f jacking is shown in Figure 6.1.2.
3 O  5
Figure 6.1.2: R od  Jacking Order
The order o f jacking is vital when compiling the six associated data files, so that the 
compounding compression seen in each gage is added correcdy.
Before each rod was jacked, the gages were zeroed within Labview, which is the software 
program used to retrieve the data signals from the strain gages. This was done to monitor 
stress behavior induced in the slab as each rod was jacked. Total strains were obtained by 
summing the six results. After each rod was jacked, data was collected for an additional ten 
seconds to detect any losses experienced by the slab after jacking. Ten seconds was 
arbitrarily chosen as a sufficient amount o f time for data collection, as visual observation of 
the live streaming data input graph shown in Labview software during data collection 
showed that after that length o f time the strain response had leveled out. Table 6.1.1 shows 
the strain readings for each gage location after each rod was jacked. Gages labeled TT were 
located on the top o f the slab, and gages labeled TB were located on the bottom of the slab, 
with the first “T ” indicating the referral to the Tongue slab.
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Table 6.1.1: R esults o f  P T L ongitudinal to Slab
1 13.93 16.37 17.94 9.70 -40.29 -45.42 -35.53 -38.28
2 -52.26 -43.31 -44.82 -46.46 9.19 10.52 9.29 7.84
3 10.06 31.77 -12.40 9.90 -40.09 -19.66 -64.24 -39.72
4 -58.10 -25.86 -74.18 -49.94 14.21 40.11 -13.85 12.05
5 10.63 -11.15 39.86 10.08 -41.36 -74.79 -19.91 -40.92
6 -58.82 -73.97 -30.37 -50.62 13.80 -17.20 35.23 11.40
Each point was obtained by averaging the last 7 seconds recorded after the rod was jacked, 
with a measurement increment o f 10 readings per second. Negative results represent 
compressive values, and positive results represent tensile values. Even though post 
tensioning induces compression, tensile values are expected on the top o f the slab when a 
bottom rod is being jacked, and vice versa, particularly for gages on the opposite side (width 
wise) o f the rods being jacked. As shown in the above table, this expectation is present in the 
results. This trend is founded in basic mechanics o f materials, where internal stresses are 
based about the neutral axis, with tension and compression on opposing faces.
To obtain total strain induced, the strains recorded for each of the 6 rod jacks were summed. 
Final strain readings and corresponding stresses for each gage are shown in Table 6.1.2.
Table 6.1.2: P T  Summary — Longitudinal to Slab
wit ro c/ruin [>si
TT 1 -134.6 -628
TT 2 -106.1 -496
TT 3 -104.0 -486
TT 4 -117.3 -548
TB 5 -84.5 -395
TB 6 -106.4 -497
TB 7 -89.0 -416
TB 8 -87.6 -409
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Stress was calculated by Hooke’s Law using a modulus value o f 4,670,600psi. A visual 
representation o f these values is shown in Figure 6.1.3.




The goal o f this post-tensioning was to obtain 400psi compression throughout the 
longitudinal direction o f the slab. As seen from the data, this goal was achieved at all but one 
gage location, which was only 5psi short. Therefore it can be concluded that the 5 /8 ” post 
tensioning rods tensioned to 26,000 pounds is sufficient to produce the desired compression 
in the longitudinal direction o f the slab. Recall that normally pre-stressing cables would be 
used in this direction; however data results support the 26,000 pound load value chosen by 
the research team for proper generation o f compression in the slab.
6.1.2 - Post Tensioning Longitudinal to the Bridge
In segmental bridge construction, each deck slab must be post tensioned to the other 
adjacent slabs along the length o f the bridge. This direction is commonly referred to as the
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Figure 6.1.3: P ost Tensioning Results
longitudinal direction on the bridge, or transverse to the slab. The goal o f the post 
tensioning longitudinal to the bridge is to induce 400psi compression in the slabs. To attain 
this value, each threaded rod was post tensioned to 60,000 pounds, stressing the rod to 
76.4ksi, which is well below the 150ksi yield strength. The post-tensioning along the length 
o f the bridge was completed using a 60Mp Series 04 jack, ID  number A67, that was last 
calibrated on March 7, 2006 by DSI up to a load o f 149.77 kips. This jack is a larger version 
o f the jack shown in Figure 6.1.1. The master gauge in the jack was a 353 gauge, calibrated 
by DSI following ANSI 45.2, with a Dresser service gauge number 6-10482, also calibrated 
by DSI, following ANSI 40.1. Jack and gage calibration forms are located in Appendix C. 
Data was recorded for both slab systems during this post tensioning across the joint, 
however only two gages were recorded for slab set B, as only two gages were oriented 
parallel to the 150ksi transverse post tensioning rods.
Slab Set A.:
For slab set A, the groove panel was post-tensioned alone, and then the tongue panel was 
post-tensioned to it in order to mimic segmental post-tensioning in bridge construction. 
The order in which the rods were jacked for the groove slab is shown in Figure 6.1.4. Note 
that the dashed lines in these images represent the load frame, the thicker solid lines 
represent the post tensioning rods, and the numbers on the left indicate the order in which 
the rods were jacked.
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Figure 6.1.4: Jacking Order for Groove Panel
Data from each gage for the four jackings were summed to obtain the total strain induced 
the concrete at each gage location. Strains were converted to stresses using H ooke’s law. 
Final strain readings and corresponding stresses for each gage are shown in Table 6.1.3.
Table 6.1.3: Groove P ost Tensioning Summary
microstrtun psi
GT 2 -48.70 \ r .  5
GT 3 -38.77 -181.1
GT 4 -116.4 -543.8
GT 5 -6.60 -30.81
GT 6 -7.23 -33.78
GS 8 -5.80 -27.10
GB 9 4.73 22.12
GB 10 -0.22 -1.019
These results were not expected. Only three o f the gages showed a significant amount of 
stress induced in the groove slab. One gage, GB9, showed the total stress induced to be 
tensile rather than compressive. To get a better understanding o f the locations o f these 
stresses, a visual representation o f these results is shown in Figure 6.1.5.














Figure 6.1.5: Groove P T R esu lts
These results indicate that the gages at the edge o f the slab were located too close to the 
bearing plates for any stress to develop at the surfaces. Gages 2, 3 and 4 were located farther 
back on the slab, where the post-tensioning forces had sufficient length to distribute to the 
slab surface. In future research, gages should not be placed direcdy at the joint face, but 
further back on the surface at a length sufficient for stress applied at the center o f the slab 
height to distribute to the surface (approximately 4.25 inches back from the joint face for a 
45° angle o f distribution).
The tongue slab was then post tensioned to the groove slab with the rods tensioned in the 
order shown in Figure 6.1.6.
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Tongue Groove
1
Figure 6.1.6: Jacking Order o f  Tongue and Groove
During this post tensioning process, the values o f each gage were initially zeroed out, but 
then were not auto-zeroed between each rod jacking. Therefore when calculating the total 
stress induced, the four values were not summed, as each value showed increasing strain. 
The drift between when one rod was post tensioned and the next rod was post tensioned, 
most likely the result o f anchorage slip, was calculated from recorded values and the 
following strain value was adjusted accordingly. Data acquisition for this test was limited to 
17 channels, given that only two SCXI 1520 cards were available, one o f which had a 
corrupted signal and was unusable. Therefore, with one channel assigned to the load cell, 
only 16 gages were used, even though the two slabs were instrumented with 20 gages. Final 
strain readings and corresponding stresses for each gage are shown in Table 6.1.4 and in 
Figure 6.1.7.
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Table 6.1.4: T&G Slab PTSum m ary
| Tongue Slab \ | Groove Slab |
"55#HSSp
T T l -1239 -5785 GT 2 68.6 -321
TT 2 -66.7 -312 GT 3 8.44 39.4
TT 3 -43.3 -202 GT 4 -50.0 -234
TT 6 -890 -4157 GT 5 -373 -1744
TS 8 24.2 113 GT 6 -42.3 -197.4
TB 10 -29.2 -136 GS 8 58.8 275
GB 9 28.0 130.7
GB 10 -11.55 -53.9
Horizontal dashed lines indicate post-tensioning rod locations, and the light vertical dashed 









Figure 6.1.7: T&G Slab P T  Summary
Data here shows significant scatter with respect to the desired result o f 400psi compression. 
It was noticed during the post tensioning o f the two slabs together however, that a crack
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developed almost at the mid-height o f the side o f groove slab. This crack was not noticed 
until after post-tensioning was completed, and thus it is not certain at which point it was 
created. This was m ost likely due to design tolerances o f the tongue and groove joint. The 
crack developed because the groove joint did not align correcdy with the tongue at all 
locations, effectively pushing the top and bottom o f the groove joint apart. An image o f this 
crack is shown in Figure 6.1.8.
Figure 6.1.8: Crack on Side o f  Groove Panel
Given the development o f this crack, the internal behavior of the slab near this location 
relates to the cracked modulus o f the section as opposed to an elastic modulus. This 
behavior was not anticipated. Variations will be seen between the lab data and the results of 
the mathematical model. In the model, the tolerances between the tongue and groove face 
are perfect: each face o f the tongue bears directly on the matching face o f the groove. This 
will not match laboratory conditions, as the development o f this crack indicates that unequal 
load transfer occurred, with the strongest connection being between the middle vertical face 
o f the joint, and limited connection, if any, for both the top and bottom vertical faces.
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Gage GS 8, located vertically on the side o f the groove slab, should show a significant tensile 
stress, as the top and bottom o f that panel were pushed apart. Also, other gages on the top 
and bottom surfaces o f the slabs could potentially show very small stress values, depending 
on whether or not this crack propagated along a significant length o f the joint. Both o f these 
trends were seen in the recorded data.
Figure 6.1.9 shows a graph o f the stresses with the jacking order on the x-axis. Therefore the 
stresses shown for each gage at location one were the stresses seen when the first rod was 
jacked, and so on. Lines were added between data points for enhanced viewing. Gages TT1, 
TT6, and G T 5 were omitted from the plot, as the stresses recorded from these three gages 
are most likely erroneous, as their stress values are extreme (5785, 4157, and 1744 psi 
respectively). This could be due to poor soldering, poor gage adhesion, or interrupted signal 
streaming from damaged wires.
Three gages exhibited tensile stress values (TS 8, GT3, and GB 9). Gages GT 3 and GB 9 
were expected to show compressive stress values. The cracking o f the groove slab may have 
influenced both, however this is fairly unlikely, as GT3 is located back on the center o f the 
groove slab. The error here is most likely due to gage adhesion, soldering, or collection.
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This plot o f stresses induced as each rod was jacked solidifies the assumption that the 
groove slab was pushed apart by the protruding portion o f the tongue slab during post­
tensioning. Gage GS 8 showed a significant tensile stress o f approximately 275 psi induced. 
This stress level is almost completely attained when the very first rod was jacked, and 
maintained thereafter, indicating that the separation o f the slab occurred when the first rod 
was jacked.
Given the cracking that occurred in the slab and the inability to take the slabs apart after 
testing for inspection, interpretation o f the data from post tensioning can only be made by 
speculation and reasoned hypothesizing, and cannot be stated as certain. Further testing with 
more instrumentation would need to be completed in order to state conclusions with any 
certainty.
Slab SetB:
Because the original design called for performing two tongue and groove joint tests, bearing 
plates were not cast into the slab for correct post tensioning for a butt joint test. Therefore 
the first slab could not be post tensioned prior to the post tensioning o f the two together. 
Additionally, only two gages were oriented parallel to the post tensioning rods. This limited 
data is unfortunate, given the cracking that occurred in the first test. Additional data for the 
butt joint test could have revealed whether the desired compressive stress o f 400psi was 
being achieved in the slabs.
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The jacking order for slab set B is shown in Figure 6.1.10. The image includes the locations 
o f the two gages used to record data during this test. The actual location o f these gages is on 






Figure 6.1.10: Jacking Order Slab Set B
Figure 6.1.11 shows the graphical results o f this post-tensioning in the form o f a bar chart, 
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Figure 6.1.11: P ost Tensioning R od Chart
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Gages GB5 and GB6 show extremely similar stress values for all rods jacked until the last, 
when GB 5 shows a significant tensile stress increase, while GB 6 does not. There is not 
enough data available to determine the cause o f this response, and further testing should be 
completed in the laboratory with many more gages oriented parallel to the 1 -inch post­
tensioning rods for data acquisition.
6.2 -  Load Test Setup
All testing was performed in the structures laboratory at the University o f New Hampshire. 
To apply load to the slabs, a mechanical pump was used to drive a piston attached to a 300 
kip capacity load frame. D oerr Emerson Electric out o f St. Louis, Missouri produced the 
mechanical pump, which is shown in Figure 6.2.1. It is a 1.5 Horsepower pump that operates 
at 3450 rpm and 60 hertz.
Figure 6.2.1: M echanical Pum p
The piston is a RAM-PAC International, Inc Model RC-150-DA-6 piston, with a maximum 
working capacity o f 300,000 pounds. The piston is shown in Figure 6.2.2.
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Figure 6.2.2: Piston
The piston applied load direcdy to a load cell, which sent load data to the data acquisition 
system. The load cell is a product o f Interface Advance Force Measurement out of 
Scottsdale, Arizona, Model 1232AF, with a 100,000 pound capacity load signal transmitter.
Figure 6.2.3: L oad Cell
The load cell was placed atop a 6” diameter circular seat shown in Figure 6.2.4 in order to 
ensure direct vertical load that was evenly distributed over the load application area.
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Figure 6.2.4: Circular Seat
The seat was placed on a 6 %” diameter neoprene pad used to absorb surface abnormalities 
in the concrete. The pad is shown in Figure 6.2.5.
Figure 6.2.5: N eoprene Pad
Figure 6.2.6 shows a set o f slabs during testing with the complete load application setup, 
where the piston applies load directly to the load cell, which is shown atop the circular seat, 
which is atop the neoprene pad.
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Figure 6.2.6: L oad T est Setup
6.3 — Load Test Process
Load was applied in a step sequence to the slabs, holding at approximately 12,000 pounds, 
24,000 pounds, and 36,000 pounds. Representatives from the New Hampshire Department 
o f Transportation specified these loads. The 36,000-pound load is the rear axle load o f an 
HS-20 truck used in bridge design and analysis. Since this endre axle load is applied to one 
location (or one wheel), behavior at the 36,000-pound level is conservative for what a slab 
system in the field would experience.
The step sequence o f load application was repeated multiple times in order to obtain 
repetition in the data set. A load of 36,000 pounds does not produce stresses outside o f the 
elastic range o f the material, and thus each trial should produce similar results. After multiple 
loading cycles were completed, the slab system was tested in step sequence up to 85,000
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pounds, which is more than double the service axle load o f 36,000 pounds. This was the 
highest load that could be achieved with the mechanical pump available in the laboratory. 
Visible cracking appeared at 65,000 pounds.
The mechanical pump used to run the load piston experienced significant drift. I f  the piston 
was jacked to 16 kips, within one minute the load would fall to 13 kips. The initial decrease 
was substantial, and then the drift would tend to level out. Toggling the o n /o ff  switch could 
not hold the load, because the pump would overheat. Figure 6.3.1 shows a graph o f the load 
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Figure 6.3.1: L oad D rift
It can be seen that at each hold point, the desired load was overshot, allowing the initial drop 
from the pump to occur, and then level out at approximately the value o f the desired load. 
Within the dataset, all strain and load values were averaged over a span to consider the drift
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in load. This could introduce error into the data set. Further discussion o f error is located in 
Chapter 9.
6.4 — Load Test Results
6.4.1 — Slab Set A
For this test there were only two NI-SCXI 1520 cards available, providing one channel for 
the load cell, leaving 16 available channels for strain gages. Results are expressed as average 
stress, as load and strain values at each load increment were averaged for each o f the five 
trials performed. Strain readings were converted to stress using a modulus o f elasticity value 
o f 4,670,600psi. Stresses are presented in Table 6.4.1 in pounds per square inch.
Table 6.4.1: L oad T est R esults -  Set A
lbs . fa.j /'</ f>si psi Arf
0 -0.3 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.4 -0.3 -0.6
12450 11.9 6.1 -31.5 -55.2 0.2 71.6 102.1
24893 24.2 21.6 -61.3 -96.6 -3.1 142.8 207.6
34526 33.0 33.2 -82.4 -126.0 -5.8 197.0 293.5
lbs psi /"■' /w psi psi psi ' | pit
0 0.0 -0.1 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.0 -0.9
12450 -52.0 -106.2 -120.8 -48.2 -6.7 -9.2 127.4
24893 -102.8 -218.9 -244.5 -78.6 -12.6 -15.6 265.4
34526 -140.7 -312.3 -349.6 -96.5 -17.1 -16.2 384.2
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Gage G T4 was excluded from the data set, because values recorded from that channel were 
zero in most cases, with sporadic data inputs. Therefore it was assumed that there was an 
issue in the channel, the gage, or loose wiring, and the data was considered erroneous.
One trend that can be seen here is that values at the edge of the joint on the groove side 
experienced slight tension (GT5, GT6), while the gages at the edge o f the tongue joint are in 
compression (TT2, TT3, TT4, and TT6). The gages further back on the groove panel (GT2, 
GT3) are also in compression. These values will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters 8 
and 9, when compared to model results.
As seen from Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, data collected for each gage showed good consistency 
between trials. These plots show the stress induced under increasing load for each trial for a 
groove gage and a tongue gage respectively. In each image legend, the key “T # ” indicates 
which trial is represented.
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Figure 6.4.2: Tongue Gage TT3 Response
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6.4.2 -  Slab Set B
Gages on slab set B were oriented in the longitudinal direction o f the slab to record flexural 
bending stresses. Individual gage stress results are presented in Table 6.4.2 in pounds per 
square inch, with each value being averaged over five trials.
Table 6.4.2: L oad T est R esults Set B
• lbs .... psi . ' P» ' psi . :>si Psi |
2 0 1 4 0 0 -1 1 1
13504 -154 -280 -194 -158 141 324 193 145
23121 -273 -497 -343 -279 249 607 346 253
34610 -418 -769 -522 -428 383 1011 540 388
..... Pa. pH psi Psi psi psi psi psi
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0
13504 -172 -276 -246 -173 152 332 404 142 78
23121 -304 -493 -436 -306 272 573 790 248 144
34610 -466 -763 -672 -469 425 888 1376 378 243
Since positive bending was induced in the slab from the applied load, the expected behavior 
in the slab is that the top surface should be in compression, and the bottom  surface should 
be in tension. This behavior is seen in the gage readings, where every gage reading on both 
the tongue and groove slabs that were located on the top surface are negative, indicating 
compression, and every value on the bottom surface was positive, indicating tension. More 
conclusions can be drawn after comparison to the mathematical model. This discussion can 
be found in Chapters 8 and 9.
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Data collected for each gage showed good consistency between trials. Figures 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 
show plots o f stress induced under increasing load for each trial for a groove gage and a 
tongue gage respectively. Significant variation between trials was not seen in any gage during 
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Figure 6.4.3: Tongue Gage TB7 R esponse
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Figure 6.4.4: Groove Gage GT10 R esponse
6.4.3 — O ther Observations
During the initial repeated load pattern, no cracking was visually noted nor heard within the 
slabs. However, during the load test to 85,000 pounds, indications o f cracking could be 
heard at approximately 50,000 pounds. Visible external cracks were first observed around 
65,000 pounds. Figure 6.4.5 shows an image o f the center of the bottom-side o f the slab at a 
load o f 70,000 pounds, when a tension cracked had developed due to bending.
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Figure 6.4.5: D eveloping Tension Crack
The results o f laboratory testing indicate that the joint did not crack at service loads, and still 
held load at 236% of service load (85kips).
Visual observations also indicated that the post-tensioning, epoxy, and both joint designs 
was sufficient to make the slabs act as one unit. This is shown in Figure 6.4.6, which shows a 
tension crack on the bottom surface o f the slabs that starts on one slab, propagates straight 
through the joint and into the adjacent slab.
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Figure 6.4.6: Tension Crack D evelopm ent
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CHAPTER 7
GT STRUDL® MODEL
All finite element modeling for this research project was completed with the use o f the 
software package G T STRUDL®, developed by the Georgia Tech Research Corporation in 
Adanta, Georgia. G T STRUDL® is commonly used for finite element design and analysis in 
structural and civil engineering projects.
7.1 — The Goal of the Model
Laboratory testing undoubtedly produces invaluable information for structures and materials 
research. However beneficial, laboratory testing is limited by size constraints, test apparatus 
availability, and load application limitations. Creating a model that accurately produces 
results obtained from lab testing is a potential avenue for evaluating conditions that cannot 
feasibly be applied in a lab setting. I f  such a mathematical model can be created, it can then 
be used to predict the responses o f a structure under various loading and support conditions, 
without those exact conditions being physically tested. Using a computer model as opposed 
to live testing can potentially save substantial amounts o f money in the analysis o f existing 
structures, providing the mathematical model can be shown to be accurate and reliable.
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7.2 — Components of a Mathematical Model
There are hundreds o f facets to every finite element model; however, four o f them provide 
the basic components for finite element analysis in almost every scenario. Every model 
contains joints/nodes, members/elements, boundary conditions, and loading applications. 
The characteristic equation o f finite element analysis supports this statement.
[K]u = F  (7‘1)
In this equation, [K] is the global stiffness matrix (units o f force per length), which combines 
the stiffness matrices o f each element. It is assembled by the elements joint connectivity with
other elements, u is the displacement vector and F is the global load vector. The system of 
equations is solved by applying boundary conditions to the displacement vector (Sack, 1994). 
Each o f these components is discussed in general in this section, and in specific detail related 
to this model in section 7.3.
7.2.1 - Joints
Joints, also known as nodes, are the m ost important part of every model. Joints are the sole 
provider o f all connectivity within a model. Joints define the boundaries o f a single element 
and the shared surface between multiple elements. Joints are the location o f all transfer of 
displacements and forces from one element to another within a model. Joints are also the 
location o f the application o f boundary conditions. Figure 7.2.1 shows eight joints 
highlighted in the cutout o f a model.
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XFigure 7.2.1: N odes
Joints define the comers or ends o f all elements. Elements can vary gready in size and 
complexity, from 1 dimension (1-D) through 3 dimensions (3-D). Elements that are 1-D 
2-D are often referred to as members rather than elements, which is the case in the G T 
STRUDL® software. Nodes define the size and shape o f all elements. Figure 7.2.2 is an 






Figure 7.2.2: E lem ent DeFnition
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7.2.2 - Elements
The most basic elements are linear springs and one-dimensional (1-D) bars, which have two 
nodes and two degrees o f freedom (DOF’s). In  a 1-D problem, stress, strain, displacement 
and loading depend only on one variable, x, which defines the position o f the two nodes that 
identify the element. Linear springs were used to model support conditions, which are 
explained more extensively in proceeding sections o f this chapter.
Two-dimensional (2-D) elements include straight members such as beam elements, as well as 
surface type members including shell elements and constant strain triangle (CST) elements. 
Truss elements are often considered two dimensional, given their orientation in a structure. 
The main difference between a 1 -D structure and a truss is that the elements o f a truss have 
various orientations, which, in order to be accurately accounted for, must be assigned four 
D O F ’s to define its position in the global coordinate system. Trusses can also form three- 
dimensional (3-D) structures, in which case the elements would be assigned nine D O F ’s. 
Two-dimensional problems generally base the functions for displacement and forces on a 
two coordinate position (x,y), with the exception o f beams, which consider the effects o f 
rotation (x,0).
A three-dimensional element, also known as a solid element, is generally an extensional or 
extruded form o f a 2D surface element. These elements can vary from a four-node 
te t r a h e d r o n  to  a 2 7 - n o d e  b r ic k  e le m e n t.  E a c h  n o d e  of a  so lid  e le m e n t  is c a p a b le  of 
translation in the x, y, or z direction. Therefore the number o f degrees o f freedom in a 3D 
element is equal to three times the number o f  nodes in that element. The most common o f 
3D elements is the eight-node brick, shown in Figure 7.2.3.
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Figure 7.2.3: B rick (IPLS) E lem ent
The 8-Node Brick element, hereafter referred to as simply a brick element, is the most 
common element type used in the creation o f the model for this research. Within 
GTSTRUDL®, this element is known as an IsoParametric Linear Solid-brick (IPLS) element. 
It is isoparametric because the same shape functions were used to interpolate the 
displacement field, u, and the coordinate, x, within the element. A shape function is a 
function that distributes the end or nodal displacements throughout an element. In other 
words, a shape function can describe the displacement at any location within the element.
The other element used in model creation for this research is the TRIangular Prism (TRIP), 
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Figure 7.2.4: TRIP E lem ent
This element, consisting o f six nodes, was used to create the tongue and groove portions of 
the model.
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7.2.3 -  Boundary Conditions and Loading
Boundary conditions, or support conditions, are critical for any model. Inaccurate modeling 
o f boundary conditions will produce erroneous results. Given that the slab model is three 
dimensional, six potential support conditions are applicable: three translational («, u , u) and 
three rotational (0, 6 6). The application or non-application o f a boundary condition will 
restrain or release a particular displacement. These restraints can be applied to joints to 
provide pinned or fixed conditions to a portion or entirety of any element, with the 
translational supports restraining response to force and rotational supports restraining 
response to moment.
W ithout loads, there is no response data to obtain from the mathematical model. Loading 
conditions produce various responses, including displacements, rotations, and stresses.
These loading conditions can be applied in multiple forms, including dynamic point (wheel) 
loading, static point loads, and element self weight loads. For this research, only static point 
loads and element self weight were implemented into the model.
7.3 — Creation of the Model
7.3.1 - Concrete Slabs
Several material properties were assigned to all concrete elements within GT STRUDL® in 
order to accurately model the behavior o f the material. These properties are shown in Table 
7.3.1. The assigned dimensions within G T STRUDL® are inches, pounds, and °F, and 
therefore all typical units were adjusted for input into the program.
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Table 7.3.1: M aterial Properties - Concrete
Property Value
Modulus o f  Elasticity 4,670,600 psi
Shear Modulus 1,946,100 psi
Poisson’s Ratio 0.20 -
Material Density 0.08451 pci
Coefficient o f Thermal Expansion 5 * 10‘6 in /in /°F
The Modulus o f Elasticity and material density were determined by laboratory tests 
explained in chapter 3.
Poisson’s ratio, v, the ratio o f lateral to axial strain, can vary from 0.15 to 0.25 for concrete. 
The exact value depends on the type o f aggregate used, the moisture content, the age o f the 
concrete, and the compressive strength (Cement Association o f Canada, 2006). For this 
research, the average value o f 0.20 was used, which is the recommended value set forth in 
the New Hampshire Department o f Transportation Bridge Manual for concrete deck slabs 
(NHDOT, 2000).
The shear modulus, also known as the modulus o f rigidity, G, is calculated as follows:
G = , E
2(1+ u) (7-1)
Given that E  = 4,670,600psi and v = 0.20, the shear modulus used for the concrete in this 
model is l,946,100psi.
The coefficient o f thermal expansion (CTE) is the measurement o f the expansion or 
contraction o f a material experiencing a change in temperature. Concrete tends to expand 
slightly with increased temperature and contract with decreased temperature. The CTE of
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Portland cement concrete (PCC) ranges from 8 to 12 microstrains/°C, or 4 to 6 
m icrostrain/°F (FHWA: Portland Cement Concretes). The type o f  aggregate used in 
concrete has a significant effect on this value, as aggregate comprises a large majority o f a 
concrete mix by both weight and volume. The CTE o f hardened paste can also significandy 
affect the value. For this research the average CTE value o f 5 microstrain/°F was used. This 
value however will not affect the results o f this particular model, as no thermal conditions 
were applied.
Element sizes were determined by the location o f the post-tensioning rods in both 
directions. A t each rod location, there is at least one element that covers an area o f 
approximately 5” x 4” to accommodate the bearing plates as explained later in this section. 
All other element sizes were based on the ability to create elements with even dimensions 
within the restraint o f the total dimension o f the slabs. The aspect ratio, the ratio o f the 
longest to shortest faces o f the element, was also considered and kept below a ratio o f 4:1 in 
order to avoid plate-like elements. Table’s 7.3.2 through 7.3.4 show the element sizes for the 
length, width, and height respectively, with individual the element dimension listed beside 
the accumulating dimension. All dimensions are shown in inches. This element layout along 
the length o f the slab was the same for both the tongue and groove model and the butt joint 
model.
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Table 7.3.2: E lem ents along Length o f  Slab
L en g th










The first longitudinal (1”) post-tensioning rod was 1 foot (12”) from the edge o f slab. The 
center o f the first four-inch long element is 12”, and therefore this element accurately 
depicts the 4” length o f the bearing plate used on the post tensioning rods. The same holds 
true at each o f the other longitudinal post tensioning locations. (See Figure 7.3.1)
(4) 1” PT rods
(6) 5 /8 ” PT rods
Figure 7.3.1: P ost Tensioning E lem ents
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Table 7.3.3 lists the size o f the individual elements along the width o f the slab, as well as the 
accumulating width.
Table 7.3.3: E lem ents along Width o f  Slab








Notice that the total width accumulated is only 33.5” as opposed to 36”. This is because the 
tongue and groove played no role in the butt joint test, and therefore elements were not 
created for them. For the Slab Set A model, the tongue and groove were formed as a single 
new row o f elements with a width o f 2.5” in both cases. The three 5” elements along the 
width provide a 5” x 4” basis for the bearing plate loads that transfer compression from the 
six 5 /8 ” post-tensioning rods (See Figure 7.3.1).
Table 7.3.4a: E lem ents along H eigh t o f  Slab — B u tt Join t




The elements along the height o f the butt joint slab were created such that there would be 
two elements above and below the centerline. Note that the elements should cover 4” in this 
direction for the bearing plates, above and below the centerline, however the total distance is
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4.25”. Smaller elements were not created to adjust this value, as the aspect ratio o f any two 
faces o f an element were kept to 4:1 for the concrete elements (maximum was 6”:1.5” = 







Figure 7.3.2: Bearing Plate Locations
The elements along the height o f the tongue and groove slabs were created in five layers, 
given that there are five faces present in the joint, as shown in Figure 7.3.3.
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Figure 7.3.3: Side View o f  TG Slabs (X YPlane)
Element sizes along the height for the tongue and groove slabs are listed in Table 7.3.4b. 
Given that the five rows o f elements were required to align with the dimensions o f the 
tongue and groove faces, the resulting maximum aspect ratio is approximately 4.4:1
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(6” : 1.375”). Though an aspect ratio greater than 4:1 is undesirable, the change in element 
heights was necessary. Given that 4.4:1 is not much greater than 4:1, this change is not 
anticipated to cause problems within the model.
Table 7.3.4b: E lem ents along H eigh t o f  Slab — T&G






7.3.2 - Modeling Post-Tensioning Forces:
Six 5 /8 ” rods were used to post-tension the longitudinal direction o f the slab, inducing the 
compression that would generally be applied by pre-stressing. Each rod had a 5” x 4” 
bearing plate through which the compressive force from the rods was applied to the 
concrete. Four 1”, 150ksi threaded rods were used to post tension each of the slabs 
longitudinally across the joint o f the slab sets. Each o f these rods also transferred load to the 
slab by the 5” x 4” bearing plates.
In typical bridge construction, the tubes housing these rods would be grouted after post­
tensioning, causing the post-tensioning rods to grip along the entire length o f the slabs in 
order to better transfer compression throughout the interior o f the slab. This would occur 
because the grout tubes are ribbed and thus have adhered to the surrounding concrete.
When grout is poured into the tubes, it adheres to both the grout tubes and the post-
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tensioning rod, effectively creating one solid unit. The tubes were never grouted for the lab 
test because it was later realized that the tubes housing the 5 /8 ” bars were too small to allow 
grout to fit between the tube wall and the post-tensioning bar. Therefore it is not necessary 
to create connectivity throughout the length o f the rods in the slab model. Given this case, 
all o f the forces induced by post tensioning were transmitted to the slab via the bearing 
plates on each end. Therefore it is possible to simply model these forces as a load applied 
over the 5” x 4” area (20 in2) o f the exterior elements at the locations o f the bearing plates.
For post tensioning longitudinal to the slab, two elements of different sizes occupy the 
bearing plate area in the butt joint model: one at 1.5” x 5” , and one at 2.75” x 5” . This 
creates an area slightly larger than the bearing plate, as the bearing plate does not apply to 
the top quarter inch o f the smaller element. Therefore, the load was weighted and distributed 
to each o f the nodes in the element as shown in Table 7.3.5 and Figure 7.3.4a, resulting in a 
total applied load o f 26,000 pounds per post tensioning location.
A similar process was followed for the tongue and groove model, where the five elements 
along the height o f the slab shared the forces from 2 bearing plates, or 52,000 pounds. The 
nodal loads are shown in Figure 7.3.4b.
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Table 7.3.5: L oad D istribution
Element Area 7.50 in2 13.75 in2 21.25 in2
% area to be used 0.8335 1.00
Area used 6.251 in2 13.75 in2 20.0 in2
% o f Total Area 31.254 68.746
PT Long to Slab Load 8,126 lbs 17,874 lbs 26,000
Top Node A 1219 4469
Top Node B 1219 4469
Bottom Node A 2844 4469
Bottom Node B 2844 4469
Total Element Load: 8126 17874 26,000
Loads for each element were determined by multiplying the percent o f the elements total 
applicable area by the total applied load. For the larger element, the entire area was used and 
therefore the load was split equally among its four surface nodes. For the smaller element, 
the top quarter inch did not experience the load from the bearing plate, and thus the bottom  














Figure 7.3.4a: D istribution to N odal Forces — B utt Join t
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Figure 7.3.4b: D istribution to N odal Forces — T&G
Figure 7.3.5 is an image capture from GT STRUDL® showing the load arrows for post 
tensioning longitudinal to the slab on one end o f the butt joint slab. The image shows the 
larger load arrows for the larger elements that take the majority o f the post tensioning loads.
Figure 7.3.5: P ost Tensioning Forces
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The modeling o f post tensioning longitudinal to the bridge was completed in a similar 
fashion. In  this case, the two elements that occupy the area of the bearing plate were both 4” 
x 2.75” on the butt joint model, simplifying the distribution of the load, with half the load 
given to each element. Because the bearing plate occupied approximately 90% o f the 
element area, the nodes furthest from the bearing plate received only 20% of the element 
load, with the other two nodes each receiving 30%. This is explained visually in Figure 7.3.6a 
and b for the butt joint model and the tongue and groove model respectively. These images 



















Figure 7.3.6b: T&G P T  N ode Forces
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These joint loads were placed at each set o f elements representing the location o f the 1 ” post 
tensioning rods and bearing plates, on both sides o f the slab. Four rods were used for post­
tensioning longitudinal to the bridge, resulting in 8 sets o f elements to experience the loads. 
This is shown globally in Figure 7.3.7, which is an image capture from G T STRUDL® 
showing the load arrows for post tensioning longitudinal to the bridge for a single butt joint 
slab. All loads were applied to produce compression in the slab, and negative values were 
assigned according to the global coordinate system.
■%v
Figure 7.3.7: P ost Tensioning Forces
This is a significantly simplified model o f post tensioning. If  the tubes had been grouted, it 
would have been necessary to create a steel cylindrical element at each rod location that was 
connected at each joint throughout the interior o f the slabs. This scenario should be 
considered in future laboratory testing and modeling.
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7.3.3 - Epoxy Joint:
The faces o f the both sides o f the joint for each slab set were coated with a layer o f 
thixotropic epoxy. This epoxy, along with the post-tensioning longitudinal to the bridge, 
holds the joint together. The maximum measured thickness of the epoxy joint was %”. 
Therefore, a layer o f elements V ” in width was created between the two slabs in each model, 
following the same element layout as mentioned above for the slabs. The material properties 
used to represent the epoxy are shown in Table 7.3.6.
Table 7.3.6: M aterial Properties - E poxy
Modulus o f Elasticity 371,121 psi
Shear Modulus 132,350 psi
Poisson’s Ratio 0.40 -
Material Density 0.046971 pci
Coefficient o f Thermal Expansion 0.003 in /in /°F
The Modulus o f Elasticity and material density were determined by laboratory tests 
explained in chapter 3.
Poisson’s ratio, v, is calculated as the negative ratio o f transverse contraction strain to 
longitudinal extension (axial) strain, as shown in equation 7-2.
f*
    transverse
£ axial (7-2)
A rough calculation o f Poisson’s ratio was calculated from laboratory testing. This data was 
presented in Table 7.3.7, with a resulting average Poisson’s ratio o f 0.402. This value is 
within the expected range o f values between 0.3 and 0.5, and therefore was used for all 
modeling o f epoxy.
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Table 7.3.7: Poisson’s Ratio
m SIS
A 8 0.52 0.066 4 -0.091 -0.0227 0.35
B 8 0.59 0.074 4 -0.135 -0.0336 | 0.46
The shear modulus, also known as the modulus o f rigidity, G, was calculated using equation 
7-1, resulting in a shear modulus o f 132,350 psi.
The coefficient o f thermal expansion (CTE) for this epoxy was estimated from typical linear 
coefficients o f expansion for common plastics, as found from Electronic Development 
Labs, Inc, as 0.003 in /in /°F  for epoxy (EDL, 2000).
Given the small width o f the epoxy elements, the maximum aspect ratio was 5”: 0.25”, or 
20:1. Elements that have a very high length to thickness ratios essentially become plates. 
These high ratio plates have the potential to experience shear lock, where transverse shear 
strains in the plate diminish, and resulting displacements o f the element are poorly 
approximated. The potential for this occurrence is not an ideal situation; however, in order 
to drop the aspect ratio to 4:1, the maximum length o f any concrete element would be 
limited to 1” . This would lead to an extremely large number o f required elements, making 
the model very difficult to manipulate. It was thus determined to keep the element lengths 
and heights the same as determined previously, keeping the large aspect ratio. Also, since the 
displacements o f the epoxy elements are not anticipated to be significant, and the epoxy and 
concrete slabs appeared to deform as one solid object during testing, the phenomena of 
shear lock, or disappearance o f transverse shear, is not expected to create a noticeable effect 
on the solution.
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7.4 — Support Conditions
For this research test, the slabs were grouted to the top flanges o f two steel beams provided 
by the New Hampshire Department o f Transportation. The top flange width on each beam 
was 11 inches. These beams however, did have some ability to move and rotate, as they were 
not fixed to the laboratory strong floor. Each beam was welded in four locations to the load 
frame with #3 rebar as struts, however it was visually observed that these bars were not 
capable o f completely resisting rotation.
It was determined that the best way to mimic the grouted condition was to model the slabs 
as if they were on an elastic foundation along the support nodes. This support condition 
would allow for vertical translation displacement (mimicking the grout condition) and 
rotation about the longitudinal axis o f the support beams (mimicking the beam weld 
condition). This was accomplished by placing a vertical linear spring at every node within 
the area that was grouted to the steel beams, which is described in the following images. At 
each o f these nodes where the vertical springs were placed, rotation in the x direction, or 
rotation about the length o f the beam, was released (allowed). These nodes then interact 
with the other nodes in the model, or what is known as the finite element mesh. Figure 
7.4.1a shows the springs connecting the nodes to the beam.
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Figure 7.4.1a: Spring-Slab Connection
I f  an arbitrary load or displacement is applied to the slab, the mesh may deform or the slab 
may rotate about the beam. Figure 7.4.1b shows the slab under a displacement condition.
Figure 7.4.1b: E lastic Foundation
This image reveals that using multiple springs at the beam locations allows for each spring to 
move independent o f the others, creating a condition where the slab is allowed to tilt/rotate 
with respect to the beam. Though this is not a perfect representation o f the lab conditions, it 
is close. The springs were given a high stiffness value o f k= le+09 lbs/in  to minimize vertical
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deformation. This closely follows the vertical support condition created by the grout. Using 
multiple springs and releasing 0x allows the slabs to “tilt” on its support, which, though not 
perfectly representative o f the slab and beam tilting together, (the case in the lab), it still 
allows for a slight rotation to exist. 0z was also released for each o f these nodes to allow for 
slight rotations due to bending effects.
The width o f the grouted area on the beams was approximately 10”. At the ends o f each 
slab, the element mesh consisted o f 4 elements at 2.5” each, creating a 10” section that were 
grouted to the beam. Therefore 5 lines o f nodes occupy this area and were used to model the 
elastic foundation (see Figure 7.4.2).
In order to eliminate rigid body motion, one-node along the x-axis at the center o f slab 
restrained translation in the x-direction, and one node along the z-axis at the center o f the 
slab restrained translation in the z-direction. Nodes were chosen at the center o f the slabs in 
order to allow the rest o f the slab to displace. Since loading was symmetric, displacement at 
the center o f the slab was expected to be minimal, if not zero in the x and z direction. This 
still allowed the center o f the slab to displace vertically when the point load was applied. 
Physically, applying these boundary conditions fixes the model in space. I f  rigid body motion 
is allowed to occur, then infinite solutions for any given system will exist, and GT 
STRUDL® will not be able to converge upon a solution.
Figure 7.4.2 is an image capture from GT STRUDL® showing the support conditions on the 
tongue and groove slab.
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Figure 7.4.2: Support Conditions 
7.5 — Loads
Two types o f loads were used in this model: self -weight and point loads. Self-weight was 
applied to every member and is based off o f the material density inputted into the material 
properties table (see Tables 7.3.1 and 7.3.6). GT STRUDL® automatically distributes the 
self-weight o f a single element as point loads at each o f its nodes.
Point loads were used to mimic the post tensioning forces in both directions. In each case, 
the load applied to each rod (26,000 lbs for 5 /8 ” rod, 60,000 lbs for 1” rod) was 
proportionally distributed to the joints that occupied the area where the bearing plate for 
that rod was located. This was done on each end o f the rod, effectively applying the
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compressive force to the slabs at the location o f the bearing plates, which is an accurate 
model o f the laboratory condition, given that the tubes housing the rods were never grouted.
Point loads were also used to distribute the load in pounds applied by the load piston to the 
slabs at the center o f the load application area. This load was applied for three cases: 12,000 
lbs, 24,000 lbs, and 36,000 pounds, in order to consider all three load levels for comparison 
between lab and modeling results. These point loads were distributed across the elements in 
the area o f  the load ring in the same manner as the post-tensioning loads were distributed. 
Given that the element dimensions in the loading area are the same for both the tongue and 
groove slabs and the butt joint slabs, the same distribution was used for both. Applied load 
values are presented in Figures 7.5.1a-c.
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Figure 7.5.1c: 36 K ip L oad D istribution (lbs)
All load values are expressed in pounds. The shaded circular area represents the area o f the 
circular seat used to transfer load form the piston to the slab surface.
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CHAPTER 8
D A T A  ANALYSIS
Please note that in all discussions concerning model images, the x-direction is the width of 
the slab, the y-direction is along the height o f the slab, and the z-direction is the longitudinal 
length o f the slab. Loads were applied to the models as discussed in chapter 7.
8.1 — P ost T en sio n in g  L ongitudinal to the Slab
All four slabs were post-tensioned longitudinal to the slab with approximately 26,000 pounds 
applied to each o f  the six 5 /8 ” rods. Strain data was only collected for one butt joint slab, 
and thus the butt joint slab will be the only model discussed here in detail.
8.1.1 — Butt Joint Slab
Though deformation was not recorded during testing, the deformations produced by the 
analysis o f the mathematical model were examined. Both post-tensioning loads and self 
weight were applied to the model, each given a weight factor o f 1.0. The deformed structure 
p r o d u c e d  b y  G T  S T R U D L ^  fo r  p o s t - te n s io n in g  lo n g itu d in a l to  th e  s lab  is s h o w n  in  F ig u re
8.1.1, with a magnification factor o f 900. This magnification factor was generated by GT 
STRUDL for enhanced viewing. Figure 8.1.2 shows the numerical range o f deformation in 
inches.
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Figure 8.1.2: B u tt Join t P T  D isplacem ent Gradient (in)
These images show expected deformadon behavior, where the slab is compressed in the z- 
direcdon, with the largest deformadon at the ends and no deformation in the center.
The magnitude o f the maximum deformation was 0.006 inches, which is not an unrealistic 
measure. This slab model was restrained from rigid body motion in the z-direction by 
anchoring the z-translation at the nodes at the centerline of the longitudinal axis.
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To compare the results o f the model to the results o f laboratory testing, a stiffness analysis 
was performed in GT STRUDL^, which produced a finite element stress distribution. Only 
stresses in the zz direction were considered, which is the stress along the z-axis normal to the 
x-y plane. Results o f the stress distribution are shown in Figure 8.1.3. All values shown are 
presented in psi.
-1013
Figure 8.1.3: B u tt Join t P T  Stress Gradient (in)
This image shows compression at the top surface o f the slab between 420 and 560psi. This 
meets and exceeds to the desired minimum compression value o f 400psi to be induced by 
post-tensioning forces. Stress concentrations are seen at the end locations of the post­
tensioning, however the magnitude o f this concentration is most likely increased due to the 
application o f the post-tensioning force as a point load as opposed to a distributed load over 
the bearing plate area.
I l l
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Once it was seen that the model was a close representation o f lab conditions, finite element 
analysis was completed for every element and node location within G T STRUDL® in order 
to compare the stresses at the exact location o f the strain gages. Table 8.1.1 shows the stress 
values in psi at each gage location from both the lab test and the mathematical model.
Table 8.1.1: B u ttJoin t P T  Data Comparison
.............frf.-... ...... ......tri..............
T T 1 -628 -555 11.6
TT 2 -496 -536 -8.1
TT 3 -486 -536 -10.3
TT 4 -548 -555 -1.3
TB 5 -395 -554 -40.3
TB 6 -497 -559 -12.5
TB 7 -416 -559 -34.4
TB 8 -409 -554 -35.5
The negative values in this table indicate compressive stresses. Generally, the correlation 
between lab and model data should be approximately within 20% error. Readings on the top 
o f the slab all fall below 15%, however, readings on the bottom of the slab mosdy showed 
errors o f greater than 20%. These errors could be due to the application o f gages on the 
bottom slab, which proved to be a more difficult process than application to the top surface. 
Overall the correlation between lab testing and modeling for post-tensioning longitudinal to 
the slab is good.
Results o f the model more accurately reflect expected trends than does the test data, where 
gages symmetric to each other show equal values, as TT1 = TT4, TT2 = TT3, and so on. 
This is shown visually in Figure 8.1.4.
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Figure 8.1.4: B u tt Join t P T  N um erical M odel R esults (psi)
Once all six rods were post-tensioned, the slab was symmetrically loaded in compression. 
Therefore, readings direcdy above and below each other on the top and bottom  surface o f 
the slab should also be equal. In the slab, the TT1 and TB5 locations are direcdy above and 
below each other, and the stress only varies between the two by 1 psi. The same is true for 
gage locations TT4 and TB8. The gages along the center o f the slab are also close to this 
expected trend.
Measurements recorded from testing do not immediately follow symmetrical expectations, 
however, when considering the relatively small error percentages between symmetric gages, 
as shown in Table 8.1.2, it can be seen the gages do follow the symmetry trend within the 
acceptable range o f 20% error.
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Table 8.1.2: Sym m etry Errors
TT1 -628 12.7 -555 0.0
TT 4 -548 -555
TT 2 -496 2.0 -536 0.0
TT 3 -486 -536
TB 5 -395 3.5 -554 0.0
TB 8 -409 -554
TB 6 -497 16.3 -559 0.0
TB 7 -416 -559
The error present in the test data and not in the model data indicates that error present in 
the model is constant to all results, and that error in the testing results is random. These 
random errors in the testing results are not unexpected, as each individual gage was uniquely 
bonded to the concrete surface and soldered. In other words, the same chance for error to 
occur in testing is dependent on each gage location, where error from modeling is global.
The other potential source o f the error seen in symmetry is that the gages may not have been 
perfectly laid out on the slab. Gages applied by hand may not be perfectly parallel to the 
post-tensioning rods, may not be directly above and below each other, and may not be 
perfectly symmetric about the longitudinal axis o f the slab. The level o f control is much 
higher in the model, and therefore more exact similarities should be seen in the model results 
as opposed to the test result.
8.1.2 — Tongue and Groove Slabs
Due to the fact that there were no gages oriented in the direction necessary to record the 
strains induced by post-tensioning longitudinal to the slab on the tongue and groove slabs
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(no gages oriented parallel to the 5 /8  inch post-tensioning rods), the results o f the 
mathematical model will not be discussed in great detail. Figure 8.1.5 shows the stresses in 
the zz direction o f the tongue and groove slab system due to the compressive force in that 
direction o f 26,000 pounds applied to each o f the six 5 /8-inch rods present in each slab.
Figure 8.1.5: T&G P T  Stress Gradient (psi)
This image shows that a higher level o f compressive stress was achieved at the surface o f the 
slab than that achieved for the butt joint. This is most likely due to the fact that there are 5 
elements throughout the depth o f the tongue and groove slabs, and only 4 for the butt joint 
slabs. This finer mesh allowed for the post-tensioning loads to be better distributed 
throughout the area that the bearing plate was located. Stresses achieved in the top and 
bottom surfaces were on average between 450psi and 540psi, which meets and exceeds the 
desired goal o f 400psi compression.
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8.2 -  Post Tensioning- Longitudinal to the Bridge
All slabs were post-tensioned at 60,000 pounds in the longitudinal direction to the bridge at 
each o f the four 150ksi threaded rod locations.
8.2.1 - Tongue and Groove Slabs
All gages located on the tongue and groove slab set A were oriented for data acquisition 
during post-tensioning longitudinal to the bridge, with the exception o f the two vertical gage 
on the sides o f the slabs. Results from modeling and testing are discussed below.
The displacement o f the groove slab, when post-tensioned alone, is shown in Figures 8.2.1 
and 8.2.2, in which the locations o f the four 1 -inch post-tensioning rods can be easily 
envisioned.
Figure 8.2.1: D eform ed Groove Slab
The displacement gradient shown in Figure 8.2.2 is presented in inches, showing no 
displacement at the center o f the slab, and approximately equal deformation at each o f the 
rod locations. The opposing signs do not indicate compression vs. tension, but rather 
movement in either the positive or negative x-direction. The UCS icon is thus shown to 
clarify that the displacements shown will lead to a compressive stress in the slab.
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Figure 8.2.2: Groove Slab D isplacem ent Gradient (in)
A full finite element static analysis was performed with the graphical results presented in 
Figure 8.2.3 in pounds per square inch.
Figure 8.2.3: Groove Slab Stress Gradient (psi)
This image clearly shows that 300-500 psi compression has been achieved at the top surface 
o f the slab in the vicinity o f the rod locations. However it takes approximately 6-inches from
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the groove face at the top /bo ttom  surface for this to occur. This is due to the propagation 
o f load. This behavior may explain the variation in strain gage data that was seen, as several 
o f the gages were located right at the face o f the slab, and thus were not in the region where 
full stress was able to develop. To investigate this further, stress values at specific gage 
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Figure 8.2.4: Visual R esults o f  Groove P ost Tensioning (psi)
In Figure 8.2.4, the left image is the top surface o f the groove slab and the right image is the 
bottom surface. The 4 dashed lines running horizontally across the page are the 1-inch post­
tensioning rod locations. As predicted after seeing Figure 8.2.3, an insignificant amount o f 
stress is seen at the groove edges. A stress o f 160psi is seen midway between rods on the top
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surface from both gages GT2 and GT3. Direcdy above the post-tensioning rods at gage 
locations GT1 and GT4, a full compressive stress o f 426 > 400 psi compression has been 
developed.
A comparison o f the results o f the mathematical model to results achieved from testing is 
shown in Table 8.2.1.
Table 8.2.1: T G P T D ata  Comparison
■ %
GT1 - -425 -
GT 2 -228 -160 29.8
GT 3 -181 -160 11.4
GT 4 -544 -426 22
GT 5 -30.8 -17.3 43.8
GT 6 -33.8 -17.7 47.6
GB 9 22.1 -34.3 255
GB 10 -1.02 -34.2 3255
Decent correlation is seen between the two data sets for gages GT2 through GT4, however 
all other gage location show significant error. The stress reading obtained from GB9 during 
lab testing is especially disturbing, as it shows a tensile stress value. Values from the model 
follow expected trends for both symmetry and the distribution o f stress throughout the slab. 
This behavior is not seen as strongly for the lab testing, with the exception o f gages GT5 
and GT6. Given the behavioral trends, it is most likely that the majority o f error exists in the 
lab test data set.
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After the groove slab was post-tensioned to itself, epoxy was applied to the joint and the 












Figure 8.2.5: T&G P T D isplacem ent Gradient (in)
Figure 8.2.5 shows the displacement gradient from post-tensioning the slab longitudinal to 
the bridge, with displacement values given in inches. Again, these displacements follow the 
expected trend, where there is no displacement at the center o f the slab along the joint, and 
an approximately symmetrical increase in displacement towards the edge.
Given that the displacements seemed to be correct, a full finite element static analysis was 
performed on the slab system in order to evaluate the resulting stress distribution. This 
distribution can be seen in Figure 8.2.6.
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Figure 8.2.6: T & G P T S tress Gradient (psi)
The positive tensile values seen in the legend occurred in the epoxy at the location o f each of 
the four bearing plates in the longitudinal centerline o f the slabs due to the method o f load 
application in GT STRUDL®. This would not have occurred in the slab set during testing 
given that the tension in the rod in the tongue slab began right at the bearing plate, which 
was cast into the groove slab. Regardless, the stress distribution seen at the top surface was 
between 240 and 480psi compression. To get a better idea o f the actual value o f 
compression at the gage locations, individual tabular output results from GT STRUDL® 
were obtained for each gage location. A visual representation o f the values obtained at each 
gage location in shown in Figures 8.2.7 and 8.2.8. Numerical values are presented in pounds 
per square inch.
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Figure 8.2.7: T&G Top Surface P T R esu lts (psi)
With the two slabs being post-tensioned together, results show approximately 200psi 
compression achieved at the joint. The goal was to obtain 400psi compression in the joint. 
This goal is now recognized to be somewhat unrealistic. To obtain 400psi in the extreme 
surface o f the joint, particularly in the regions between the post-tensioning rods, would 
require inducing significant compressive stress throughout the rest o f the slab, due to the 
development o f stress to the surface. A more realistic goal would be to achieve 400 psi 
throughout the majority o f the slab at the surface. This goal is generally met with the 60,000 
pound jacking force and four post-tensioning rods.
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Figure 8.2.8: T& G B ottom  Surface P T R esu lts (psi)
Table 8.2.2 presents the result o f the mathematical model in tabular format alongside the 
numerical results from laboratory testing. N ot all the gages on the tongue slab could be 
recorded due to limited equipment availability at the time o f test. These gages are left blank 
in the data table under the test stress column.
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Table 8.2.2: T&G P T  R esults
Gage T est Stress M odel Stress % Error
i ! psi psi %
GT 1 - -420 -
GT 2 -228 -166 27.0
GT 3 -181 -166 8.3
GT 4 -544 -420 22.8
GT 5 -30.8 -266 764
GT 6 -33.8 -266 687
GB 9 22.1 -125 664
GB 10 -1.02 -125 12161
TT 1 -5785 -178 96.9
TT 2 -312 -252 19.2
TT 3 -202 -194 3.9
TT 4 - -194 -
TT 5 - -252 -
TT 6 -4157 -178 96
TB 9 - -200
TB 10 -136.00 -200 47
Again, gages GT2 through GT4 show some comparability to stresses produced by the 
mathematical model. All other gage locations, with the exception o f TT3, show significant 
error between data sets. Gages TT1 and TT6 show stress values that are exorbitantly high 
for the lab test, and can be considered erroneous. Values on the groove slab may show 
significant variation between test and model results, because the groove slab was split by the 
tongue slab during post tensioning, and thus had a cracked modulus, however, there is no 
way to estimate the magnitude o f this variation. As discussed in chapter 6, since most o f the 
gages on these slabs were located at the joint, they did not experience much stress because 
the top and bottom vertical surfaces o f the joint were not transferring load. This explains the 
very small values seen for gages GT5, GT6, GB9, and GB10. I f  behavioral trends are again 
considered, the results o f the model follow more closely to expected behavioral patterns
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than the results o f lab testing, and therefore it is assumed that the majority o f the error lies in 
the strain gage measurements.
8.2.2 - Butt Joint Slabs
Only two gages located on the bottom o f the groove slab were recorded during the post­
tensioning o f the butt joint slabs. Since the tongue slab was the first slab placed for this test, 
data were only available from the gages when the two slabs were post-tensioned together. 
However, modeling was performed on both the single slab and the two slabs together in 
order to investigate the reaction o f the model to the application o f applied forces, for 
comparison to expected behavioral trends.
The deformed structure for a single butt joint slab is shown in Figures 8.2.9 and 8.2.10.
Figure 8.2.9: B utt Join t Structure Deform ation
The magnification factor for this image is 1,753. This image clearly shows an indentation at 
each o f the four rod locations.
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Figure 8.2.10 quantifies the numerical values o f these displacements in inches.
►
  -0.0015 -0.0005 +0.0005 +0.0015 +0.0025
-0.0028 -0.0020 -0.0010 0 +0.0010 +0.0020 +0.002 
Figure 8.2.10: B utt Jo in t P T  D isplacem ent Gradient (in)
The image above shows small displacements (all <0.003 inches) at each o f the four rod 
locations and no deformation at the center o f the slab or between rods. This behavior was 
expected and is realistic.
To compare with laboratory test results, the mathematical model was analyzed for stress 
distribution in the xx direction, which is normal to the slab in the direction o f the 1” post­
tensioning rods. The stress gradient, shown in Figure 8.2.11, presents all values in psi.
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Figure 8.2.11: B u tt Jo in t P T  Stress Gradient (psi)
Model results show a compressive stress value between 400 and 600psi compression was 
achieved at the surface o f the slab along the rod locations. However, surface values 
throughout the remainder o f the slab are below the target of 400psi compression, and 
therefore it is likely that a higher jacking load may be required to achieve the desired 
compression throughout the entire slab.
8.3 -Applied Load — Bending
Models were analyzed for a static load in the negative y-direction for 12,000 pounds, 24,000 
pounds, and 36,000 pounds, corresponding with the hold points o f the loading pattern. 
When the slabs were loaded in the laboratory, post-tensioning forces had already been 
induced. Therefore, when running the model for bending, a load combination was created
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that considered the post-tensioning forces induced in both directions, the self-weight of 
material, and the static point loads mentioned above. Each load was given an equal weight 
factor o f 1.0.
8.3.1 — Tongue and Groove - Slab Set A
12,000-Pound Load:
Loads were applied to the tongue slab, as was the case in laboratory test conditions. Figure
8.3.1 shows the displacements in inches resulting from the combination o f active loads for 













Figure 8.3.1: T&G D isplacem ents —12 k ip  L oad Combination (in)
As expected the greatest displacements occur at the center of the slab where the point load 
was applied, and decrease radially from that point. The edges of the slab at the beam
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locations show a very slight positive displacement, indicating the spring support system 
worked effectively, allowing the slab ends to tilt up, as would most likely be the case in 
laboratory conditions.
Figure 8.3.2 shows the stresses in the xx direction o f the slab due to the 12 kip load, post­
tensioning in both directions, and self-weight. Stresses in this direction were analyzed 
because it was the direction o f the orientation o f the strain gages. Stresses in any other 
direction could be looked at for general purposes, however; only stresses in the direction o f 
the strain gages can be compared with test data for this slab system. All stresses shown are in 
psi.
Figure 8.3.2: T&G Stress Gradient —12 kip Load Combination (psi)
Stress values at the locations o f the strain gages are shown in Figures 8.3.3a and 8.3.3b, and 
are expressed in Table 8.3.1. The location o f stress application is indicated by the circle.
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Figure 8.3.3b: T&G 12kip R esults — B ottom  Surface (psi)
Compression values on the bottom surface indicate that post-tensioning in the longitudinal 
direction o f the bridge was sufficient to counteract the bending induced by a 12,000 lb load
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applied near the joint at the center o f the slab. Compression values on the top surface are 
expected in every case, given the combination of post-tensioning forces and the 
compression induced by a negative point load. As expected, compression values at the top o f 
the joint are greater than those on the bottom  surface, because as the point load is applied, 
the top o f the joint tends to get pushed together while the bottom o f the joint tends to pull 
apart due to the tension induced by the load.
Table 8.3.1 is a comparison o f the stress results from both the model and the lab tests.
Table 8.3.1: T&G 12kip Results
psi 1 psi 1 .
GT 1 - -393 -
GT 2 12 -161 1452.9
GT 3 6 -162 2755.7
GT 4 - -392 -
GT 5 -31.5 -302 859
GT 6 -55.2 -301 445
GB 9 71.6 -70 198
GB 10 102 -58 157
TT 1 - -183 -
TT 2 -52 -290 457.7
TT 3 -106 -289 172.1
TT 4 -121 -210 73.8
TT 5 - -289 -
TT 6 -48.2 -179 271
TB 9 - -113
TB 10 127 -113 189
Stress values at every gage location show significant error, and in many cases, excessive error. 
Expected trends are not seen in any case for the lab test results, where the model closely 
follows typical behavior. As discussed previously, it has to be assumed in this case that 
significant sources o f error were present in the lab test that had a direct effect on the
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accuracy o f the strain measurements.
24,000-Pound Load:
Similar trends should be seen for the 24,000 lb load as seen for the 12,000 lb load, but to a 
greater extend. Figure 8.3.4 shows the deformed structure, exaggerated by a factor o f 870. 
The indentation caused by the applied load is clearly seen, causing the top surface to be in 
compression and the bottom surface to experience tension.
Figure 8.3.4: T&G D eform ed Structure —2 4 kip  L oad Com bination
The displacements shown in the above image are quantified in Figure 8.3.5, which shows the 
displacement gradient in inches. The largest displacement was 0.006 inches downward at the 
location o f the applied load. The ends o f the slab at the beam locations experience a very 
small positive movement o f 0.0004 inches.
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Figure 8.3.5: T&G D isplacem ent Gradient — 24 k ip  L oad Combination (in)
The combined stresses induced by the 24 kip load, post-tensioning forces in both directions, 
and the element self weight are shown in Figure 8.3.6 in psi.
Figure 8.3.6: T&G Stress Gradient — 24 k ip  L oad Combination (psi)
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Stress values at the location o f the strain gages are presented in Figures 8.3.7a and 8.3.7b, as 
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Figure 8.3.7b: T&G N um erical R esults —24k — B ottom  surface (psi)
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Positive values recorded on the bottom surface o f the groove slab indicate that the post­
tensioning forces longitudinal to the bridge have been overcome by the tension induced 
from the point load. However, the tensile stress values are minimal and insufficient to cause 
cracking o f the concrete. The tensile strength o f concrete is generally estimated as 10% to 
15% o f the compressive strength (ACI 318-02). Therefore, it can be estimated that stresses 
greater than l,100psi (12% o f 9,211) may cause tensile cracking. Tensile values shown in 
Figure 8.3.7b are well below this limit.
Table 8.3.2 shows the stresses resulting from both the model and load test.
Table 8.3.2: T&G 24kip R esults
V. .S'V*'**, f i t PS7 %
GT 1 - -383 -
GT 2 24 -160 761.2
GT 3 22 -161 845.4
GT 4 - -382 -
GT 5 -61.3 -324 429
GT 6 6.0 -323 5483
GB 9 142.8 8 94
GB 10 207.60 10 95
TT 1 - -168 -
TT 2 -103 -313 204.5
TT 3 -219 -370 69.0
TT 4 -245 -269 10.0
TT 5 - -312 -
TT 6 -78.6 -164 109
TB 9 - -25
TB 10 384.20 -113 129
Again, excessive error is seen at most gage locations with the exception o f gage TT4. Given 
similar behavior patterns in the model and a lack thereof in the strain gage results, the error 
present is most likely in the lab test data.
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36.000-Pound Load:
Results from the modeling o f the 36,000-pound load are especially critical, as stresses at this 
load are analyzed for the performance o f the slabs under service load conditions. Deflections 
should not be substantial, and stresses should remain below the tensile and compressive 
strength limits o f the concrete.
Figure 8.3.8 shows the displacement gradient for the 36 kip load combination (includes self 
weight and post-tensioning forces). The largest displacement recorded was 0.0092 inches 
downward at the location o f the applied load. This displacement is small and unnoticeable. 
Again, the edges o f the slab were able to rotate upward on the spring support system. These 













Figure 8.3.8: T&G D isplacem ents —3 6 kip  L oad Combination (in)
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Stresses induced by the 36 kip load, self weight, and post-tensioning are shown in Figure 
8.3.9, expressed in pounds per square inch.
Figure 8.3.9: T&G Stress Gradient — 3 6 k ip  L oad Com bination (psi)
Numerical stress values at the location of the strain gages are presented in Figures 8.3.10a 
and 8.3.10b, as well as in Table 8.3.3. The circle indicates the location o f the applied load.
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Figure 8.3.10b: T&G Stress R esults — 36K — B ottom  Surface
Positive stress values are now seen on the bottom surfaces of both the tongue and groove 
slab, at approximately 63psi and 82psi respectively. These values are well below the 
estimated tensile strength o f 1,1 OOpsi, and thus will not cause tensile cracking.
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Numerical results from the mathematical model are compared to the results o f laboratory 
testing in Table 8.3.3. Again with the exception o f gage TT4, which correlates well with 
model results, the percent error at each gage location far exceeds an acceptable value. The 
same comments as mentioned previously for data comparison holds, however the magnitude 
o f error is slighdy lower in this case. It is possible that gage TT4 is the only gage on the slab 
system that adhered correcdy and was sufficiendy soldered to accurately record strain 
measurements. It could also be chance.
Table 8.3.3: T&G 36kip R esults
s™ psi * 11
GT 1 - -374 -
GT 2 33 -159 582
GT 3 33 -159 579
GT 4 - -373 -
GT 5 -82 -347 321
GT 6 -126 -345 174
GB 9 197 86 56
GB 10 294 78 73
TT 1 - -153 -
TT 2 -141 -336 139
TT 3 -312 -452 45
TT 4 -350 -329 5.9
TT 5 - -334 -
TT 6 -96.5 -149 54
TB 9 - 64
TB 10 384 63 84
8.3.2 - Butt Joint — Slab Set B
Gages on the butt joint slabs were oriented in the longitudinal direction o f the slab, and thus 
should record the main bending stresses induced from the static point load. Given this 
orientation, all gages located on the top surface o f the slab should be in compression, with
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the bottom gages losing compression and going into tension as load is applied. This behavior 
on the bottom  surface o f the slab is due to the fact that the induced compression from the 
post-tensioning longitudinal to the slab was overcome by the tension induced from bending.
The model was run for the 12kip, 24kip, and 36kip load cases. All analyses in this section 
were performed using the load combination o f the applied load, the self-weight o f the 
structure, and all post-tensioning forces. Displacement and stress results are given for each 
o f the 12, 24, and 36 kip load conditions. All stresses for the butt joint slab are presented for 
the zz direction only, as that is the direction that the strain gages were located. Evaluation of 
stresses in any other direction would not be comparable to the data from laboratory testing 
due to the orientation o f the strain gages.
12.000-Pound Load:
The displacements produced by the 12,000-pound load are shown in Figure 8.3.11 and are 
expressed in inches.















The maximum displacement at the center o f the applied load area was 0.0062 inches 
downward. This is approximately twice the maximum displacement for the 12 kip load 
applied to the tongue and groove slab, which was 0.0029 inches downward, indicating that 
the butt joint may not be as effective in controlling movement between panels. However, 
another probable explanation is that the tongue and groove model was 5 elements deep 
while the butt joint model was only 4 elements deep, and thus the tongue and groove model 
was able to distribute the load throughout the slab quicker, thus spreading the load further 
out into the slab and limiting displacement.
The stresses in the 22 direction induced by the 12 kip load for the butt joint model are 
shown in Figure 8.3.12, expressed in psi.
Figure 8.3.11: B utt Jo in t D isplacem ents —12 k ip  L oad (in)
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Figure 8.3.12: B utt Join t Stress Gradient —12 k ip  L oad (psi)
Smaller compression values can be seen on the top surface at the interior row o f support 
springs. This behavior was expected, and can be quantified by looking at numerical results 
from this analysis. Numerical results are expressed in Figures 8.3.13a and 8.3.13b, as well as 
in Table 8.3.4. The circle indicates the location o f load application, and the dashed lines 
indicate the approximate location o f the interior row o f supports.
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Figure 8.3.13b: B u tt Join t M odel R esults — 1 2 K - B ottom  Surface (psi)
A smaller compression value at gage GB 2, which is located directly below the load 
application area, indicates that the bottom of the slab at that location has not yet overcome
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the compression forces induced by post-tensioning longitudinal to the slab. This also 
translates across the joint to gage TB6, which is also experiencing a smaller amount of 
compression. Compression values at these locations will continue to decrease and eventually 
go into tension as the applied load increases. Higher compression values throughout the 
remainder o f the bottom surfaces indicate that the 12,000-pound load was unable to induce 
substantial bending throughout the slab system. The numerical results expressed above are 
compared to lab test results in Table 8.3.4.
Table 8.3.4: B uttJoin t 12kip Results
1 P” %
GB 1 152 -596 492
GB 2 332 -169 150.9
GB 3 404 -363 190
GB 4 142 -537 478
GB 5 78.0 - -
GT 7 -172 -485 182
GT 8 -276 -811 194
GT 9 -246 -767 212
GT 10 -173 -566 227
TT 1 -154 -501 225.3
TT 2 -280 -816 191
TT 3 -194 -695 258
TT 4 -158 -565 258
TB 5 141 -597 523
TB 6 324 -265 182
TB 7 193 -437 326
TB 8 145 -538 471
Excessive error is again seen between data sets, however the magnitude o f  this difference is 
slightly lower than that seen for the tongue and groove slabs. O ne trend that stands out here 
is that the bo ttom  surfaces o f  both  slabs are entirely in tension for the lab test results, 
indicating a simple bending condition, whereas evidence o f  negative bending regions can be
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seen for the model results. It is possible that the spring stiffness in the model was too large, 
creating a much more rigid support condition than seen in the lab, or that the steel beams 
rotated, not allowing for negative bending to occur in the lab test. Consistent results are seen 
for the lab test for the first time. Differences between these two data sets could be more 
globalized, as opposed to the localized variations seen for the tongue and groove slabs.
The only other strains recorded off the butt joint models at this point was the post­
tensioning longitudinal to slab, which showed good correlation throughout. I t is possible 
that the gages were applied to the butt joint better than they were to the tongue and groove 
slabs. The tongue and groove slabs were instrumented first, where initial problems with the 
epoxy were seen. Also the tongue and groove instrumentation was the first set of 
instrumentation ever applied by the researchers on this project, and therefore when the butt 
joint gages were applied, prior experience could have led to better application. Further test 
results could verify or disprove this theory.
24.000-Pound Load:
The deformed structure produced by the 24 kip load is shown in Figure 8.3.14, where the 
indentation caused by the application o f the static load can be clearly seen, resulting in 
compression on top surface and tension on portions o f the bottom surface. The 
exaggeration factor on this image is 750.
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Figure 8.3.14: B u tt Jo in t D eform ed Structure — 24 k ip  L oad
The locations o f the beam supports can also be seen in the above image, as bending is 
quickly restrained. This may indicate a negative bending region, where the bottom  surface 
experiences compressive forces, and the top surface experiences tension. This can be seen by 
a decrease in the compressive value o f top surface gages at these locations and an increase in 
compression on the bottom surface gages.
Displacement values are quantified in Figure 8.3.15, where values o f the displacement 
gradient are shown in inches. The maximum displacement at the load application area is 
0.0094 inches downward. Again, this value is larger than the 0.006-inch downward 
displacement experienced by the tongue and groove slab under the same loading. The slight 
upward rotation/m ovem ent seen at the support conditions remains at 0.0005 inches.
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0.0005
Figure 8.3.15: B u tt Join t D isplacem ents — 24 k ip  L oad (in)
Stresses induced by the 24,000-pound load in the zz direction are shown in Figure 8.3.16, 
with stress values expressed in psi. The maximum experienced compressive stress is 1457psi, 
and the maximum tensile stress is 261psi, both well below the compressive and tensile 
strengths for this concrete.
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Figure 8.3.16: B u tt Join t Stress G radient—24 k ip  L oad (psi)
The same trends are seen here as were observed for the 12 kip load. Individual stress results 
at each gage location are expressed numerically in Figures 8.3.17a and 8.3.17b, as well as in 
Table 8.3.5. The gray circle indicates the location o f load application.












Figure 8.3.17a: B u tt Jo in t N um erical R esults - 2 4 K -  Top Surface (psi)
The largest compressive values can be seen here near the load application area, with slighdy 
smaller values seen at gages TT3 and GT9, given the distribution o f the load in the slab. 
Smaller compression values near the support locations (Gages TT1, TT4, GT7 and GT10) 
support the assumption that the top surface o f the slab is tending to bend in the opposite 
direction given the limited vertical movement caused by the spring support condition.
















Figure 8.3.17b: B u tt Join t N um erical R esults — 24K  — B ottom  Surface (psi)
As anticipated, gage GB2 experienced tension under the 24kip load, and the stress values at 
gages TB6, GB3, and TB7 diminished significandy. This occurred due to the larger load 
pushing down on the top o f the slab, sending the bottom of the slab into tension. The 
tensile value at gage GB2 indicates that the tension induced by the 24kip load is great 
enough to overcome the compression induced by post-tensioning longitudinal to the slab. 
Gages at the edge o f the slab are still experiencing significant compression, most likely due 
to the negative bending region being developed at the line of supports.
Values produced by the mathematical model are compared to results o f laboratory testing in 
Table 8.3.5.
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Table 8.3.5: B u ttJoin t 24kip R esults
psi SM !
G B  1 272 -641 336
G B  2 573 15 97
G B  3 790 -267 134
G B  4 248 -532 315
G T  7 -304 -454 49
G T  8 -493 -937 90
G T  9 -436 -864 98
G T  10 -306 -574 88
T T  1 -273 -478 75.1
T T  2 -497 -952 91.5
T T  3 -343 -761 121.9
T T  4 -279 -575 106.1
T B  5 249 -618 348
T B  6 607 -128 121.1
T B  7 346 -372 208
T B  8 253 -5323 2204
The percent errors in these measurements are still very high but are smaller in most cases 
than that for the 12 kip load. Highest errors are seen on the bottom surface o f the slab, 
where again negative bending is seen in the model but not the lab test, indicating a potential 
modeling error (stiff supports).
36.000-Pound Toad:
As was the case for the tongue and groove slabs, performance under the 36 kip load is 
critical, as it represents the service load case o f the slab system. Deflections seen should not 
b e  s ig n if ic a n t a n d  all s tre s s  v a lu e s  s h o u ld  r e m a in  w e ll w ith in  th e  c o m p re s s iv e  a n d  te n s ile  
strengths o f the concrete.
Displacements induced by the 36,000-pound load are presented in inches in Figure 8.3.18.














Figure 8.3.18: B u tt Join t D isplacem ents -  36 k ip  L oad (in)
The maximum displacement at the center o f the slab system is a litde more than a tenth o f 
an inch. The American Association o f State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO) criteria for live load deflection in bridges is limited to L/800. This criteria 
generally applies to the entire superstructure o f the bridge and not just the slabs, however, it 
can still be looked at to gain an understanding o f the magnitude o f deflecdon produced by 
the mathematical model. Given the 6-foot length o f the slabs longitudinal to the bridge, the 
limit set forth by AASHTO is 0.09 inches. The value produced by the model is only 0.0126 
inches, which is well below the limiting displacement value.
Stresses produced by the service load in the zz direction are shown in psi in Figure 8.3.19. 
The largest compressive stress experienced is 1758psi, which is only 19.1% o f the material 
compressive strength (9,21 lpsi). The largest tensile stress is 308psi, which is approximately 
28% o f the estimated llOOpsi tensile strength o f the concrete. Given that all stresses were
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well below the concrete strength, the slabs can be assumed to be acceptable for live load 
application. Also, the compressive stress is well below the 40% Pc limit, meaning that the 















Again similar trends are seen in the stress distribution shown above as were seen previously. 
However, now a clear region o f small tensile stresses is seen on the top surface o f the slab at 
the lines o f support. This location is not close enough to any o f the gage locations for the 
tensile stress to be picked up by a strain gage, however the magnitude o f compression on the 
top surface could be affected. Numerical results at individual gage locations are presented in 
Figures 8.3.20a and 8.3.20b, as well as in Table 8.3.6.
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Figure 8.3.20b: B u tt Join t M odel R esults — 36K — B ottom  Surface (psi)
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As seen for previous loading conditions, the bottom  surface is continuing to develop 
increasing tensile stresses along the centerline o f  the slab, with compression stress still seen 
at the edges due to the negative bending caused by support conditions. Numerical values are 
presented alongside laboratory test values in Table 8.3.6.
Table 8.3.6: B u tt Join t 36kip R esults
SSii psi psi %
GB 1 272 -670 346.3
GB 2 573 200 65.1
GB 3 790 -172 121.8
GB 4 248 -523 310.9
GB 5 144 - -
GT 7 -304 -423 39
GT 8 -493 -1060 115
GT 9 -436 -957 119
GT 10 -306 -580 90
TT 1 -TTh -455 66.7
TT 2 -497 -1085 118.3
TT 3 -343 -823 139.9
TT 4 -279 -580 107.9
TB 5 249 -639 356.6
TB 6 607 11 98.2
TB 7 346 -307 188.7
TB 8 253 -522 306
Error values in most cases are still large, however, the largest errors are again on the bottom 
surface where tension is seen throughout the bottom surface o f the slabs during lab testing 
but not in the model.
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The testing o f a scale slab system in the laboratory and the creation o f a finite element model 
(FEM) to simulate its behavior both contribute to the advancement o f a precast, post- 
tensioned concrete slab design for use in rapid bridge construction. The correlation o f the 
two resulting data sets is the ultimate achievement, however, a lack o f comparability can still 
lead to useful information for the development o f design. The following attempts to explain 
the differences seen in the two data sets, the possible error sources that could have caused 
those differences, and future work that should be completed for the further advancement o f 
this slab system.
9.1 -  Data Comparison
As seen in the comparison o f data sets in chapter 8, there exist significant differences 
between the laboratoty test data set and the results o f the model. There is also a significant 
difference seen in the correlation o f the tongue and groove slab set measured data and the 
butt joint slab set measured data.
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Random and extremely large errors are seen between the stresses calculated from the 
measured strain at each gage and the stresses produced at the same locations in the FEM. 
Due to fact that the errors present in the data set from the laboratory for slab set A are not 
systematic and do not follow any expected behavioral trends, it can be assumed that the 
majority o f the error exists in the numerical results o f the laboratory data set, and not in the 
FEM. Results o f the FEM  are within the expected bounds based on engineering judgment. 
However, the results o f  the lab tests are not entirely useless, as visual results observed at the 
time o f testing served to show that external cracking did not form until service loads had 
been well exceeded.
Lab data obtained from the tongue and groove slabs was widely scattered and often 
appeared erroneous based on basic behavior principles. The lack o f contact between the top 
and bottom vertical surfaces o f the tongue and groove joint led to limited stress 
development at the surface along the joint. Given that many gages were located in these 
affected regions, the resulting lab test stresses should not follow the stresses obtained from 
the model, where contact surfaces were perfectly joined.
Significant error was also seen between the butt joint slab system measurements and the 
FEM results at some locations, however in this case the error was more stable across gage 
locations, and not as high as seen for the tongue and groove slabs. The largest errors seen 
were on the bottom surface o f the slabs, where differences in bending behavior between the 
model and the lab test would account for the stress differences. The model indicates 
negative bending regions along the support locations, whereas the test results show simple 
bending with tension throughout the entire bottom surface. This difference is most likely
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due to the modeling o f support conditions. Further work should be done with the model to 
see if the supports can be adjust to produce stresses that more closely align with test results. 
All things considered, the measured data set for the butt joint slab set produced more 
consistent and anticipated results than the measured data set for the tongue and groove slab 
set.
The results o f the FEM closely correlated with the expected behavioral patterns and 
produced anticipated results in all cases. Therefore it is concluded that the effect o f the error 
present in the FEM on the resulting data is systematic, with the exception o f the effect o f 
the spring stiffness, and that these effects were global. The error was not localized at a 
particular gage location, but rather generalized throughout the entire set o f FEM results. 
Therefore the testing procedures and instrumentation techniques used for this test will be re­
evaluated prior to conducting any further testing on similar slab systems at the University o f 
New Hampshire.
Ultimately, confidence is established in the results o f the mathematical model, but not in the
numerical results o f the collected data from the laboratory for the tongue and groove test.
The usefulness o f the laboratory tests lies in the visual behavior observed during testing.
♦
Numerical results o f the butt joint test offer hope that good correlation can potentially be 
seen and that slab behavior can be accurately recorded with the evolution o f the testing 
experience and technique at UNH, as further work must be completed to determine the 
validity o f both the test and model results.
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9.2 -  Error Sources
Many error sources impacted the data collected from the strain gages, and error sources 
created during modeling affected the results o f the FEM. When all potential sources o f error 
are considered, the compounding error present in the comparison o f strain readings from 
the laboratory test and predicted response becomes understandable.
9.2.1 — Error in Testing: Measurement Error
Potential measurement error sources include, but are not limited to, the drift in the 
mechanical pump that applied load, the adhesion o f the gages to the concrete surface, and 
the soldering connection o f the wires to the gages.
The drift in the manually controlled mechanical pump made it impossible to sustain a 
prescribed load on the slab system for any length o f time. All strain gage recordings have a 
small amount o f noise from the electrical current, and being able to average the gage 
readings while at a constant load would most likely correct for any noise in the data. Instead, 
strains had to be averaged over a significantly varying load, creating the potential for the 
introduction o f considerable error in the data set.
Furthermore, the resulting average load was often not the exact load applied to the model 
(example — 12,534 pounds as opposed to 12,000), thus potentially increasing the differences 
seen between test data and data from the model. This small error type would account for 
small variations only, and is not sufficient to produce the significant differences seen 
between the two data sets. This source o f error is systematic because o f the elastic behavior
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that results, and could be corrected by scaling the load applied to the model to match the 
average o f the load applied during testing.
Another likely cause o f the difference between the correlation o f the two measured data sets 
to the predicted response o f the finite element model is the application o f the strain gages. 
Gages were applied to the tongue and groove slab, slab set A, before they were applied to 
the butt joint slabs. This means that the Vishay epoxy was used on the groove slab o f set A, 
as opposed to the 5-minute epoxy used on the tongue slab and both butt joint slabs. The 
first application o f gages did not go as smoothly as the second. Therefore the gages on the 
tongue and groove slab set were more likely to have poor adhesion to the concrete surface, 
air bubbles between the gage and the concrete, and poor soldering o f the lead wires to the 
gages.
The adhesion o f the gages to the concrete surface and the soldering o f the wires to the gages 
were most likely a large source o f measurement error present in the laboratory testing, which 
had a significant effect on the strain readings recorded by the data acquisition system. When 
a gage is not properly adhered to the concrete surface, it will not effectively record the small 
strains experienced on the concrete surface. This leads to an erroneous strain reading from 
the gage. I f  a wire is not properly soldered, there is not a proper connection between the 
strain gage and the data acquisition system. This results in flawed voltage readings received 
from the gage, thus impacting the resulting strain measurement. The combination o f these 
two errors could results in substantial variations in measured strains and the strains actually 
present in the concrete at the gage locations. Furthermore, this type o f measurement error is 
dependent on each individual gage. Therefore one gage may record a stress reading o f 300%
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error, and a neighboring gage could be accurate to within 5% error. There is no way to 
quantify the magnitude o f  the resulting effect, but it does provide some explanation for the 
random and extreme changes in strain readings between each individual gage on the tongue 
and groove slabs.
9.2.2 — Error in Mathematical Modeling: Modeling Error
Errors that exist from the modeling o f the slab systems affect how closely the results o f the 
model and the results o f the lab-testing correlate. These errors include but are not limited to, 
the element mesh, the modeling o f supports, and the application o f loads.
The creation o f the finite element mesh can have a significant impact on the results o f the 
mathematical model. Meshes that are too coarse do not provide a sufficient number o f 
elements to capture the true behavior o f the modeled system. Much like differentiation, the 
finer the mesh, the closer the result will be to the analytical solution. However, if a modular 
mesh becomes too fine, it becomes difficult and time consuming to post-process. The mesh 
generated for this slab system should not be a source o f error in many locations, as the 
change in stress across the size o f the element is not significant. The locations where this 
concept could have impacted the results are where static loads were applied. Stresses change 
very quickly within the area surrounding the site o f load application. W ithout a fine mesh, 
this change will be seen as large steps as opposed to a smooth dissipation. However, after 
moving sufficiendy away from the site o f the stress concentration, the final result is the 
same. The only resulting potential error in the calculated stress is found in the elements 
closely connected to the site o f the load application. Since there were no gages placed
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directly surrounding the site o f load application, this error source should not have any 
impact on the comparison o f test results and the results o f the mathematical model.
The use o f springs to create an elastic foundation does not exactly mimic the 
support/boundary conditions created by the grouted haunch used for testing. This 
difference in support conditions could lead to changes in stresses, as various rotational and 
translational displacements would be restrained in different manners. Though the use o f 
springs may have been an effective modeling method, the stiffness o f the springs may have 
introduced error. This may not be fully understood until further research is completed. The 
stiffness o f the springs used in this research, lxlO9 lb /in  was stiff enough to put the slabs 
into negative bending at the line o f supports. Strain readings from lab test show only simple 
positive bending at all locations, indicating the springs may have produced a much stiffer 
support in the FEM than the grout in the test slab systems. The bottom surface readings 
were consistently positive and o f approximately the same magnitude, indicating that the 
error seen between lab and model was mostly due to varying bending behavior, and not 
measurement error.
The method o f load application varied in all cases from the method o f application in the lab. 
For example, the post-tensioning forces were transmitted to the slab in the laboratory by 0’- 
4” x 0’-5” bearing plates. In the model, there was often not an element or set o f elements 
that was exactly the dimension o f the bearing plate. In order to create a mesh that exactly 
aligns to the faces o f the tongue and groove joint, it was not possible to make the mesh also 
align to the bearing plates without using extremely small elements. For the butt joint models,
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larger elements were used in order to maintain a low aspect ratio. Further modeling could be 
performed to exactly match the dimensional characteristics o f all applied loads.
Similarly, the point load applied to the slab system in the lab was applied over a circular area 
with a 6-inch diameter. N o elements created in the model were circular, and thus the load 
had to be applied in a different manner. Also, in the FEM loads were distributed and applied 
to the joints o f the model, as opposed to the entire surface, as was the case in the laboratory. 
This created a different concentration o f stresses at the slab surface than would have been 
seen from laboratory conditions. This could affect readings throughout the entire slab, thus 
having an overall effect on stress readings.
9.3 -  Future Work
Before any concrete conclusion can be formed about the accuracy o f modeling when 
compared to lab testing, further work must be completed in both the laboratory and with 
finite element model.
•  The test procedure should be refined to produce a controlled data set. The 
instrumentation method should be reconsidered, locating a sufficient number of 
gages in the right locations to produce a complete data set.
• A new set o f slabs should be post-tensioned in both directions, with enough gages 
applied in both directions on each slab to have a complete data set, in order to
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determine the effectiveness o f the applied loads to induce sufficient compressive 
stress throughout the slabs.
• The grouted condition o f the tubes housing the post-tensioning rods should be 
explored in both the laboratory and in the FEM. In all field conditions these tubes 
would be grouted, and therefore the results o f the analysis completed on the 
ungrouted condition cannot be accurately related to field conditions.
• Further modeling o f alternate support conditions and methods o f load application 
should be investigated to determine whether the applied methods were the most 
accurate. Finer mesh generation could also be used to more finely detail the 
distribution o f stresses from the load application locations.
• Once research has been completed showing good correlation between model and 
laboratory test data, work with parameter estimation should be performed on the 
model to investigate its use as a structural health-monitoring tool.
9.4 — Final Conclusions
The following conclusions are reasonable based on the results o f the above research effort:
• Significant differences exist between the data collected from laboratory testing 
and finite element modeling.
o  Imperfect control, gage epoxy and soldering issues led to potential random 
error in lab test data.
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o  An inadequate number o f gages and improper location choices led to an 
incomplete data set upon which conclusions were difficult to draw, 
o  Inadequate testing equipment, mainly the mechanical pump for load
application, resulted in lower data quality and a lack o f repeatability among 
trials.
o  The stiffness o f the spring supports used in the model was too large, 
resulting in differences in behavior between model results and butt joint 
results.
•  Significant differences exist between the test results o f the tongue and groove 
joint data set and the butt joint data set.
o  Tongue and groove data shows wide scatter between gages while the butt 
joint data is more stable, 
o  Some gages on the tongue and groove slabs had extreme values, which were 
not seen in the butt joint data, 
o  Gages were applied to the tongue and groove slab set first, some o f which 
with Vishay epoxy, resulting in poor adhesion, inadequate soldering, and 
ultimately, random errors between gages.
• For the tongue and groove slab set:
o  Numerical results are inadequate to draw conclusions, however visual results 
are still useful and show that failure did not occur until well above service 
lo a d s .
o  The lack o f contact along the top vertical surface o f the joint led to limited 
stress development and affected the results.
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o  Model results are within the expected range o f values and follow typical 
behavioral trends.
• For the butt joint slab set:
o  Modeling o f the support conditions affected bending behavior
■ Lab test results are consistent and follow simple bending trends in 
every case.
■ Model results are consistent and follow negative bending trends in 
every case.
o  Further lab work and modeling adjustment are required to determine which 
form o f bending was actually occurring.
9.5 -  Closing Thoughts
Laboratory tests reveal that the slab system was sufficient to withstand service loads, and the 
mathematical model shows that stresses at service loads remain in the elastic region for the 
material, resulting in the ability o f the material to recuperate full strength when loading is 
removed. Both model and lab tests on the butt joint indicate that the 26,000-pound load 
applied to post tension in the longitudinal direction o f the slabs was sufficient to attain 
400psi compression in the slabs. Model results for post-tensioning longitudinal to the bridge 
indicate that a force greater than 60,000 pounds may be required to develop 400psi 
com pression throughout the entire slab.
Further work is required to create correlation between laboratory testing and mathematical 
modeling results. This research shows that three-dimensional modeling can manufacture
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expected behavior in a slab system, and produce deflections and stresses within anticipated 
magnitudes.
The testing and finite element modeling completed for this research was the first step in the 
development o f the design o f the precast, pre-stressed, post-tensioned slab system. Research 
participants at the University o f New Hampshire and the New Hampshire Departm ent o f 
Transportation intend to continue this effort to create an effective rapid bridge construction 
alternative for future bridges in the state o f New Hampshire.
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APPENDIX A
MIX DESIGN
The mix design for the slabs and required materials were provided and mixed by Dragon 
Cement. Batch quantities and admixtures, provided by Dragon Cement, are shown below.
Cement 825 lbs/yd
Sand 1200 lbs/yd
3 /4 ” Aggregate 1325 lbs/yd
3 /8 ” Aggregate 502 lbs/yd
Water 23.3 gal/yd
Vz 0 2  air entrainer at approximately 4.5% air in the batch
Super BASF admixture: 1020 superplastici2er @ 9 oz/yd
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APPENDIX B
DATA SHEETS
The following data sheets pertain to each unit o f the data acquisition system used for this 
research. All data sheets can be found online at h ttp ://n i.com . Data sheets are included for 
the following items:
•  SC X I1001 Chassis
•  SCXI 1600 Card
•  SCXI 1520 Cards
• SCXI Terminal Blocks
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N ational Instruments SCXI 1001 Chassis
SCXI Chassis
Nl SCXI-1000, Nl SCXI-IOOODC, N l SCXI-1001
• Shielded enckmiies 
for SCXI modules
• Low-noisa aiviranment 
fee signal condition mg
■Rugged, compact chassis
■ Itarced air ceding
■ Optional USB data acquisition and 
cantiol module
• Optional rack mounting
■ 3 internal analog buses 
■Timing circuitry for
high-speed multiplexing
■ AC D C or battery-power options












hfetionallnstrumentsoffers rugged, law-naise SCXI chassis to hous& 
power, and; control your SCXI modules and conditioned signals. 
The unique SCXI chassis architecture includes theSCXIbus, which 
routes analog and digital signals and acts as the communication 
conduit between modules. Chassis control circuitry manages this 
tus,. synchronizing the timing between each module and the DAQ 
devit .^ With thisarchitectur^ you can scan input channels from sevaal 
modules in several chassis at rates up 1d 333 kS/sfor evecy DAQ device.
The versatility of SCXI lies in its various chassis options and 
expandability. You can choose from a number of different standard 
AC or DC power options, YbU can contrdl the system by connecting 
directly to an M Series, H Series B Series or USB multifunction DAQ 
device.:Tfcfu can even daisy-chain up to aght chassis far cdntidl by a 
single DAQ device. Regardless of your configuration, programming 
the system does not change; Ydu use the same function calls you use 
with a DAQ device by itself Nl -DAQ or Nl -SWITCH driver software 
handksaU low-level programming.
Tbe SCXIbus
The SCXIbus is a guarded analog and digital bus located in the 
backplane of the SCXI chassis. Modules inserted into the chassis 
connect to this backplane automatically. This bus acts as a conduit 
for routing signals, transferring data, programming modules, and 
passing timing signals.
C h a ssis  Control Circuitry
Each SCXI chassis includes control drcultiy. This circuitry handtes 
all signal routing on the SCXIbus. During high-speed analog input 
operations, it Controls which input signals are connected to the bus 
and routed, back to the DAQ device. It also ensures tight 
synchronization between the SCXI modules and the DAQ device.
Expandability
If your initial system requires more SCXI modules than one chassis 
can hold, or your systsn requiremmts change>simpty add another 
chassis. With the SCXI aspandablearchitecture,you can daisy-chain 
up to eight chassis to a single multifunction DAQ device. Whether 
youare using a dngle-chasds or multichassis system, you can still 
acquire data at rates up to 333 kS/ s.
P ow er Options
These SCXI chassis offer a number of standard AC power options. 
Simply choose the option far your country or a country compatible 
with your power specifications. If you move your system to another 
country, you can easily reconfigure the system for any of the other AC 
powsr configurations.
National Instruments* Tel: (500)51336® ♦ info@ni.com ♦ ni.com 1
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SCXI Chassis
SCXMOOO
The NI SCXI-IOOO is a 4-slot chassis available with a number of 
standard AC power options, ’flu s chassis is ideal for sin jje-chassis or : 
icw-channel-count applications. If p a r  application grows, you can 
daisy-chain two or more SCXI-1000 chassis You can also use 
aff-the-shdf true sine wave DC-to-AC power inverters to  power AC 
chassis with a DCpower supply.
SCXI-1001
th e  SCXI-1001 is a 12-slot chassis with a number of standard 
AC power options. As in -he SCXI-1000 Series, you can daisy-chain 
up to eight chassis to acquire or control up to 3,072 channels with a 
single DAQ device. This chassis is ideal for high-channel-count 
systems. You can use off-the-shelf true sine wave DC-to-AC power 
inverters to power AC chassis with a DC power supply.
  -
SCXI-1000DC
The SCXI-1000DC is a 4-slot chassis thataccepts DC power. You can 
power it with any 9.5 to 16 VDC power supply or use the optional 
SCXI-138 2 12 VDC battery pack (shown in the picture). You should 
also consider the optional SCXI-1383 power supplylfloat charger to, 
operate the chassis from an AC power outlet when necessary. 
This chassisisideal for portable applications, or other times whan AC 
power is not aiway s available.
Ordering Information
NI SCXI-1000..........................    ....776570-OP1
NT SCXUOOODC........................................................776570-00
;t’&:c3iio<>«yoiirjx>war&pdom,r^l»« A**^1 4p^ jr»t*fturrtflr ■
2~Swi*220^C
■■3—,4w......................
5 —N or4 i Arficricwi 2 W W 1  
«  ~  240 ^
B U Y  NOW !
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SX C I1600 -  USB Card
SDXI Data Acquisition Systems -  
16-Bit 200 kS/s USB Data Acquisition Module
Nl SCXI-1600
* JO O  l o r  i t j '  t o  < i u n i K ‘l»
* t b  f i l l  r< s> t1 u iio !i
■ C o l t l i o l l n  A n d  lE g i l i w i  I n i  
S v .X f  i h j v s h
* * 2 0  Y  i n p u t  r a n g e
* U S B  2  0  u m u c c i i v i l v  n»  P<_■ UN‘<. (oiuiocton (■ ’f1
D i g i t a l  M a rl  t r i g g e r  
L x l e r i n l v k v k  v i m e  
• I’x t o t i . i !  l a t i h t r f i i m i
■ I n t e r n a l  ' . i h h i a t i o i i  x o u r i f
* N !  P A Q m x  i 3 t o  <4111(4)1} 
« -ig )ft£ m .a tu > n  a n d  m e i * i u « : n r u t <
Operating Systems
* Windows 209Q/NT/XP 
Recommeaded Software 
■ UbVlttV
• LabWindows/CVI* Mv^MIICIHlDt smdto
Measurement Services 
Software (iacluited)
• N l  I ' V . ' m i
Calibratioa Certificate 
‘fctpafleJ!
[ n e w ]
mu: »#iet ■ mm:;:
tabtetm-
Overview and Applications
The National Instalments SCXf-1600 USB data acquisition module 
aoquim data from and controls SCXI sipal conditituung modules 
insulted in the chassis in which it resides, nuking the chassis a complete 
data acquisition system. Conditioned output signals from other St3CJ 
modules In the chassis are automatically routed t» tl^  Nl $Q&- 1600, 
digitized, and transferred to the PC via USE You o n  connect die 
SCXI-1600 directly to any standard USB port (L0» Ll.or 2.0).
Features
Hie SCXI-1600 is a full-featured 16-bit digitizer and control module 
for SCXI analog input, analog output, digital I/O, and switching 
modules. A USB 2.0 full-speed compliant connection makes the 
SCXI-1600 ideal for remote applications up to 150 ft away from the 
PC. In addition, the SCXI-1600 features m  internal calibration 
source and external calibration connection to ensure absolute 
measurement accuracy over time.
Software
NI-DAQmx is the robust measurement services software included 
with all National Instruments data acquisition and signal 
conditioning products. This easy-to-use software tightly integrates 
the full functionality of your DAQ hardware to LabVIEW, 
labWindows/CVI, and Measurement Studio. High-performance 
features include nmftidevke syndircniization, networked 
measurements, and DMA data management Bundled with 
Nl-DAQmx, the Measurement & Automation Explorer utility 
simplifies the configuration of your measurement hardware with 
device test panels, interactive measurements, and scaled I/O 
channels. Nl-DAQmx also p»ovidt» numerous sam ple programs for 
UhVIEW and other application development environments to get 
you started with your application quickly.
Ordering Information
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SCXI Data Acquisition Systems -  
16-Bit 200 kS/s USB Data Acquisition Module
Specifications
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SCXI Data Acquisition Systems -  
16-Bit, 200 kS/s USB Data Acquisition Module
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SC X I1520 Cards
SCXI Universal Strain Gauge Input Module
Nl SCXI-1520
k8 simultaneously m mpjed 
a najog in p u tc ha n nejs 
* Frogra mma bjeetflta (Lon 
0-lOV) p«rchann4 
‘Programrreblegnin (1 to 100CO 
perchannej 




fuJJ-b tidgn complete n 
k 2 shuntcajibraten ti.rcui.ts 
perchannej 
‘Remote sewing 
‘ Ra ndo mxsn ning 
‘ 0  n to* td calibre Hon reference 
- NI-DAQ d aver softwa r  simplifies 
con Bgu n tSo n, of&dt n tilling, sh u nl 
cajibm ten, sealing, and rreasuRmenl
R ecom m ended  S o ftw are
• Lib VOW
• iA b ta n d o v n /C V I
‘viL^T"'
Driver Softw are  
■NI-DAQ 7
'ii i:rafion '%isif: -s1 e- InJ'ided
See pege21
Overview
The Naten<i| Instruments SCXI-1520 fa an 8-channeJ universal 
a train -ga uge in pu t module the t >ffc© a j| of the fe lu res yo n need to r 
simple oradvanced strain end bodge-based sensor maasu cements. 
With thfa single moduje.youcan cud signals fromstrain.Joad, force, 
torque, and pressure sensora.Each NISCXI-1520 is shipped with 4 
NIST-traces bje calibration certificate, and includes 4n onboard 
reference b r 411 tome tk calibration in changingenvSronnrcnts.
Itor accurate strain measurements, the SCXI-1520 offers 4 
p rogra mma bjea mpjiflera nd p cog re rrm  b)e4-po|sBu tterwo cth filter 
on each channel. Each channel also has an independent 0-10 V 
programmable excite Oort source with remote sense per channel. 
In addition, the SCXI-1520 system offers4 hajfbddge completion 
resistor network in the module, end 4  socketed 3 90 qua rter-b ridge 
completion resfatorin the SCXI-1314 tecminej block. A 120 
q ue rter- bridgeco rrpjedon cesfato rfa e|so included with the terminal 
b|oc k. The SCXI-1520 ejso o Sera e n 4 u toma te n u# co mpensa do n 
circuit, remote sensing, end two shunt calibration circuits per 
channel. In addition, the SCXI-1520 includes the simujtaneous- 
se mpje-end - ho|d fee tu r  using trac k-a nd- hojd (T/H) dec uitcy to r 
sinujte neo us-se mpjLng a pplice bo ns.
Each SCXI-1520 module can multiplex its signals into a single 
channel of the con troDing DAQ device, and you can add modules to 
increase channel count In NI-DAQ 7, parallel mode operation is 
available tor high-speed acquisitions.In this mode, each channel is 
routed to a un&^ ue analog in put channel of the DAQ device to which 
it fa oabJed.FaraDeJ models notava^abjeiri NI-DAQ Traditional.
Analog Input
Each of the eight analog inputs of the SCXI-1520 consists of a 
p oogra mma bje instcu men fa bo n a rnpJiSer, 4-poJe Bu ttecwo cth filter, 
and simultaneous sample and hold circuit.Vbu can programthegain of 
each channel individual^ tooneot’49 input ranges fromrlO rrV to 
rclDV^bu can a|so programeach Jowpas* filfcrindidduajpy for 10Hi, 
100 IE, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, or bypass mode The 4-po|e Butfccwocth 
filters provide a sharp cutoff to block noise while maintaining 
maximum flatness in the passband.FinaJjy, the SCXI-1520 provides 
random scan ningca pa bifry, so you acquiR date Isom the channels 
you se|ectin any order, thereby reduti.ng yourovera|| scan times. 
Forappjications requiring fever than efcht strain gauges,you can use 
the e< tra a najog in pu t c ha n nejs to rgeneral-p urpose a na Jog signals.
Simultaneous dampi ng
Eac h cha n n<fl of the SCXI-1520 includes T/H ■irc uiiry so you ca n 
digitiie simultaneous even fa with negligible skew time between 
c ha nneJs.The o u ip  u fa of theDH amplifiers tojjow theirinp u to  u ntij 
they recede a hold signal fro mtheDAQ device (ypdcaJJy at the start 
of a scan). At the hojd signa), the T/H amplifiers simultaneously 
freeze, holding theinputs^na)le^e|sconstant.TheDAQdevice then 
digitizes each ficoien signal sequentially, giving you simujtaneous 
sampling between c ha nnejs. To ca|c uja te maximu m sampling ra tes 
for the SCXI-1520, refer to page 795.
fbf£rtty> Fiil&ritye F<rw,l-»d,
MxUa m  .3® ) (t£0 ,39) | ftiO ,3TO ) Pr>»njr«miw> 1  ^ | > ■ | >......r- -y-----
tat? A
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Excitation
Each channel o f the SCX M 520 has an independent voltage 
excitation source. You can program each excitation channel to  one of 
17 voltage excitation lewis front 0 to 10 V. These sources con drive a 
350 W  full bridge to the maximum 10 V level Each excitation channel 
in c o rp ra ie s  remote sensing circuitry to automatically compensate 
for voltage drops due to  lead resistance. This circuitry corrects the 
excitation level on the fly so the program m ed excitation level is 
accurately applied at the sensor You can also monitor these excitation 
soutces to detect open o r fauJt situations
.!3>m m m
Automatic Null Compensation
Each Input channel of the SCXI-1520 includes a circuit to  remove 
bridge offset voltage. Driver software nulls the offset voltage to m o  
in seconds. You do  not need to manually adjust a  p tenttoroeter. 
By removing this offset through the measurement hardware, you can 











The SCXI-1520 accepts quarter, half, and fulhbridg* sensors. 
Half-bridge com pletion is provided in  the SCXI 1520, and  you can 
enable it through software. T he RN-55 style quarter bridge 
completion resistors are provided In the SCXI-1314 front-m ounting 
terminal block. They are socketed, so you can replace them w ith your 
own resistors.
Shunt Calibration
Each inpu t channel of Che SCXI-1520 includes two independent shunt 
calibration circuits, with which you can simulate two separate loading 
effects on your strain- based device and compensate for arty possible 
p i n  errors. The KN-55 style shunt calibration resistors are in sockets 
and located in  the SCXI-1314 front-m ounting  term inal block. 
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The SCXI-1520 provides simple y*t powerful c*Hbr*«on capabilities. 
Each m odule includes a precision onboard calibration source, v.lui h 
you c m  program matically rou te to  any analog in p u t channel 
By using simple software commands, you perform calibration- 10 
compensate for environmental changes w ithout connecting ex tn  na1 
hardware. Each module has an onboard calibration EEPBOM that 
stores calibration constants for each channel; factory calibration 
constants are stored in  a protected area of the Hl'PROM Additional 
user-motBflable locations mean calibration can occur under unit 
exact operating conditions. NI-DAQ Traditional and NI-DAQ / 
transparently use (he calibration constants to correct fo r gain and 
offset errors for each channel.
Ordering Information
\ i  scxi 1520 . . .  . . m m ? o
i'or Jnfni ou tlon  on fXlemioil vmii ranty .inti value Mltta! 
service' see pag* 20
BUY ONLINE!
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Multifunction DAQ and SCXI Signal Conditioning 
Accuracy Specifications Overview
Every Measurement Counts
There l* no room  for error In yow  measurements. From sensor to 
software, your system m ust deliver accurate results. N l provides 
detailed specifications for our products so you do not haw  to guess 
how they will perform. Along with traditional data acquisition 
spedftcadora, our E Series muidfunctkm data acquisition (DAQ) 
devices and SCXI signal ronditinning modules include accuracy tables 
to assist you in  selecting the appropriate hardware foryour application.
To calculate the accuracy otNI measurement products, 
risk ntcom/acaxacy
Absolute Accuracy
Absolute accuracy is the speUBcMJon you use to determine the 
overall maximum tolerance of your measurement. Absolute accuracy 
specifications apply only to  successfully calibrated DAQ devices 
and SCXI modules. There are four components o f an absolute 
accuracy specification:
• Percent of Reading - is a gain uncertainly factor that is multiplied 
by the actual input voltage for the measurement.
• Offset -  Is a constant value applied to all measurements.
• System Noise -  is based on random noise and  depends on 
the num ber of points averaged for each measurement 
(includes quantization trtot for DAQ devices).
• Temperature Drill -  is based on variations fn your 
am bient temperature.
• Input Voltage ~ the absolute magnitude of the voltage input
for titis calculation. The fullscale voltage is m ost commonly used.
Below is the Absolute Accuracy at Full Scale calculation for the 
Nl PCI4052E DAQ device after one year using the +10 V Input 
range while averaging 100 samples of a 10 V Input signal. In all the 
Absolute Accuracy at Full Scale calculations, we assume that the 
ambient temperature is between 15 and 35 'C. Using the Absolute 
Accuracy table on the next page, we see that that the calculation for 
the *10 V input range for Absolut* Accuracy at Full Scale yields 
4.747 mV This calculation is done, using the parameters in the same 
row for one year Absolute Accuracy Reading, Offset and Noise + 
Quantization, as well as a value of 10 V for the input voltage value. 
You can then see that the calculation is as follows:
AWim Accuracy -  *IU0X M»»?) + 9470 |lV + »  pV) -  *4 .fti ®V
In many cases, it is halgiful to calculate this value relative to the Input 
CRTI). Therefore, you do not have to account for different Input 
ranges at different stages of your system,
MwhwAamryftn * W>.0M?4?/t0) -  tt3M1S%
The following example assumes the same conditions except that the 
ambient temperature is 40 ®C. You can begin with the calculation 
above and add in the Drift calculation using the % Drift per *C from 
lhble 2 on page 196.
• M w  A o o r n y  4.141 i»V ♦  1(40 -  35 X>\ * OOOOOK AC X 10V) »  xAOW mV
.“Vi ti'aciy RT1«  ( * 0 1)05047/^0) «  ±0.^505%
Based on these components, the formula for calculating absolute 
accuracy is:
Ac-turacy -  ^|clsvj>ut V<Ut»g* X % *1 Kos-aing.! -i 
(Ptfs*! + System Mvite *- 'Dt3ft)j
Absolute Aficura»:y STI* » A^bsolute Ijsput Vo.iJag.e5
lRTl « feklive to b jpu t
Absolute Accuracy for SCXI Modules
Below is an example for calculating the absolute accuracy for the 
MI SCXI-1102 using the ±100 mV input range while averaging 
100 samples of a 14 mV input signal. In this calculation, we assume 
the ambient temperature Is between 15 and 35 T ,  so Temperature 
Drift rw 0, Using the accuracy table on page 313, you find the 
following numbers for the calculation:
Temperature drift is already accounted for unless your ambient 
temperature is outside IS to 35 X . For Instance, if your ambient 
temperature H at 45 X , you must account for 10 X  of drift. This Is 
calculated by:
T*»sj?c-mur<? Drift « TssrvE>«ratuT« Dlffcrenos X % Drift jxj? *C X Vbftagf?
rt **\ t f 1H 
%o>\ tiijsNd- - mv tQ.mZ i^ lf tfi i£<*
'  n »> f i  o - U U i f M V
Absolute Accuracy -  ±1(0.034 >. 0.011*32) i 0/00 Of 325 0.000035) V s. ±S2 5) a
AUolutw Avi'iira: y RTi * .* {(‘JIB'MB /  0.014) * *0.2U %
Absolute Accuracy for DAQ Devices
Absolute Device Accuracy at Full Scale Is a calculation of absolute 
accuracy for DAQ devices for a specific voltage range using the 
maximum voltage within that range taHen one year after calibration, 
the Accuracy Drift Reading, and the System Noise averaged value.
The following example assumes the same conditions, except the 
ambient temperature is 40 X . You can begin with the Absolute 
Accuracy calculation above and add in the Temperature Drift.
(0 014*0* ■ 0. )^0CO?)x5«^JnmV
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Multifunction DAQ and SCXI Signal Conditioning 
Accuracy Specifications Overview
For bo th  DAQ devices and SCXI modules, you should use die 
Slngte-Point System Noise spedflcatlon from  the nocuracy fables 
w hen you are m aking single-point measurements If you are 
averaging multiple points fo r each measurement, the value for 
System Noise changes. The Averaged System Noise in  the accuracy 
tables assumes tha t you average 100 points per m easurem ent If you 
are averaging a  different num ber o f points, use tire following 
equation to determine your Noise + Quantization:
Sy-.tem Make - terag# Syvivm tioise Ovto utk a
For example. If you are averaging 1,000 [joints per measurement 
w ith the PCI-6052E in  the *10 V (±100 mV to r the SCXI-1102) 
inpu t range. System Noise is  determined by:
NtfCMWfflr
Synem  Ffclse- tttt 0  [iV *  v 'f t tW lM !)  -  tU 0  )|V 
N1SC®11(K ______
% »«Ffci»- i  pv * ajtrrvpswi® -  i.ss pv
“TD,, %at«n tfelse *p#cttkMtoi«: ;
•dfora’
«that dkherteg 3* disabled for single-point
See page 21 or visit m,cm/ml»ratm tor more information 
on the importance ol calibration on DAQ device accuracy.
Absolute System Accuracy
Absolute System Accuracy represents the end-to-end accuracy 
including the signal conditioning and DAQ device. Because absolute 
system accuracy includes com ponents set for different inpu t 
ranges, It is im portant to use Absolute Accuracy RTI numbers for 
each com ponent
lets!F,-vm :Vcvr»,:>'FT! - rRDRT KMv-R:RAWtyv?tesrssy Knil * (DaQ Device Atoolui* tea racy RID;:;
The following example calculates the Absolute System Accuracy 
for the SCXI-1102 module and PC1-6052E DAQ board described in  
the lirst examples:
Units of Measure
In many applications, you are measuring some physical phenomenon, 
such as temperature. To determine the absolute accuracy in  terms of 
your unit o f measure, you must perform three steps:
1. Convert a typical expected value from the unit 
of measure to  voltage 
Z, Calculate absolute accuracy for that voltage 
3. Convert absolute accuracy from  voltage to the unit o f measure
Note: i t  is im portant to use a typical measurement value in  this 
process, because many conversion algorithms ate not linearized. 
You may w ant to perform  conversions for several different values in 
your probable range of Inputs, rather than ju s t the m axim um  and 
m inim um  values.
For an  example calculation, we want lo determine the absolute 
system accuracy o f an  N l SCXI-1102 system with a N l PCI-S0S2E, 
measuring a  J-iype thermocouple at 100 "C,
1, A .1 type thermocouple at 100 *C generates 5,268 mV 
(from a standard conversion table o r  formula)
2, The absolute accuraty foT the system at 5,268 mV is ±0.82%.
This means the possible voltage reading is anywhere from 
5.2.25 to 5,311 mV,
3, Using the same thermocouple conversion table, these values 
represent a temperature spread of 90,3 to 100,7 "C,
Therefore, the absolute system accuracy is ±0.7 SC at 100 aC
Benchmarks
The calculations described above represent the maximum error you 
should receive from any given com ponent in  your system, and a 
method for determining the overall system error. However, you 
typically have much better accuracy values than w hat you obtain 
from these tables.
If you need an  extremely accurate system, you can perform  an 
end-to-end calibration o f your system to reduce ail system errors 
However, you must calibrate this system with your pat titu la r inpu t 
type over the full range o f  expected use. Accuracy depends on the 
quality and  precision of your source.
have performed some end-to-end calibrations for some typical 
configurations and  achieved the results in Table I :
To maintain your measurement accuracy, you m ust calibrate your 
measurement system a t set intervals over time.
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Multifunction DAQ and SCXI Signal Conditioning 
Accuracy Specifications Overview
S&.1W i625*£st250t W»2*mV« 95 VSCXT1112 s02l CXiMZ•sca-tre Mi
Mste t Fossfbk with
Absolut* Accuracy fW aItw A cw rtcy
/  ^  ^  ^  
Ncmiral Rango IV) ICtRRMaWfl^ Sjist^Nriw forth lamp Crte rtt«aiuMActt*»ty RatduBoc (^0
pmawf* NwfreFS y- mtm.% t&Q mtoieto** Strip**”i-.MAwnoDi-'m feifiM UiA 0810 er.o 00006 «J4I 11410 114000)11 mn 4?ao 401,0 415 40001 am 5?30 inu 05054 mn .4" ; 245,0 2U , ;:'vaeeor;^ '&?■&».?to..... •10 00354 mm m m ii am am 11S0 m■u am mn •**: 5 0 '.W* <u ■ 4402$ ■m am. mn M m 3.0 am 013? 302 35mu. 144 &.* 3*1 0054 2?.7 :m 405 am aom m 1.9 aoooe 0035 253 2.5m m 40054 mn 4?40 #18 43,5 vJW ».c ' «1046 &o mu mn 2410 241.0 21.? am im 2840 21510 m mu mn m m W C A(s (C:>: 1140 n*1.6 &b mu mn $2,1 542 U aot-jc* am 543 u0$ 00 am am m u • .»* A.-: 442 10at 40 mu mn U4 m 2.1 40004 am 2?.? 28• ' mu mn a? VVi !■;> «OOK aosi m £5
Wt> Z m KI-aSZtArnkg tofutteancy SfDtitmtkm
Note; Accuracies are  valid for measurements following an 
Internal (self) E Series calibration. Averaged num bers assume 
averaging of 100 single-channel readings. Measurement accuracies 
aw listed for operational temperatures within *1 ”C o f  internal 
calibration temperature and ± 1(TC of s te rn a l  or factory-calibration 
tem perature. One-year calibration interval recom mended. The 
absolute accuracy at full scale calculations were perform ed for a 
maximum range input voltage {for example. 10 V for the ±10 V 
range) after one year, assuming 100 point averaging o f data.
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SCXI Term rial Blocks
•Iferminal blocks for quick, 
easyconnectcms
* Strain- relief damps 
for reliable wiring
•C orn astray  o p te rs  ^ eluding 
BMC and thermocoupfe plugs
•Sbuelded front-mount 
terminal btocks
* Rack -mount and DIN-rail-mount 
options available




• Isothermal constraction 
for high -accuracy 
thetmoccu pie rreasurerrents
• High •voltage a ttnuaticn
• ACJDC oou pling •Bridge offietnulinpshuntcakbcation
•C urren tinpu t
Ouenrietnr
National Instruments terminal blocks provide a convenient 
method for connecting and disconnecting signals to you r system. 
The Nl SCXI-13»t front-mount terminal blocks provide direct 
connections to transducers at the screw terminals located within a 
full.’ shielded endosu re or at front-mounted BNC connectors. 
Strain-relief clamps hold the signal wires safely in place, Irbu canalso 
chooseeither tha'TC-if 9b or INC -2C95 rack-mount terminal bibeks 
for sninithermOcouple connectors or BNC- connectors. These 
terminal blocks are ideal solutions for large-channel-count 
temperatu re or voltage ap plications ■
TBX DIN-rail mount terminal blocks are an alternative to the 
SCXT13xx terminal blocks which, attach directly to the font of an 
SCXI modufe.The'TEX system includes shielded cables that connect 
the font I/O connectoraf an SCXI mod u le to aTBX terminal block.
Some terminal blocks are designed forspedSc input types, s uch as 
thermocou pies, strain gauges, and hig h-vdtage inputs. See'Tables 2, 
3. and 4 to determine which SCXI terminal blocks are compatible 
withyou r SCXI mod ule.
figtr* I. T&rmtoS ftxJt CsnSjutstAi
■RTTTlrtJ BISCk OMTVQllbl<»SC4M«il«tf CaMhg a c £p«<tal hwafcjrotf
SfrfrlTOft &*TlCfc S ts  5CS>il*l SHK K ttUSK ■ •£••• QmiTC MMtton tft-torm! c«Mtmctfo«L rafimtfhg
i i^tTSTS SC»T12WD SCS5H12* StM-HK -•  ^ 2MkT«MtionfcMn(m QU|>:to:1dOCiO
■ TJ&T32S ' • . $«ani 2« m>»«Mg»250MX
TT5C15K 3 5 ; n i£  SCH.11C3-V. SCH11Q. SOS 1K3R 3H G-M - >ty»««iq»2»VDC
7B&1S* SC tt-im  &»11200l SCHHZ1.9CH11& SCXI 11*: S H & W ::" Swtortsfor <untt irp* Ml aw* tottwml mnanxttn
TBK-T329 scw -nat scw-nsco. scw .na .sca .n as. s a n i 2* 3G2-&A - s*tecw#» xc «»firg zsns wxj
TBM-I* s « t n m  s<Mnofc
s c t m o t  sch.iio#
TB ,<lrt»Ji« wiring -
CfciO sa sn is )
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Use th* following steps to  select the correct 
combination of TBX terminal blocks and cables 
for your SCXI s
t. Select the required terminal blocks -
For each SCXI m odule, use Table 1 to  select 
the proper TBX terminal block, If a  TBX Kixx 
terminal Mock is n o t available tor your SCXI 
module, select the appropriate number of 
general-purpose TRX-24F feedthrough 
terminal Mocks,
2. S elect cabling - For each TBX terminal 
block, Table 1 lists the cable needed to 
connect the TBX term inal block to the 
SCXI module. Shielded cables are available 
in  lengths of I , Z. and 5 m. If using the 
TBX-1303, you also have the option to build 
a custom cable using the SBS-96F backshell 
kit. f o r  each TBX* 1303 for which you will 
build a custom cable, select two SBS<96F 
kits. If using the TBX-24 ft you will use 
discrete wires to connect the TBX-24F to  
an SCXI front-m ounting  terminal block, 
Therefore, select the appropriate SCXI front 
m ounting terminal block for each SCXI 
m odule tha t will use the TBX-24F.
1  Rack-mour* accessory (optional) If
mounting for 19 in, rack enclosures is needed, 
use Table Z to select the appropriate number 
ofTBX-RM l raek-mount kits.
4. Calibration - Calibration of cold-junction 
sensors and attenuation terminal blocks Is 
available for some devices. For more 
inform ation, please visit m.cwti/caliixatiwi
s a - t i T " i a y -
: . - CH*
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f i f r e  I 5 Of. 15® J*vraj*feM
1 *P.2 *5
■2-T3
2  EL2 ^  SCtf.l^ lfl CbmKkfifxiShf-fAtefniiffy
SCXH300.. ..............................       .777687-00
The SCXI-1300 connect* input signals to the SCXI-1100, SCXI-11012/B/C, arid 
SCXI-HCtt/C modules.The SC XT-1300 »  a general-purpose terminal block with 
an onboard temperatu t t  sensor foe cdd j  u nction compensation. Abo work* with 
SCXI-1181 and 9CXT-1181K nodules.
SCXM301 „.............................................................................. .777687-01
20^c^teci™ ^ UKkfcrtheSCXI-m0.SCXI-1181,andSCXr-1181K module*.
SCXH3ffi  .....................    777687-02
50-sc new temrurail block for SCXI-1180 feedthrough panel.
SCXH303 (See Fgurel).............................................. ............. .777687-03
Terminal bloc k for use with the SCXI-1100 and SCXI-1102/E/C prod ules. Designed 
especially forhigh-accutacy thermocouple measurements, the SCXI-1303 include* 
isothermal construction that mordnrues erroD caused by thermal gradients between 
terminals and the cdd-junction sensor.The SCXI* 1308 abo includes circuitry for 
open-thermooouple detection as well a* automatic ground rdfctencirg for floating 
(nong cou ndedl thermooou pies.
SCXH3W ...................      .777687-04
The SCXI-1304, for the SCXI-114x modules, includes AC coupling circuitry, with 
switches on each channel. Each channel also includes a switchable connection to 
ground thnugha 100 k boas resistor to provide areference forfloetirg input sources.
SCXH305 CeeF'sueS)  .............................................................. .777687-05
Includes convenient ENC connectors for use with the SCXI-1120/D, SCXI-1121, 
SCXI-1125, SCXI-1126, and SCXI-114x. Functionary equivalent to the SCXI-1304 
terminal block, the SCXI-1305 includes swifcc haUe AC cou pHngcirc uitry and g rou nd 
rdGecencing on each channel.
SCXH308 ................    .777687-08
Current input terminal block for the SCXI-1100 and SCXI-1102/E/C analog input 
modules. Each input includes a 249 precision resistor so you can read 0 to 20 mA 
and 4 to 20 mA current inputs.
SCXK-13W (See FigiieS*,.................................................................. .777687-10
Connector and shell assembly used to c reate c ustom ca tiling solutions from the
SCXI-1100, SCXI -110 E/C, SCXI* 1104/C, SCXI 114x, and SCXI-1181 to custom 
terminations. A low-cost alternative to SCXI terminal blocks, it consists of a 
hardened plastic enclosureand one connector with solder pins for signal connections.
SCXH313 .............   777687-13
Extends the input ca nge of the SCXI-1125 to 300 or 300 VD C , on a penchannd
basis programmatically through software commands.The SCXI-1313 also includes 
an onboard temperatu re sensor fbrthermocou pies cdd-ju nction compensation.
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SCXI Terminal Blocks
S C H - U H .................................... ...................... .777687-14
Front-mounting terminal block JE>r the SCXI-1520 module. With factory-installed 
and socketed 390 quarterdicidgeoomptletson resistors foreach channel.Eigh1130 
resistors for  use with ISO quarter-b ridge strain gauges ate included, but not 
instaHed.lt also indudes two facto y in s  tailed, socketed 100 k shunt calibcation 
resistor; per channel.
S G M -U 1 5   ...........................  ....... .................................................. .........777637 -15
8 -cha n rel fro n t-mou n ling terminal block £  r the SCXI-1540 LVDTwith sic terminals 
& teach LVDTchanned-  C H +,CH-,EXt-, EX-, Synch, and CND.
S C M -tt2D  (See Figured)...   .777687-03
General-purpose terminal block for connecting signals to the SCXI-1120/D. 
SCXI-1121. SCXI-1125. and SCXI-1136 modules. It includes an onboard 
temperature sensor for cold function compensation using thermocouples, but the 
SCXI-1328is recommendedfdrpneciSidn thermocouple measurements.
S C H -1S 2I (See Figure 6 ) ............   .777687-21
Adds nuHLng and shunt calibration to SCXI-1121 strainguageapphations.W th a 
front-panel trimming potenttemeter; you can manually null out the cffiet voltage o f  
bridge transducers.Each channel includes shuntcalibcation circuits. When activated, 
a sw ith  connecSa 301 k shunt tes ito r  in pa raJed with the strain gauge. Both the 
nulling resistorand theshunt resistorare socketed fbreasy customization.
SG X M X 22.......................   777687-22
Terminal block teq uirad to co nneet sig nab to the SCXI-112 2 mod ule tha tincludes an 
onboard tempera hire sense rforcold function compensation.
SCXI-1J21 .............................................................................................  ...777687 -24
High-voltage terminal block with 48 screw terminals fdrtheSCXI-1160 relay mod ute.
S C M -U 2 5  ..........  777687-25
26-screw terminal bbckfbrtheSCXI-1124 module.
SC X M & G  .............................................................................................................777687-26
High-voltage terminal block with 48 screw terminals for the SCXI-1162 Series and 
SCXI-1163Series modules.
SCXI-1S27 (See FiqureS).................................................................................. 7776S7-27
W lh the SCXI-1327 yo u ca n extend theinpu t range o f  the SCXI-1120'Da nd SCXI-1121 
to ±  250 V, a nd extend the th leshold level o f the SCXI-1126 mod ute fio  m 5 V u p to 
300 V.The extended in pu t voltage ra nge isena Med o rdisa bled o n a percha nned basis 
using switches located within the SCXI-13 27, The SCXI-1327 also includes an 
onboard temperature sensor f i t  cdd-junctbn compensation with thermocouples. 
Using theSCXI-1327 reduces the input impedenoeofyourSCXI modute to 1 M .
SCXI-TJ28 (See Fgure 7 | .................................................................................. .777687-28
Iso thermal terminal Mock with a high -ptecisio n cold-ju rctio n senso rfor high accuracy 
thenroco u pie a pplica tio ns with the SCXI-112Q®, SCXI-1121, o  rSCXt-1125.
S C M - U M ..............................................................................................
% v t i .  5CM labJiOHM lSW t
SOJ ICSI Jirnmiekeh
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figut A SM-^S 7*nw»} Oba
Connecterand shell assembly (hardened fiastic enclosure end solder pins) used b 
create cusbm cabling »]uten» from the SCXI-1 120jT>, SCXI-1121, $0X1-1125, 
SCXI-lliJG.end SCXI-1181 to custom terminations.
S03-1SJI (See Figure 8).......       .777687-31
General- purpose terminal bloc k Jb r the SCXI-1127 multiplexer/me tone mod ule with 
81 generic screw terminals end a cold-junction compensation sensor. For SC2Q-1127 
nmltiFlocer applications or matrix configurations other than a multiple of eight 
columns by fburrows. Includes sockets jbr matrix expansion cables.
SBQ-1332(£ee Figure 9)......................     :77768732
Mu) dplexei/rra trix terminal blockfbrtheSCXl-1127 co nfjgu res the SCXI-1127 as an 
eightcolumn bytou r row switching matrix. ^ Ssucanconnectsignels to both thecolumns 
ehd rows using sc new terminals.
SCXM3R ..................       777687-33
SCX1-1331 .......................................................... .777687-34
SGXI-1135 .....            .777887-35
SCXJ-1J36 ............................   .777687-38
SCXM&7  .........................................................................   .777887-37
SCXl-1i39 ...................   .777887-39
These terminal bloc ks a re designed fib r use with the$CXTU29 high-density matrix 
switc King mod ule Each of these terminal bloc k» gives the tdgh -density rra trin a dxfiecen t 
configuration. See page484 b e  more inJbrrratio non how to choose the appropriate 
series of terminal blocks fir theSCXI-1129.
SCXJ-1S38.............................................  .777687-38
Current input terminal block £>r the SCXIT12Q7D, SCXI-1125, and SCXI-1126. 
Eac h in pu t includes a 249 precisac n pesos tor to r reading 0 to 20 mA o r4 to 20 mA 
current in puts.
BNG-2Q95 (Sea Figure 10)  .................  .777508-01
The BNC-2095 has 32 labeled EMC connecters, one breach input channel of the 
SCXE-llOO.orSCXI-llOl^C.The HNC-2G95 also includes dec uitry for configurable 
signal referencing. You can enableordisableboth the pull-up and pull-down resistors 
on a perchannal basis using swithes.
TC-2095 ......  .777509-01
TheTC-3095 has 32 miniature uncompensated thermocouple plugs, one for each 
input channel of the SCXI-1100 or SCXI-11Q&T7C and a thermistor Jbr accurate 
cold-junction compensation. In addition, the TC-2095 includes circuitry for 
configucable signal referencing. You can enable or dise Me both the pull-up and 
pull-down resistors on a perchennd basis using switches located on the rearof 
the TC-2095. TheTC-2095 is not recommended for use with the SCXI-1104/C. 
TheTC-2095 requires the SH96-96or E96-96 to rconnection b a SCXI mod ule.
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S C X I  T B X  T e r m i n a l  B l o c k s
TBX-1303 (See Figue 11) .....         .777207-03
Dengned j5or thermocouple*, with cold junction compensation sensoq isothermal 
construe tics n with a plastic cover to minimise thermal gradient*, o pen- thermoco UfJe 
detection dBCuiliy, a nd automatic grou nd-referencing die uitry. With the$CXX-1102BiC. 
the TBX-1303 provide* ahigh-impeda nee path to ground so that*)*terns work reliably 
with either Jffea ting or ground-referenced thermocouples. For application* with the 
SCXM100, yo u ca h co nfegu re the c ha n nelsas gro und ‘referenced o rfle* ting in bloc h* 
ofeigh tc hannds .TheTBX-1303 also works with the SCXI-1181 b ceedboe id module.
TBX-96   ..........   .................... ......       777264-01
Mass termination terminal block that provides a generic solution ^>r the SCXI-1100, 
SCXI-11D2B7C. SCXI-llOi/C ,and the SCXI-1140 Series.
TBX-1316 (Sea Figue 12J  ............................................................77720MB
High-voltage terminal block, fer extending the input range of the SCXI-ll 20/D, 
SCXI-1125, or SCXI-ll 36 modules to xlQOO VDC ($38GVriVJ) Each input channel 
includes a 200:1 attenuation circuiVand ofeers a positive, negative, and ground 
ternrinal fer up to 12 AWS-wire. You can pand mount this enclosure or simply place 
it on a desktop.The hinged Ed makes accessing the signals easierand k^Jockedfec 
safety.TheTBX-1316 is rated for Category HE installations.
TBX-1325  ..................................................................................... .777 207-25
Terminal block with 30 screw terninalsfb csighelconnactions b theSCXI-1124 module 
Ybii cable theTBX-1325 to the3CXI*1124 with the5H4S-48-A shielded cable.
TBX-1326 (See Fgne 11)......................     ^ ....   777207-28
High-voltage terrrinal block with 48 screw terminals fersignal connections to the 
SCXI-1162, SCXI-1162HV.SCXI-1163, and SCXM K3R module*. You can cable the 
TBX-1326 to theSCjflmodule with theSH43-43-B shielded cable. Watning:The 
TEX-13 26 and SH18-48TS Emit the maximumwo eking co mmo n- modevoltage between 
bank*or between banks and earth ground to ISOV^ mssdmim
TBX-1328 (Sea Fkitie M) ....................................   :................777307-28
Terminal block fe r theSCXI-1130flX$CXI-1121. SCXI-1125, a ndSCXI-1136 mod ules. 
TheTEX-1328 includes a total of 24 screw terminals, including three terminals jpH+, 
CH-, and chassis ground) fer each in put channel and sockets fer the installation of 
rest»totofer4 to 20 mA in puts. When used with thermocouples, theTBX-13 28 rrw-inrnes 
measurement accuracy with an isothermal construction and a plastic cover that 
minimise* thermal gradientsacross the tenrdnal block and the resulting errors.
TBX-1329 (See Figue 1S).................................................................  777207-29
Provides selectable AC coupling for the SCXI- 1120/D, SCXI-1121. SCXI-1125, and 
SCXI-1126 modules.
TBX-24F........................................................................................... 777276-01
The TBX-24F is a general-purpose screw terminal block with feedthrough 
con nec tions for 24 signal Enes. Yb u co n nec t the'TEX-24F to the SCXI mod ule with 
disc rete wires co n nected to a sta rda id SCXI terminal bloc k.
F#tr»8. W  F29
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APPENDIX C 
DYWIDAG SHEETS
The following data and calibration sheets were provided by Dywidag Systems at the time o f 
receipt o f the jacking equipment.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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D yw idag Bars
DYWIDAG POST-TENSIONING SYSTEM USING BARS
Kir*
DYWIDAQBARS
The components at to t  OYWIDAG Bar 
Systtm fim manufactured In ths Unftyd 
Stales exclusively byOYWtDAB- 
Syatemainternational. Used woridwlde 
sint* 1866, tee system providee a 
simple, rugged method of efflcientiy 
applying preatnwe ton* to a  wide 
variety of structural applications 
Including potf-terKloned concrete, as 
wbJ as sock and soil anchor systems.
Tin strength of the DVWIDAQ
requirements of ACi 318 and the PTt 
Acceptance Standards for Post-
1 1* (283 mm),
1 1/4* 0 2  mm) and 1 M '(3 8  mm) 
THfiEAOBABS* are hot rolled and 
proof stressed aMoy steel conforming to 
ASTM A722 CAN/CSA (G279-M1982). 
The 13/4* (48 mm) and 2 1 /r  (68 mm)
nI ,—a s. —— r— .« i j  -*---- —nOirWiffl »SfTMR8r D3r« COW OWWi 
giwrxtwtf m d tompfihyd sBoy s M  
whfch after threading also conforms to 
the strength properties specified In 
A722.
The DYWIDAG THREADBAR® p ie. 
stressing steel has a continuous rolled-
l _  *>----- -A SS  - .a *e. _ _*----------•n panfifn or tnrvua row flflw iiw ons
26ue . »-■ *S. Si *...... * . . « sawf^ .ire entire w gin . ntpre chtbow 
thart machined threads, the deforma­
tions allow anchorages and cxxiptes to 
thread onto the THREADBAR* at any 
point The 1 3/4' (46mm) and 21/2* 
(86mm) bar can be cold threaded (or ha 
entire length or If enhanced bond Is not 
required the bant can be supplied wtth 
threaded ends only.
Bars may also b e gBtvanlzed, but win 
lose about 5% of their strength. Epoxy 
coating le the preferred method.
TSst reports are available for the 
principal oomponenta of the system.
thfi fgwyriremftrtffi of 
ASTM A615, the deformations develop 
an effective bond wife cement or reeln 
grom The conflmioue thread sVnpWlee 
stressing. Uft^iffreadtnps may be 
tfikfin it any timfi prfofto {pouting awd 
to(XtonwldwincfiUiOd(ir 
dootosfifid 88f#|ulr0d y^hout cauting
any damage.
The OYWBAG Bar System Is primarily
, .  .a  , n t |  n ia ,  . a  — ..B O uiS O n  BW )r f i r e  SD fnO TiT iM  U8BD S B
external tendons with yartoua types of
Placing DYWIDAG THREADBAR® 
anchorages I* slmpglted by the use of 
reusable plastic pocket fonnere. Used 
at each stressing Bnd, the truncated, 
cone-shaped pocket former can extend 
through, or butt up against the term 
bufcheod.
Threadbare are avadabt* In mill lengths 
to e c  (18.3 m), and may be out to
---------♦*>- ~A r -  - .. ex. . * , A , - t r . - . . .  -... e e _ypcunoo iBngins Devore on^xnsni 1 0  
the Job site. Where drcumstaooes 
warrant, the threadbare may be 
shipped to the |ob site In mW lengths 
for fieMcutthg vvith a portable friction 
sew or coaxed to  extend a previously 
stressed bar. Cold threaded 1324*
(48 mm) and 2 1 /r  (65 mm) diameter 
are available hi lengths up to 46 teeL
All compdoente iro ttoSgnsd to 
be fuBy Integrated for quick and etmple 
held assembly. Duct, duct transitions, 
grout sleeves and grout tubes a l 
feature thread type connections,
Tendon duct can be m ots or plastic. 
Gafvanhed or epoxy coated 
accessories that thread over tee coated
MMM'HalSiSi'WH *e»e#^N#yNiS#
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BtfOitfMSar 1* 26 mm 1-1/4* 32 mm i-a/s* 38 mm 1-3/4* 48«nm
Anchor Rate Star 5x5x1% 127x140 x 32 0x7*1% 182x178 x 38 7x7%xt*/4 178x101x44 9x0x2 230x230
Anchor Piste 8z«‘ 4x*%x1% 102x165x32 5x8x1% 127 x 203x38 5 x 9%xt% 127x241x44 - .
Nut Extension a t-v, 40 z% 04 2V* 70 2% 74
Min. Bar Protrusion **B 3 76 89 4 102 3% as
pte* sian avatefcte on sped* okm. *Tb aeewwotfae stawteg
Counter Osteite
Length C
far pMn bars «V, 159 8% 171 SVi 210 8% 171
far epoxy coaled bars T*U 107 8V* 210 10V# 287 8% 222
Diameter d a 51 2* ao 2% 67 . » 79
DiK^ D«t»a*tearvanfawJ3teet) ,,
Bar Duet 0.0. 47 2 51 *k 55 av# 70
Bar Duct LO. i% 43 1% 48 2 51 2*£ 87
Coupler Dud O.D. t*u 70 3 70 3% 87 4 101
Counter Duct 1C, z% 07 2Ve 72 3V* 83 3% 95
DuctP«Mte(plaatteducO
Bur duct 00 i'k 73 2% TO a% 73 2% 73
Bar duct D *hx 83 a%* 83- 63 2*4* 83
Counter duct OC 2% 73 */« 9QS 3% 96.4 41/*t 116
Coupler duct K> 83 3 76 3% 82-5 3«Aa 100
Pocket farmer DetsSe
Depm r% 178 8 203 8% 210 WA WA
Maximum Diameter 5% 130 0% 165 B% 165 WA WA
PtateAnchoragt
Grout Tub#
Pocket farm er 
'w/g#sket {reusable)
PtostfcNut ^Bearing Piste 
(reuaabte)
harassing End
24 iMbfsd is nweficexn. June 2006
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Sm all Jack (for 5 /8 ” bars)
DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
J AC& CALIBRATION FORM CALIBRATION 10
5789
JACK TYPE: 25Mp SERIES 01 
JACK ID: 1239
THEO. RAM AREA: 7.79




MASTER GAUGE CALIBRATION STANDARD: ANSI 45.2
SERVICE GAUGE CALIBRATION STANDARD: ANSI 40.1
SERVICE GAUGE(S): GAUGE 1: 6-20287 GAUGE 2:___________GAUGE3:  GAUGE 4:
LOADCELL:
TYPE; SLOPE INDICATOR I.D.NO. 10060 
METER NUMBER: 7033
METER MFG: SLOPE INDICATOR
CALIBRATION STANDARD: ASTM E4 AND E74
CONVERSION EQUATION: AVG. X 1
Temperature: 70 Humidity: 55%
Calibration Location: DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL. INC.
Calibrated By: Don Blottiaux n  Calibration Firm: DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Verified By Dave Prasek jjf Verification Firm: DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Customer: University of New Hampshire Job Number: j047986
MASTER GAUGE 1 GAUGE2 GAUGE3 GAUGE 4 RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 AVG ACT KIPS
1000 1000 0 0 7.62 7,6 7.65 7.650 7.650
2000 2000 15.41 15.39 15.44 15.413 15.413
3000 3000 23.36 23.35 23.22 23.310 23.310
3500 3500 27,21 27.18 27.07 27.153 27.153
4000 4000 31.14 31.04 31.08 31.087 31.087
4500 4500 35.03 35.05 34.94 35.007 35.007
5000 5000 39.01 38,94 38.96 38.970 38.970
5500 5500 42.77 42.83 42.71 42.770 42.770
6000 6000 46.63 46.74 46.88 46.683 46.683
6500 6500 50.61 50.64 50.55 50.600 50.600
For Monostrand Use Only 
True Gauge PSI: N/A N/A r 80% of U.T.S U se Gauge PSI: N/A
Gauge Reeding ~ PSI
Re/mri Create* By: Ritsnell Gahnd»$ki Report Number: 11-3-EDTS-R3 Revised Date; 4-8-00
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
CALIBRATION FORM »
GAUGE TYPE: HELICOID CALiD: 6628
GAUGE I.D.#: 6-20287 DATE: 3/22/2006
Special Note: TEMP: 70
MASTER TEST RUN 1 TEST RUN 2 TEST RUN 3 AVG.REAOING
0 0 0 0 0
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
3000 3000 3000 3000 3000
4000 4000 4000 4000 4000
5000 5000 5000 5000 5000
6000 6000 6000 6000 6000
7000 7000 7000 7000 7000
8000 8000 8000 8000 8000
9000 9000 9000 9000 9000
CALIBRATED BY: Donald, Blottiaux
CUSTOMER: University of New Hampshier 
JOB NUMBER: J047986 
MASTER INSTRUMENT ID No.: 91550 TRACE#: EQ157583
DESCRIPTION: Load Measuring
ALTHOUGH RAM/GAUGE COMBINATIONS ARE CALIBRATED AS A UNIT, GAUGES ARE 
CALIBRATED INDEPENDENTLY, AND ARE USABLE ON OTHER DYWIDAG SYSTEM RAMS, 
WHEN THIS DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS.
INSTRUCTIONS;
1. Each gauge m ust be calibrated to a master instrument that has been calibrated 
and traceable to NIST Standards.
2. Each gauge m ust be callbratied to meet or exceed ASME STD. 40.1.
3. Each gauge wilt b e  calibrated before being used in a jack calibration.
4. Each gauge will be calibrated before being sent to the customer as a replacement gauge.
5. Connect the gauge to the testing machine.
6. Pressurize the gauge in 10 increments throughout it's entire range, 3 times.
7. Record the gauge and test standard readings.
8. If gauge is  in need of adjustment, consult the manufacturers product manual 
contained in the DSI equipment calibration and standards book.
3. Form is to be used by Equipment D ept staff in the calibration of hydraulic gauges that 
wilt be used  by the customer.
10. Form is to be completely filled o u t
11, Form is to be filled In the gauge calibration hie according to it's I.D. No. and with any 
associated equipment file. One Copy to customer.
Report < r,,iii’d By; Basaell fiahisinstii Report Number: 11-3-KDTS-R4 Revised Date: 4-8-00
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Large Jack (for 1” threaded rod)
DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
JACK CALIBRATION FORM c a l ib r a t io n  id
JACK TYPE: 60Mp SERIES 04 
JACK ID: A67
THEO. RAM AREA: 20.50 DATE: 
COMPUTED RAM AREA: 20.24
3/7/2006
PRESSURE GAUGES: MASTER GAUGE CALIBRATION STANDARD: ANSI 45.2
MASTER GAUGE: 3S3GAUGE SERVICE GAUGE CALIBRATION STANDARD: ANSI 40.1
SERVICE GAUGE(S): GAUGE 1: 6-10482 GAUGE 2: GAUGE3: GAUGE 4:
LOADCELL: CALIBRATION STANDARD: ASTM E4 AND E74
TYPE: SLOPE INDICATOR I.D. NO. 10079
METER NUMBER: 7033
METER MFG: SLOPE INDICATOR CONVERSION EQUATION: AVG.X 1 + 0
Temperature: 68 Humidity: 60%
Calibration Location; DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Calibrated By: Greg Wilkinson a  Calibration Firm: DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Verified By Dave Prasek $ /  Verification Firm: DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Customer: University of New Hampshire Job Number: J047986
MASTER GAUGE 1 GAUGE 2 GAUGE 3 GAUGE 4 RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 AVG ACT KIPS
1000 1000 0 0 0 20.8 20,82 20.61 20.743 20.743
2000 2000 0 0 0 41.68 41.18 41.24 41.367 41.367
3000 3000 0 0 0 61.64 61.58 61.75 61.657 61.657
4000 4000 0 0 0 81.94 81.89 81.81 81.880 81.880
5000 5000 0 0 0 101.84 101.77 101.76 101.790 101.790
5500 5500 0 0 0 111.94 111.92 111.94 111.933 111.933
6000 6000 0 0 0 121.7 121.87 121.88 121.817 121.817
6500 6500 0 0 0 131.54 131.68 131.84 131.687 131.687
7000 7000 0 0 0 141.73 141.61 141.6 141.647 141.647
7400 7400 0 0 0 149.71 149.75 149.85 149.770 149.770
For Monostrand U se Only 




0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 6000
Gauge Reading * PSI
Report Created By: Rmseii (hiasimki Report Number: 11-3-EDTS-R3 Revised Date: 4-8-00
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC. | f f l t  
CALIBRATION FORM
Ig a u g e I
GAUGE TYPE: Dresser CALID: 6565
GAUGE I.D.#: 6-10482 DATE: 3/6/2006
Special Note: TEMP: 68
MASTER TEST RUN 1 TEST RUN 2 TEST RUN 3 AVG.READING
0 0 0 0 0
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
3000 3000 1 3000 3000 3000
4000 4000 4000 4000 4000
5000 5000 5000 5000 5000
6000 6000 6000 6000 6000
7000 7000 7000 7000 7000
8000 8000 8000 8000 8000
9000 9000 9000 9000 9000
CALIBRATED BY: Greg, Wilkinson
CUSTOMER: University of New Hampshire 
JOB NUMBER: J047986 
MASTER INSTRUMENT ID No,: 91550 TRACE#: EQ157583
DESCRIPTION: Load Measuring
ALTHOUGH RAM/GAUGE COMBINATIONS ARE CALIBRATED AS A UNIT, GAUGES ARE 
CALIBRATED INDEPENDENTLY. AND ARE USABLE ON OTHER DYWIDAG SYSTEM RAMS, 
WHEN THIS DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Each gauge m ust be calibrated to a master instrument that has been calibrated 
and traceable to NIST Standards.
2. Each gauge m ust b e  calibrated to m eet or exceed ASME STD. 40,1.
3. Each gauge will be calibrated before being used in a jack calibration.
4. Each gauge will be calibrated before being sent to the custom er as a replacement gauge.
5. Connect the gauge to the testing machine,
6. Pressurize the gauge in 10 Increments throughout it's entire range, 3 times.
7. Record the gauge and test standard readings.
8. If gauge is in need of adjustment, consult the manufacturers product manual 
contained in the DSI equipment calibration and standards book.
9.Form is to be used  by Equipment Dept, staff in the calibration of hydraulic gauges that 
will be used by the customer.
10. Form is to be com pletely filled o u t
11. Form is to b e  filled in the gauge calibration file according to it's I.D. No. and with any 
associated equipment file. One Copy to customer.
Report Created By: Rimel) Galmittski R eport d u m b er: t  I-3-E D T S-R 4 Revised 4-Ji-Of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
APPENDIX D
RAW DATA: LABORATORY TESTING
The following spreadsheets contain the raw data collected during the laboratory testing at 
the University o f New Hampshire in June, 2006. The channel configuration for the load cell 
and sampling information during testing from the Labview data collection software is shown 
below.










For all tests, data was collected at 10 samples /  second.
2 0 0
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June 2, 2007:
Post Tensioning Longitudinal to the Bridge: G roove Slab only
Individuals Present: Erin Bell, Charlie Goodspeed, David Salzer, Patrick Santoso, Rebekah 
Briggs, Patrick Noonan (NI)
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th refer to the order o f jacking. Individual readings are presented in strain.
Column headings (ex. — SClM od7/ao3) refer to the chassis (1), slot number (7), and the 
channel o f the card located in that slot (3).
1 G T 2 U T 3 G T 4 G T S
1st
initial 2 8142E-06 -9.3927E-07 6.9545E-08 9 7118E-07
avg final -5.8176E-06 3.4575E-06 1.1152E-06 1.6135E-06
2nd
initial 1.1981E-07 1.8990E-06 8.2250E-08 2.203IE -07
avg final 8.1500E-07 -5.3770E-06 2 2OO0E-06 5.3600E-07
3rd
initial 1.1600E-O7 -1.9 25IE -06 6.4455E-08 2.8691E-07
avg final -1.0750E-07 -4.0801E-05 -1.1951E-04 3.1567E-07
4 th
initial -6.3516E-08 1.2207E-07 2.3555E-07 -1.7948E-07
avg final -4.O607E-O5 3.1041E-06 1.9990E-07 -7.7631E"06
G T S C rS ft G B  9 G i n o
1st
initial 2.8818E-07 1.5745E-07 4.2664E-06 -2.9218E-07
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June 2,2007:
Post Tensioning Longitudinal to the Bridge: Tongue and G roove Slab together
Individuals Present: Erin Bell, Charlie Goodspeed, David Salzer, Patrick Santoso, Rebekah 
Briggs, Patrick Noonan (NI)
1st, 2nd, 3rd , and 4th refer to the order o f jacking. Individual readings are presented in strain.
Column headings (ex. — SClM od7/ao3) refer to the chassis (1), slot number (7), and the 
channel o f the card located in that slot (3).
G T2 G T S GY 4 G T S
1st zeroed
1.7881E-07 2.7472E-06 3.078 7E-07 1.9404E-07 3.1987E-07
avg final -8.3647E-06 1.6613E-05 6.5107E-06 -8.4210E-06 -1.3972E-05
2nd initial
-1.0304E-05 2.1786E-05 1.0440E-05 -1.1204E-05 -1.5200E-05
avg -5.2633E-05 3.7836E-05 3 3242E-05 -2.3448E-05 -1.7453E-05
3rd initial
-5.1986E-05 3.8459E-05 3.6456E-05 -2.5170E-05 -1.6859E-05
avg -6.5163E-05 1.6729E-05 -6.1028E-06 -2 7760E-04 -2.1445E-05
4th initial -6 2175E-05 1.6978E-05 -8.2436E-06 -2.8468E-04 -2.1480E-05
^ g -7.1609E-05 8.1944E-06 -4.7891E-05 -3.6638E-04 -4.2238E-05
W m t ISpiKp &’H ; | | m m
1st Zeroed
2.1587E-07 5.970 2E-08 1.1133E-07 2.9967E-07 1.2009E-07
avg final 5.7908E-05 -1.3046E-05 -1.5069E-05 -3.425 6E-05 -1.126QE-05
2nd initial
6.0554E-05 -1.5476E-05 -1.6459E-05 -3.9272E-05 -1.523 7E-05
avg 3.8420E-05 2.7113E-05 -1.5469E-05 -3.0474E-04 -3.2196E-05
3rd initial 6.2226E-05 2.7441E-05 -1.5356E-05 -4.9663E-04 -3.4103E-05
avg 5.4891E-Q5 2.8193E-05 -8.8281E-06 -1.3074E-03 -3.225IE-05
4th
initial 5 6728E-05 2.8371E-05 -8.3887E-06 -1.2651E-03 -3.0630E-05
.....SB.. 5.6938E-05 2.7813E-05 -1.1986E-05 -1.2809E-03 -6.8358E-05
i 1 11  J I T  6 T S S T B 1 0
1st
i
zeroed 7.9872E-08 4.4986E-07 9.7922E-08 5.0121E-08
avg final -1.1399E-05 -3.5595E-05 -2,3347E-06 -1.6104E-05
2nd initial
-1.5361E-05 -3.6345E-05 -1.0918E-06 -1.8161E-05
avg -5.0860E-05 -1.6080E-05 4.0265E-06 -3.9797E-05
3rd
initial -5.1948E-05 -6.5343E-06 6.494 6E-06 -4.0555E-05
avg -4.3659E-05 -1.7401E-04 1.2834E-05 -2.8082E-05
1 4th
initial -4.2306E-05 -1.8285E-04 1.1968E-05 -2.7213E-05
avg -4.4622E-05 -8.8127E-04 2.5024E-05 -3.0041E-05
2 0 2
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June 7, 2007:
Load Test o f Tongue and Groove Joint Slab System
Individuals Present: Erin Bell, Charlie Goodspeed, David Salzer, Patrick Santoso, Rebekah 
Briggs, David Scott (NHDOT), Rob Klimmer (NHDOT)
All load values shown in pounds and all strain gage measurements shown in inches/inch 
(strain).
s i l l i f f ™
-1 -1.45E-07 6.69E-08 0 -1.21E-07 9.98E-08 1.1E-07 -8.17E-08 3.51 E-08
12443 2.49E-06 1.16E-06 0 -7.31 E-06 -1.2E-05 1.45E-07 1 55E-05 2.15E-05
1; 24881 5.01E-06 5.07E-06 0 - 1.38E-05 -2.1E-05 -4.32E-07 3.06E-05 4.39E-05
34485 6.76E-06 7.68E-06 0 -1.76E-05 -2.74E-05 -1.08E-06 4.2E-05 6.42E-05
0 -2.46E-07 1.44E-06 -0.000376 3 99E-07 3.06E-D7 2.71 E-07 2.09E-08 -3 18E-07
12450 2.34E-06 2 63E-06 -2il7E-05 -6.53E-06 -1.17E-05 4.3E-07 1.57E-05 2.22E-05
L 24888 4.92E-06 6 28E-06 -0.000132 -1.29E-05 -2.07E-05 -2.35E-07 3:12E-05 4.5E-05
34465 6.79E-06 8 04 E-06 0 -1 74E-05 -2.72E-05 -8.15 E-07 4.29E-05 6.36E-05
0 2.68E-08 -2.14E-07 0. 2.52E-07 -2.13E-07 1.27E-07 -5.79E-08 -5.06E-09
3 12453 2.69E-06 9.28E-07 0 -6.49 E-06 -1.21E-05 9.18E-08 155E-05 2.23E-0524898 5.28E-06 3.79 E-06 0 -1.29E-05 -2.09E-05 -6.32E-07 3.09E-05 4.52E-05
34473 7.19E-06 6.13E-06 0 -1.77E-05 -2.74E-05 -1.08E-06 4.27E-05 6.32E-05
1 -6.12E-08 -3.77E-07 0 -1.12E-07 -8.82E-08 -1.36E-07 -1.81E-07 -2.07E-07
4 12458 2.55E-06 6.13E-07 0 -6'92E-06 -1.21E-05 -1.9 E-07 1 54 E-05 2.26E-0524895 5.15E-06 3.49E-06 0 -1.34E-05 -2.11E-05 -9.43E-07 3.1 E-05 4.58E-05
34736 7.02E-06 6.57E-06 0 -L81E-05 -2.73 E-05 -1.69E-06 4.3E-05 6.43E-05
1 6.65E-08 4.33E-09 0 -2.88E 08 -9.67E-09 2.06E-08 -1.04E-09 -1.84E-07
12445 2.71E-06 1.19E-06 0 -6.5E-06 -1.12E-05 -2.71 E-07 1.45E-05 2.07E-05
24905 5.53E-06 4.44 E-06 -2.74E-07 -1.26E-05 -1.96E-05 -1.11 E-06 2.92E-05 4.24E-05
34473 7.58E-06 7.17E-06 0 -1.73E-05 -2.55E-05 -1.57E-06 4.02E-05 5.9E-05
Ultimate 45468 1.01 E-05 1.2E-05 0 -2.26E-05 -3.32E-05 -2.51E-06 6.55E-05 8.95E-05
60502 1.21E-05 2.13E-05 0 -3.07E-05 -4.75E-05 -3.98E-06 6.31E-05 -0.010623
70897 1.09E-05 2.83E-05 0 -3.66E-05 -5.71E-05 -5.21E-06 7.3E-05 -0.010623
79475 1.17E-05 3.12E-05 0 -3.83E-05 -6.85E-05 -6.7E-06 9.21 E-05 -0.010623
88439 1.55E-05 3.31E-05 0 -3.78E-05 -7.71 E-05 -7.58E-06 0.00011 -0.010623
1 -6.68E-08 -6.74 E-08 0 1.34E-07 -1.25E-07 -9.67E-08 -1.44 E-07 0
5
12444 2.99E 06 L85E-06 0 -6.65E-06 -1.05E-05 -6.24E-07 1.51 E-05 0
24866 5.92E-06 5.68E-06 0 -1.31E-05 -1.91E-05 -1.64 E-06 3.17E-05 0
34541 7.55E-06 9.29E-06 0 -1.8E-05 -2.6E-05 -2.28E-06 4.42E-05 0
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-i -4.76E-08 -1.12E-07 -4.79 E-08 -2.84 E-07 3.99E-08 -2.42E-08 -1.48E-07
1
12443 -1.16E-05 -2.23E-05 -2.5E-05 -1.13E-05 -1.39E-06 -2.52E-06 2.59E 05
24881 -2.26E-05 -4.56E-05 -5.06E-05 -1.77E-05 -2.58E-06 -4.2E-06 5.48E-05
34485 -3.04 E-05 -6.65E-05 -7.47E-05 -2.11 E-05 -3.73E-06 -3.92E-06 8.37E-05
0 1.72E-07 3.9E-07 6.17E-07 1.05E-06 2.99E-07 2.06E-07 -3.7E-07
2
12450 -1.09E-05 -2.23E-05 -2.55E-05 -9.68E-06 -1.2E-06 -1.89E-06 2.75E-05
24888 -2.17E-05 -4,6 IE-05 -5.17E-05 -1.7E-05 -2.26E-06 -3.45E-06 5.66E-05
34465 -3E-05 -6.64 E-05 -7.47E-05 -2.08E-05 -3.35E-06 -3.66E-06 8.24E-05
0 2.53E-07 1.14E-07 7.03E-08 -5.96E-08 6.51 E-08 1.7E-07 3.48E-08
12453 -1.08E-05 -2.27E-05 -2.63E-05 -9 98E-06 -1.4E-06 -1.76E-06 2.79E-05
J
24898 -2.2E-05 -4.72E-05 -5.31 E-05 -1.69E-05 -2.59E-06 -3.15E-06 5.76E-05
34473 -3.01 E-05 -6.67E-05 -7.49E-05 -2.09E-05 3.43E-06 -3.59E-06 8.18E-05
1 -3 ,17E-07 -3.33E-07 3.28E-08 -2.57E-07 -3.11 E-08 -1.07E-07 -2.95E-07
12458 -1.16E-05 -2.37E-05 -2.71 E-05 -1.13E-05 -1.64 E-06 -1.98E-06 2.85E-054
24895 -2.24 E-05 -4.83E-05 -5.46E-05 -1.73E-05 -2.94 E-06 -3.24E-06 5.89E-05
34736 -3.04 E-05 -6.86E-05 -7.77E-05 -2.09E-05 -3.9E-06 -3.03E-06 8.45E-05
1 -8.52E-08 -2.04 E-07 1.95E-07 3.58E-07 -5.3E-08 -2.07E-07 -1.71 E-07
12445 -1.08E-05 -2.26E-05 -2 53E-05 -9.25E-06 -1.58E-06 -1.71 E-06 2.66E-05
24905 -2.13E-05 -4.71 E-05 -5.19E-05 -153E-05 -3.09E-06 -2.7E-06 5.62E-05
34473 -2.98E-05 -6.61 E-05 -7.23E-05 -1.96E-05 -3.9E-06 -3.17E-06 7.89E-05
Ultimate 45468 -3.94 E-05 -9.71 E-05 -0.000109 -2.32E-05 -5.52E-06 -1.68E-06 0.000121
60502 -5.31E-05 -0.000139 -0.000159 -2.52E-05 -8.09E-06 2.33E-06 0.000141
70897 -6.21 E-05 -0.000164 -0.000191 -2.6E-05 -IE-05 7.05E-06 0.00015
79475 -6.71E-05 -0.000183 -0.00022 -2.71E-05 -1.29E-05 1.32E-05 0.000244
88439 -6.78E-05 -0.000195 -0.000246 -2.94 E-05 -1.5E-05 1.71 E-05 0.000279
1 -6.09 E-08 5.21 E-08 6.8 E-08 -7.48E-07 -1.51 E- 07 2.88E-08 -2.35E-07
12444 -1.13E-05 -2.3IE 05 -2.56E-05 -9.23E-06 -1.51 E-06 -1.46E-06 2.65E-05
•> 24866 -2.24 E-05 -5.12E-05 -5.69E-05 -1.55E-05 -3.06E-06 -1.42E-06 5.74 E-05
34541 -3 03E-05 -7.48E-05 -8.41 E-05 -1.83E-05 -4.36E-06 1.71E- 07 8.55E-05
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June 13, 2007:
P ost Tensioning Longitudinal to  the Slab
Individuals Present: Erin Bell, Charlie Goodspeed, David Salzer, Patrick Santoso, Rebekah 
Briggs
Individual readings are presented in micro-strain.
Column headings (ex. — SClM od3/ao4) refer to the chassis (1), slot number (3), and the 
channel o f the card located in that slot (4).
Jacking o f bar: 1 2.983 3.505 3.840 2.076
Jacking o f bar 2 -11.190 -9.273 -9.595 -9.948
Jacking o f bar 3 2.154 6.802 -2.654 2.120
Jacking o f bar 4 -12.440 -5.537 -15.883 -10^693
Jacking o f bar 5 2276 -2.386 8.535 2.158
J acking of b ar 6 -12.594 -15.837 -6.503 -10.837
S E 9 E B 9
T B S T B 6 T B 7
* TT®
T B S
Jacking o f bar 1 -8.626 -9.726 -7.606 -8.196
Jacking o f bar 2 1.967 2.253 1.990 1.678
Jacking o f bar 3 -8.584 -4.210 -13.753 -8.505
Jacking o f bar 4 3.042 8.588 -2.965 2.581
Jacking o f bar 5 -8.854 -16.012 -4.264 -8.762
Jacking of bar 6 2.955 -3.683 7.543 2.441
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June 13,2007:
Post Tensioning Longitudinal to the Bridge: Butt Joint
Individuals Present: Erin Bell, Charlie Goodspeed, David Salzer, Patrick Santoso, Rebekah 
Briggs
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th refer to the order o f  jacking. Individual readings are presented in strain.
Only 2 gages were oriented in the correct direction to record stresses induced by post­
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June 15, 2007:
Load Test o f  B utt Jo in t Slab System
Individuals Present: Erin Bell, Charlie Goodspeed, David Salzer, Patrick Santoso, Rebekah 
Briggs, David Scott (NHDOT), Rob Klimmer (NHDOT)
All load values shown in pounds and all strain gage measurements shown in inches/inch 
(strain).
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2.150 1.353E-08 -1.162E-07 3 705E-07 4.684E-08 1.145E-07 -5.579E-09
1 13386 -3.247E-05 -5.861 E-05 -3.981E-05 -3.354E-05 2 974E-05 6.237E-05
20439 -5.187E-05 -9.395E-05 -6.407E-05 -5.311E-05 4.720E-05 1.028E-04
33874 -9.348E-05 -1.722E-04 -1.140E-04 -9.384E-05 8.361 E-05 2.35 IE-04
1.739 -8.082E-08 -9.432E-08 2.138E-06 -1.443E-07 -1.499E-07 -2.983E-07
13418 -3.319E-05 -5.979E-05 -4.149E-05 -3.382E-05 2.984E-05 6.832E 05
z 25429 -6.526E-05 -1.183E-04 -8.371 E-05 -6.638E-05 5.893E-05 1.44 IE-04
33802 -8.758E-05 -1.599E-04 -1.128E-04 -8.946E-05 7952E-05 2.034 E-04
2.112 -7.635E-08 7.917E-08 2.358E-06 -1.272E-07 -1.013E-07 -1.997E-07
13324 -3.234E-05 -5.874E-05 -4.208E-05 -3.323E-05 2.927E-05 6:777E-053 21716 -5.488E-05 -9.982E-05 -7.224E-05 -5.610E-05 4.969E-05 1.218E-04
34853 -8.938E-05 -1.637E-04 -1.145E-04 -9.171 E-05 8.145E-05 2.101E-04
1.246 -1.130E-07 2.361 E-08 -4.083E-08 -3.904E-08 -5.804E-08 -2.780E-07
4 13956 -3.417E-05 -6.183E-05 -4.283E-05 -3.471 E-05 3.079E-05 7.270E-05
24765 -6.205E-05 -1 128E-04 -7.722E-05 -6.329E-05 5.619E-05 1.392E-04
35490 -9.055E-05 -1.660E-04 -1.115E-04 -9.274E-05 8.259E-05 2 158E-04
1.008 -6.827E-08 8 869E-08 -7.100E-07 -4.988E-08 -1.318E-07 -2.417E-07
5 13432 -3.229E-05 -5.823E-05 -4.081 E-05 -3.291 E-05 2.898E-05 6.758E-05
20928 -5.211 E-05 -9.498E-05 -6.605E-05 -5.314E-05 4.718E-05 1.173E-04
34073 -8.671E-05 -1.588E 04 -1.082E-Q4 -8.863E-05 7.894E-05 2.074E-04
0.872 6.959E-07 1.046E-06 8.212E-07 5.Q86E-07 6.202E-07 2.211 E-07
13506 -3.377E-05 -6.219E-05 -4.220E-05 -3.523E-05 3.274E-05 7.733E-05
6 25450 -6.404E-05 -1.180E-04 -7.732E-05 -6.652E-05 6.067E-05 1.539E-04
35569 -8.952E-05 -1.666E-04 -1.092E-04 -9.376E-05 8.549E-05 2.271E-04
49563 -1.292E-04 -2.481E-04 -1.604E-04 -1.343E-04 1.24 IE-04 4.535E-04
0.697 7.029E-07 8.331 E-07 -2.223E-06 4.344E-07 2.517E-07 -6.954E-07
13397 -3.434E-05 -6.355E-05 -4.644E-05 -3.545E-05 3.230E-05 8.210E-05
7 22436 -5.804 E-05 -1.089E-04 -7.566E-05 -5.991 E-05 5.474 E-05 1.614E-04
39486 -1.029E-04 -1.953E-04 -1.325E-04 -1.065E-04 9.710E-05 3.306E-04
49464 -1.289E-04 -2.465E-04 -1.669E-04 -1.338E-04 1.222E-04 4.442E-04
0.250 1.516E-07 2.858E-07 1.047E-06 1.586E-07 -7.224E-08 -3.001 E-07
13401 -3.539E-05 -6.521 E-05 -4.308E-05 -3.616E-05 3.231E-05 8.563E-05
8 21472 -5.718E-05 -1.066E-04 -7.276E-05 -5.832E-05 5.267E-05 1.612E-04
33815 -8.979E-05 -1.692E-04 -1.141E-04 -9.206E-05 8.311 E-05 2.869E-04
49453 -1.305E-04 -2.48 IE-04 -1.640E-04 -1.349E-04 1.217E-04 4.503E-04
0.392 1.435E-07 9.870E-08 5.854 E-07 8.730E-08 6.360E-08 -1.641 E-07
24441 -6.444 E-05 -1.202E-04 -7.402E-05 -6.567E-05 5.894 E-05 1.893E-04
49479 -1.308E-04 -2.476E-04 -1.585E-04 -1.347E-04 1.212E-04 4.570E-04
9 60455 -1.674E-04 -3.682E-04 -2.50 IE-04 -1.701E-04 1.622E-04 1.075E-03
70426 -2.066E-04 -6.58 IE-04 -4.503E-04 -2.052E-O4 2.277E-04 3.769E-03
79394 -2.349E-Q4 -1 213E-03 -8.278E-04 -2.359E-04 2.932E-04 1.105E-02
87227 -2.543E-04 -1.493E-03 -9.382E-04 -2.868E-04 3.052E-04 1.105E-02
208
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a2.150 2.398E-07 4.947E-08 -6.763E-08 -9.662E-07 -6.879E-08 -9.832E-08
i
13386 4.003E-05 3.058E-05 -3.647E-05 -5.813E-05 -5.091E-05 -3.717E-05
20439 6.406E-05 4.803E-05 -5.823E-05 -9.292E-05 -8.143E-05 -5.861 E-05
33874 1.182E-04 8.487E-05 -1.028E-04 -1.714E-04 -1.498E-04 -1.022E-04
1 739 -1.585E-07 8.821E-09 -2.543E-07 -1.706E-07 -1.552E-07 2 368E-08
13418 4.079E-05 3.063E-05 -3.692E-05 -5.926E-05 -5.261E-05 -3.683E.05
2 25429 8.209E-05 5 969E-05 -7.263E-05 -1.176E-04 -1.038E-04 -7.264E-05
33802 1.116E-04 8.051E-05 -9.773E-05 -1.591E-04 -1.399E-04 -9.797E-05
2.112 1.965E-08 -4.739E-08 1.735E-08 -2.926E-07 1.053E-07 1.334E-07
13324 4.004E-05 3.003E-05 -3.607E-05 -5.767E-05 -5.162E-05 -3.610E-05
3
21716 6.897E-05 5.048E-05 -6. I l l  E-05 -9.931 E-05 -8.759E-05 -6.115E-05
34853 1.143E-04 8.260E-05 -9:981 E-05 -1.621E-04 -1.433E-04 -1.004E-04
1.246 1.183E-07 -1.103E-07 -9.691E-08 7.819E-07 -1.054E-07 -2.504E-08
4
13956 4.226E-05 3.142E-05 -3.794E-05 -6.120E-05 -5.444E-05 -3.792E-05
24765 7.834E-05 5.699E-05 -6.896E-05 -1.116E-04 -9.928E-05 -6.933E-05
35490 1.165E-04 8.345E-05 -1.013E-04 -1.652E-04 -1.455E-04 -1.017E-04
1.008 -1.195E-07 -1.001E-07 7 .169E-08 2.338E 07 1.375E-07 1.138E-07
13432 3.973E-05 2.984E-05 -3.557E-05 -5.74 IE-05 -5.126E-05 -3.580E-055 20928 6.573E-05 4.779E-05 -5.794E-05 -9.344E-05 -8.333E-05 -5.794E-05
34073 1.114E-04 7.964E-05 -9.673E-05 -1.562E-04 -1.390E-04 -9.697E-05
0.872 1.214E-06 9.897E-07 6.227E-07 1.154 E-06 4.793E-07 4.172E-07
13506 4.566E-05 3.413E-05 -3.789E-05 -6.110E-05 -5.505E-05 -3.855E-05
6 25450 8.582E-05 6.252E-05 -7.147E-05 -1.185E-04 -1.041E-04 -7.312E-05
35569 1.221E-04 8.799E-05 -1.007E-04 -1.659E-04 -1.463E-04 -1.031E-04
49563 1.955E-04 1.248E-04 -1.426E-04 -2.489E-04 -2.180E-04 -1.461E-04
0.697 3.288E-07 3.454E-07 4.432E-07 7.555E-07 6.163E-07 3.938E-07
13397 4.570E-05 3.310E-05 -3.827E-05 -6.343E-05 -5.602E-05 -3.873E-05
7 22436 8 075E-05 5.549E-05 -6.457E-05 -1.086E-04 -9.594E-05 -6.541 E-05
39486 1.496E-04 9.784E-05 -1.I41E-04 -1.955E-04 -1.719E-04 -1.163E-04
49464 1.927E-04 1.228E-04 -1.426E-04 -2.466E-04 -2.162E-04 -1.458E-04
0.250 2.348E-08 6.555E-08 -1.439E-08 -4.325E-07 8.509E-08 1.227E-07
13401 4.657E-05 3.314E-05 -3.910E-05 -6.515E-05 -5.748E-05 -3.935E-05
S 21472 7.890E-05 5.334E-05 -6.300E-05 -1.066E-04 -9.413E-05 -6.356E-05
33815 1.288E-04 8.363E-05 -9.878E-05 -1.690E-04 -1.493E-04 -1.003E-04
49453 1.934E-04 1.225E-04 -1.435E-04 -2.477E-04 -2.181E-04 -1.467E-04
0.392 2.001E-07 1.139E-07 2.175 E-07 4.132E-07 1.545E-07 1.139E-07
24441 8.949E-05 5.923E-05 -7.070E-05 -1.203E-04 -1.072E-04 -7.159E-05
49479 1.943E-04 1.213E-04 -1.433E-04 -2.49 IE-04 -2.201E-04 -1.465E-04
9 60455 8.386E-04 1.521E-04 -1.809E-04 -3.694 E-04 -3.091E-04 -1.828E-04
70426 2.628E-03 1.749E-04 -2.130E-04 -6.170 E-04 -4.639E-04 -2.167E-04
79394 8 561E-03 1.815E-04 -2.292E-04 -9.047E-04 -5.973E-04 -2.382E-04
87227 -1.061E-02 1.531E-04 -2.464E-04 -1.245E-03 -7.348E-04 -2.61 IE-04
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j p u o s i m
2.150 2.789E-08 1.068E-07 -2.315E-07 5.289E-08 2.657E-07
i 13386 3.179E-05 6.783E-05 6.002E-05 3.083E-05 1.539E-05
20439 5.147E-05 1.039E-04 1.162E-04 4.824E-05 2.638E-05
33874 9.557E-05 1.866E-04 3.559E-04 8.225E-05 6.419E-05
1.739 -1.119E-07 2.857E-09 -3.901 E-07 -1.789E-07 -5.968E-08
13418 3.220E 05 6.949E-05 8.665E-05 3.027E-05 1.630E-05
2
25429 6.466E-05 1.346E-04 1.891 E- 04 5.923E-05 3.408E-05
33802 8.812E-05 1.861E-04 2.680E-04 7.962E-05 4.818E-05
2.112 -1.263E-07 -2.219E-07 -1.923E-07 -1.250E-07 -2.813E-08
3
13324 3.153E-05 6.929E-05 8.734 E-05 2.980E-05 1.62 0 E- 05
21716 5 428E-05 1.153E-04 1.619E-04 4.995E-05 2.867E-05
34853 9 Q09E-05 1.905E-04 2.789E-04 8.162E-05 4.925E-05
1.246 -1.556E-07 7.687E-08 -3.916E-07 -1.909E-08 7 348E-09
13956 3.323E-05 7.369E-05 9.555E-05 3.126E-05 1.741 E-05
4
24765 6.133E-05 1.313E-04 1.855E-04 5.671 E-05 3.282E-05
35490 9.136E-05 1.940E-04 2.883E-04 8.272E-05 5.046E-05
1.008 2.038E-Q9 -2.033E-Q7 1.489E-07 -4.742E-08 2.419E-08
13432 3.118E-05 6.96 IE-05 8.869E-05 2.969E-05 1.627E-05
5;
20928 5.156E-05 1.111 E-04 1.582E-04 4.745E-05 2.758E-05
34073 8.742E-05 1.851 E-04 2.788E-04 7.888E-05 4.813E-05
0.872 4.869E-07 1.538E-07 -2.452E-07 -1.231E-06 3.304 E-07
13506 3.478E-05 7.659E-05 1.004E-04 3.018E-05 1.875E-05
6 25450 6.548E-05 1.397E-04 2.035E-04 5.758E-05 3.591E-05
35569 9.340E-05 1.987E-04 2.975E-04 8.101 E-05 5.209E-05
49563 1.362E-04 2.885E-04 5.524E-04 1.130E-04 2.874 E-05
0.697 -1.187E-07 -2.534E-07 -9.136E-07 -5.995E-07 2.070E-07
13397 3.420E-05 7.910E-05 1.071 E-04 3 127E-05 1.538E-05
7 22436 5.885E-05 1.309E-04 2.106E-04 5.198E-05 2.364E-05
39486 1.061E-04 2.230E-04 4 .149E-04 9.183E-05 3.700E-05
49464 1.339E-04 2.771 E-04 5.418E-04 1.148E-04 3.833E-05
0.250 -1.876E-07 -1.828E- 07 -1.655E-07 -1.154 E-07 -1.117E-07
13401 3.460E-05 8.126E-05 1.130E-04 3.194 E-05 1.411 E-05
8 21472 5.696E-05 1.284E-04 2.110E-04 5.074E-05 2.016E-05
33815 9.062E-05 1.931 E-04 3.588E-04 7.963E-05 2.966E-05
49453 1.336E-04 2.746E-04 5.453E-04 1.164 E-04 3.876E-05
0.392 l.OOdE 07 1.920E-08 -4 .062E -07 -8.315E -08 1.040E-07
24441 6.432E-05 1.440E-04 2.491E-04 5.737E-05 2.018E-05
49479 1.337E-04 2.744E-04 5.589E-04 1.165E-04 3.582E-05
9 60455 1.747E-04 2.679E-04 7.144 E-04 1.412E-04 3.146E-06
70426 2.106E-04 2.377E-04 6.932E-04 1.617E-04 -2.559E-05
79394 2.115E-04 1.139E-04 6.321 E-04 1.696E-04 -5.681 E-05
87227 2.072E-04 1.503E-04 5.697E-04 1.769E-04 -5.521E-05
2 1 0
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APPENDIX E
GT STRUDL INPUT DATA
Tongue and Groove M odel
G e o r g i a  T e c h  R e s e a r c h  C o r p o r a t i o n  
G e o r g i a  I n s t i t u t e  o f  T e c h n o l o g y  
A t l a n t a ,  G e o r g i a  3 0 3 3 2  U . S . A .
C o p y r i g h t  ( c )  2 0 0 4  GTRC 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* ****** G T S T R U D L
* ********
* * * * *
* * * ***** * * * * * * * **** **  ** ***** * *
* * * * ********* ******  * * * * * * * ***** ** ** ******  **
* * * * ********* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * ***** * * * ***** ** ** * * * * * *
* ***** * * * * * ***** * * * * * * *  **  ** * * * * * *
* * * * * * *  ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ****** * * * * * *  * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *
* * *
* * * OWNED BY AND PROPRIETARY TO THE
*
*
* * GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION
* RELEASE DATE VERSION COMPLETION NO.
*
*
J a n u a r y  2 0 0 5 2 8  . 0 4 6 4 3
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * *  ACTIVE u n i t s -  LENGTH WEIGHT ANGLE TEMPERATURE TIME
* * * *  ASSUMED TO BE INCH POUND DEGREE FAHRENHEIT SECOND
> STATUS SUPPORT
> JO IN T RELEASES
> 1 2 3 5 6
> 7 8 4 9 5 0 51
> 52 53 54 55 56
> 97 98 99 1 0 0 1 0 1
> 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 0 4 1 4 5 1 4 6
> 1 4 7 1 4 8 1 4 9 1 5 0 1 5 1
> 1 5 2 1 9 3 1 9 4 1 9 5 1 9 6
> 1 9 7 1 9 8 1 9 9 2 0 0 9 6 1
> 9 6 2 9 6 3 9 6 4 9 6 5 9 6 6
> 9 6 7 9 6 8 1 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
> 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 3 1 0 1 4 1 0 1 5 1 0 1 6
> 1 0 5 7 1 0 5 8 1 0 5 9 1 0 6 0 1 0 6 1
> 1 0 6 2 1 0 6 3 1 0 6 4 1 1 0 5 1 1 0 6
2 1 1
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> 1 1 0 7 1 1 0 8 1 1 0 9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 -
> __ 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 3 1 1 5 4 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 6 -
> 1 1 5 8 1 1 5 9 1 1 6 0 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 6 -
> 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 8 1 2 8 2 1 2 8 6 -
> 1 2 9 0 1 2 9 4 1 2 9 8 1 6 0 2 1 6 0 6 -
> 1 6 1 0 1 6 1 4 1 6 1 8 1 6 8 2 1 6 8 6 -
> FOR X Z MOM X Z -
> KFY 1 .  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 9
> 1 6 9 0 1 6 9 4 1 6 9 8 2 4 0 2 2 4 0 3 _
> 2 4 0 4 2 4 0 6 2 4 0 7 2 4 0 8 2 4 5 0 _
>_ 2 4 5 1 2 4 5 2 2 4 5 3 2 4 5 4 2 4 5 5 -
> 2 4 5 6 2 4 9 8 2 4 9 9 2 5 0 0 2 5 0 1 -
> 2 5 0 2 2 5 0 3 2 5 0 4 2 5 4 6 2 5 4 7 -
> 2 5 4 8 2 5 4 9 2 5 5 0 2 5 5 1 2 5 5 2 -
> 2 5 9 4 2 5 9 5 2 5 9 6 2 5 9 7 2 5 9 8 -
> 2 5 9 9 2 6 0 0 3 3 6 2 3 3 6 3 3 3 6 4 -
> 3 3 6 5 3 3 6 6 3 3 6 7 3 3 6 8 3 4 1 0 -
> 3 4 1 1 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 3 3 4 1 4 3 4 1 5 -
> 3 4 1 6 3 4 5 8 3 4 5 9 3 4 6 0 3 4 6 1 -
>_ 3 4 6 2 3 4 6 3 3 4 6 4 3 5 0 6 3 5 0 7 -
> 3 5 0 8 3 5 0 9 3 5 1 0 3 5 1 1 3 5 1 2 -
> 3 5 5 4 3 5 5 5 3 5 5 7 3 5 5 8 3 5 5 9 -
> 3 5 6 0 -
> FOR X Z MOM X Z -
> KFY 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 9
> 5 7 7 2 9 8 4 _
> FOR X Y MOM X Y Z
> 4 1 1 5 7 2 4 0 5 3 5 5 6 _
> FOR Y Z MOM X Y Z
> CONSTANTS
> MATERIAL 'SC C '
> E 4 . 6 7 0 6 0 0 0 E + 0 6 ALL
> G 1 .  9 4 6 1 0 0 0 E + 0 6 ALL
> POI 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 ALL
> DEN 8 . 4 5 0 9 9 9 9 E - 0 2 ALL
> CTE 4 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 E - 0 6 ALL
> MATERIAL ' EPOXY'
> E 3 . 7 1 1 2 1 0 0 E + 0 5 -
> G 1 . 3 2 3 5 0 0 0 E + 0 5 -
> POI 4 . 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 E - 0 1 -
> DEN 4 . 6 9 7 1 0 0 1 E - 0 2 -
> CTE 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3 -
U N IT S INCH 
LOADING 'P T '
LBS DEG FAH
' P o s t  T e n s i o n i n g '
JOINT LOADS FOR X
2 0 1  5 1 3
2 4 9  2 2 5
2 7 3  9 2 1
9 9 3
JOINT LOADS FOR X 
2 1 7  9 8 5
5 0 5  4 5 7
9 3 7  9 2 9
2 5 7
JOINT LOADS FOR X 
6 9 6  7 4 4
9 9 2  5 1 2
2 1 6  2 2 4
2 6 4
JOINT LOADS FOR X 
2 1 6 32 1 1 9
2 2 3 8
2 1 5 9
2 2 5 8
2 1 8 3
2 2 7 8
2 . 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3  
6 8 1  
4 6 5  
7 5 3
1 . 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 4  
9 7 7  
4 4 9  
6 9 7
- 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 04  
7 0 4  
2 7 2  
7 5 2
1 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 4  
2 1 2 3  
2 2 1 8  










2 1 3 9
2 2 2 2










2 1 7 9
2 1 4 3
2 2 4 2
2 1 2
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> JO IN T  LOADS FOR X - 2  . 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 8 4 8 2 6 8 0 2 6 0 8 2 6 5 6 2 6 3 2 -
> 3 3 2 8 3 1 6 0 3 1 1 2 3 1 3 6 2 8 9 6 -
> 2 8 7 2 2 9 2 0 3 0 8 8 3 3 5 2 3 3 7 6 -
> 3 4 0 0
> JO INT LOADS FOR X - 1 . 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 4
> 3 3 9 2 2 6 1 6 2 6 2 4 3 1 0 4 3 0 9 6 -
> 3 1 5 2 3 1 4 4 2 6 7 2 2 6 6 4 3 3 3 6 -
> 3 3 4 4 2 8 6 4 2 8 5 6 3 3 8 4 2 9 0 4 -
> 2 9 1 2
> LOADING ' P S 1 ’' P r e - S t r e s s  M i m i c '
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z 1 . 8 2 8 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 2 4 0 2 4 5 2 4 4 7 2 4 0 4 -
> 2 4 0 3 2 4 0 6 2 4 0 5 4 6 44 -
> 4 3 4 4 7 3 5 -
> 6 4 2 7 2 4 0 7 2 4 4 4 -
> 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 6 2 4 4 5 2 4 4 3
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z 4 . 2 6 6 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 37 2 4 3 7 3 4 3 5 3 6 -
> 2 4 3 6 38 2 4 1 0 14 15 -
> 2 4 3 4 13 12 10 11 -
> 2 4 3 5 3 9 2 4 1 3 2 4 3 9 2 4 3 8 -
> 2 4 1 2 2 4 1 5 2 4 1 1 2 4 1 4
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z 6 . 9 0 6 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 6 2 4 2 2 23 2 4 2 1 2 4 2 9 -
> 2 4 2 7 2 4 2 0 2 4 2 8 3 1 2 4 1 9 -
> 2 4 1 8 2 8 2 7 3 0 2 9 -
> 2 4 3 0 2 4 3 1 2 4 2 6 1 9 18 -
> 2 4 2 3 2 0 2 2 2 1
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z - 1 . 8 2 8 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 1 1 5 6 1 1 9 8 1 1 9 5 1 1 9 6 1 1 9 7 -
> 1 1 5 4 1 1 5 9 1 1 5 7 1 1 5 8 3 5 9 9 -
> 1 1 5 5 1 1 9 4 3 5 5 4 3 5 9 4 3 5 5 8 -
> 3 5 5 7 3 5 5 5 3 5 9 7 3 5 9 5 3 5 9 6 -
> 3 5 5 9 1 1 9 9 3 5 9 8 3 5 5 6
> JOINT LOADS FOR Z -4  . 2 6 6 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 1 1 8 6 1 1 8 7 3 5 8 8 3 5 8 9 1 1 9 1 -
> 1 1 6 3 1 1 9 0 3 5 9 0 1 1 8 8 1 1 8 9 -
> 3 5 9 1 1 1 6 4 1 1 6 5 3 5 6 7 3 5 6 6 -
> 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 7 3 5 8 6 3 5 8 7 1 1 6 2 -
> 3 5 6 4 3 5 6 5 3 5 6 3 3 5 6 2
> JOINT LOADS FOR Z - 6 . 9 0 6 0 0 0 0 E + 03
> 3 5 7 9 3 5 8 0 1 1 7 4 1 1 7 3 1 1 7 1 -
> 1 1 7 0 1 1 7 2 1 1 7 5 3 5 7 2 3 5 7 4 -
> 3 5 7 1 3 5 7 0 3 5 8 3 3 5 8 2 3 5 7 3 -
> 3 5 7 5 3 5 7 8 1 1 8 0 1 1 7 8 1 1 7 9 -
> 1 1 8 1 1 1 8 3 1 1 8 2 3 5 8 1
> LOADING ' 3 6 k '  ' 3 6  k i p  l o a d 1
> JO IN T LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 8 0 7 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 0 4 8  2 0 5 6
> JO IN T  LOADS FOR Y - 3 . 6 1 3 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 0 5 2
> JO IN T  LOADS FOR Y - 5 . 8 4 8 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 3 0 6 6  2 9 7 0
> JO IN T  LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 3 4 5 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 9 7 1  3 0 6 7
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y -1.1697OOOE+04
> 3 0 1 8
> JO INT  LOADS FOR Y - 2 . 6 9 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 3 0 1 9
LOAD COMB ' a l l '  ' a l l  l o a d s '
COMB 'SW' 1 . 0 0 0  ’ P T ’ 1 . 0 0 0 0  ’ P S ’ 1 . 0 0 0 0  ’ 3 6 k ’ 1 . 0 0 0 0
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B utt Join t M odel
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
*  *  *  *
*  *
* *  * * * * * * * * * 4
* *  * * * * * * * * * 4
*  *  *  *  *  *
* * * * * * * * * *  






G T S T R U D L
* * * * *  
* * * * * *  
*  *  
* * * * *  
* * * * *  
*  *  
* * * * * *  
* * * * *
* * * * * *  







* * * * *  
* * * * * *  
*  *  *  *
* * * * * *  
* * * * *
*  *  *  *
*  *  *  *
*  *  *  *
*  *  
*  *  
*  *  
*  *  
*  *  
*  *
*  *  
*  *  
*  *  
*  *  
*  *  
*  *
* * * * * *  
*  *  *  *
* * * * *  
* * * * * *  
* *  * *
*  *  *  *
*  *  *  *
*  *  *  *
* * * * * *  







* * * * *  4 
* * * * *  4
OWNED BY AND PROPRIETARY TO THE 
GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION
RELEASE DATE 
J a n u a r y  2 0 0 5
VERSION
2 8 . 0
COMPLETION NO. 
4 6 4 3
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * *  ACTIVE UN ITS -  LENGTH WEIGHT ANGLE TEMPERATURE TIME
* * * *  ASSUMED TO BE INCH POUND DEGREE FAHRENHEIT SECOND
> STATUS SUPPORT
> JO IN T  RELEASES
> 8 1 2 4 2 -
> FOR Z MOM X Z -
> KFY 1 .  OOO0OOOE+O9
> 1 2 3 4 5 _
> 6 7 4 1 4 2 4 3 -
> 4 4 4 5 4 6 4 7 4 8 -
> 8 1 82 83 84 85 -
> 8 6 87 88 1 2 1 1 2 2 -
> 1 2 3 1 2 4 1 2 5 1 2 6 1 2 7 -
> 1 2 8 1 6 1 1 6 2 1 6 3 1 6 4 -
> 1 6 5 1 6 6 1 6 7 1 6 8 8 0 1 -
> 8 0 2 8 0 3 8 0 4 8 0 5 8 0 6 -
> 8 0 7 8 0 8 8 4 1 8 4 2 8 4 3 -
> 8 4 4 8 4 5 8 4 6 8 4 7 8 4 8 -
> 8 8 1 8 8 2 8 8 3 8 8 4 8 8 5 -
> 8 8 6 8 8 7 8 8 8 9 2 1 9 2 2 -
> 9 2 3 9 2 4 9 2 5 9 2 6 9 2 7 _
> 9 2 8 9 6 1 9 6 2 9 6 3 9 6 4 -
> 9 6 5 9 6 6 9 6 7 9 6 8 1 0 0 2 -
> 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 4 2 1 2 0 2 -
> 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 5 3 -
> 1 2 5 4 1 2 5 5 1 2 5 6 1 2 5 7 1 2 5 8 -
> FOR X Z MOM X Z
> KFY 1 .  OOOOOOOE+09
> 1 2 9 2 1 2 9 3 1 2 9 4 1 2 9 5 1 2 9 6 -
> 1 2 9 7 1 2 9 8 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 4 -
> 1 3 3 5 1 3 3 6 1 3 3 7 1 3 3 8 1 3 7 2 -
> 1 3 7 3 1 3 7 4 1 3 7 5 1 3 7 6 1 3 7 7 -
> 1 3 7 8 1 4 1 2 1 4 1 3 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 5 -
> 1 4 1 6 1 4 1 7 1 4 1 8 2 0 5 2 2 0 5 3 -
> 2 0 5 4 2 0 5 5 2 0 5 6 2 0 5 7 2 0 5 8 -
> 2 0 9 2 2 0 9 3 2 0 9 4 2 0 9 5 2 0 9 6 -
> 2 0 9 7 2 0 9 8 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 4 -
> 2 1 3 5 2 1 3 6 2 1 3 7 2 1 3 8 2 1 7 2 -
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2 1 7 3  2 1 7 4  2 1 7 5  2 1 7 6  2 1 7 7
2 1 7 8  2 2 1 2  2 2 1 3  2 2 1 4  2 2 1 5
2 2 1 6  2 2 1 7  2 2 1 8
FOR X Z MOM X Z
KFY 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 9
4 8 1  1 7 3 8
FOR X Y MOM X Y Z
> CONSTANTS
> MATERIAL 'SC C '
> E 4 . 6 7 0 6 0 0 0 E + 0 6
> G 1 .  9 4 6 1 0 0 0 E + 0 6
> POI 2 . OOOOOOOE-Ol
> DEN 8 . 4 5 0 9 9 9 9 E - 02
> CTE 4 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 E - 0 6
> MATERIAL ' EPOXY"
> E 3 . 7 1 1 2 1 0 0 E + 0 5
> G 1 .  3 2 3 5 0 0 0 E + 0 5
> POI 4 . 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 E - 0 1
> DEN 4 . 6 9 7 1 0 0 1 E - 0 2
> CTE 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3
> LOADING ' P r e S 1' 'M o ck  P r e s t r e s s i n g '
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z 6 . 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2
> 2 38 3 7 1 2 5 2 1 2 8 9 -
> 1 2 5 4 1 2 5 3 3 6 35 34 -
> 3 3 9 4 5 7 _
> 6 1 2 5 5 1 2 5 6 1 2 5 7 1 2 8 8 -
> 1 2 8 7 1 2 8 6 1 2 8 4 1 2 8 5
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z 5 . 4 1 7 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 31 1 2 7 8 30 2 9 2 6 -
> 2 8 27 13 12 1 2 8 1 -
> 10 11 1 2 7 7 1 2 7 6 1 2 7 9 -
> 1 2 8 0 15 14 1 2 6 5 1 2 6 1 -
> 1 2 6 2 1 2 6 4 1 2 6 3 1 2 6 0
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z 4 . 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 1 2 7 1 2 2 18 19 2 3 -
> 1 2 6 9 1 2 6 8 1 2 7 0 2 1 2 0 -
> 1 2 7 2 1 2 7 3
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z - 6 . 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2
> 9 6 4 9 6 3 9 9 4 2 2 4 5 9 6 5 -
> 9 9 6 9 9 5 9 9 7 9 9 8 9 6 2 -
> 9 6 6 9 6 7 2 2 1 2 2 2 4 9 2 2 4 6 -
> 9 9 9 2 2 1 7 2 2 1 6 2 2 1 5 2 2 1 3 -
> 2 2 1 4 2 2 4 7 2 2 4 8 2 2 4 4
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z - 5  . 4 1 7 0 0 0 0 E  + 03
> 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 9 9 1 9 9 0 9 7 3 -
> 9 7 4 9 7 0 9 7 1 9 7 2 9 7 5 -
> 2 2 3 8 2 2 2 3 2 2 4 1 9 8 9 2 2 4 0 -
> 2 2 3 9 2 2 3 7 2 2 3 6 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 5 -
> 9 8 8 2 2 2 2 9 8 7 9 8 6
> JO INT LOADS FOR Z - 4  . 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 9 8 3 9 7 9 9 7 8
> 9 8 1 9 8 0 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 9 2 2 3 0 -
> 2 2 3 1 9 8 2
> LOADING 1P T ' 1' P o s t  T e n s i o n i n g '
> JO INT LOADS FOR X 6 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 1 6 9 1 8 5 2 0 9 2 2 5 3 6 9 _
> 3 8 5 4 0 9 4 2 5 5 6 9 5 8 5 -
> 6 0 9 6 2 5 7 6 9 7 8 5 8 0 9 -
> 8 2 5
> JO INT  LOADS FOR X 1 .  8 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 4
> 1 7 7 2 1 7 3 7 7 4 1 7 5 7 7 -
> 6 1 7 7 7 7 8 1 7
> JO INT  LOADS FOR X - 6  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
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> 1 4 2 6  1 4 4 2  1 4 6 6  1 4 8 2  1 6 2 6
> _  1 6 4 2  1 6 6 6  1 6 8 2  1 8 2 6  1 8 4 2
> _  1 8 6 6  1 8 8 2  2 0 2 6  2 0 4 2  2 0 6 6
> _  2 0 8 2
> JO INT  LOADS FOR X - 1 . 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 4
> 1 4 3 4  1 4 7 4  1 6 3 4  1 6 7 4  1 8 3 4
> 1 8 7 4  2 0 3 4  2 0 7 4
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 4 . 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2
> 4 7 8 5 5 8
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 9 4  9 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 5 5 9 4 7 9
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 6  - 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2
> 4 8 0 5 6 0
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 8  . 9 7 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2
> 5 1 8
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 3  . 8 9 9 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 5 1 9
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 5 2 0
> LOADING 1 PL' 1' P o i n t  L o a d 1
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 3 4 5 0 0 0 0 E + 03
> 4 7 8 5 5 8
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 5  . 8 4  8 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 5 5 9 4 7 9
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 8 0 7 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 4 8 0 5 6 0
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 2  . 6 9 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3
> 5 1 8
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 1 . 1 6 9 7 0 0 0 E + 04
> 5 1 9
> JOINT LOADS FOR Y - 3 .  6 1 3 0 0 0 0 E + 03
> 5 2 0
> LOAD COMB ' a l l '  ' a l l  l o a d s '
> _  COMB 'SW 1 1 . 0 0 0 0  ' P r e S '  1 . 0 0 0 0
> ' P T '  1 . 0 0 0 0  'P L '  1 . 0 0 0 0
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